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The “BLACK LIST” originated on the 
GMCnet email list back at the end 
of 1998. It’s not a naughty list but 
is named for it’s originator, Roger 
BLACK. Roger continued to maintain 
the list for several years, then Billy 
Massey volunterred to maintain and 
update it till present. 

This “GMC Assistance List” is of GMC 
Motorhome owners/supporters who 
are making themselves available for 
what ever assistance they can offer 
to other GMCers while on the road 
traveling. Whether it is only to answer 
the phone to tell them where the auto 
parts store is or to help change out an 
engine in your driveway, all owners 
are needed. Sorry no help for those 
in an SOB (Some Other Brand). Just a 
GMC Motorhome.

We would like to have all GMCers on 
the list but you may use it either way. 

It has helped innumerable GMCers 
in need during their travels as well as 
helped prospective GMCers find their 
dream coach.

To sign up to be a member or  
to download the current list,  
see www.gmcblacklist.com.

Please include other pertinent 
information such as facilities,  
tools, knowledge, coffee, tea, beer 
supply ;-).  ...  Seriously, we just 
want to have someone with local 
information to avoid pitfalls to  
fellow travelers who have  
problems.

It has helped innumerable GMCers 
in need during their travels as well as 
helped prospective GMCers find their 
dream coach.

There is also a handy list of 
recommended GMC Service &  
Repair Suppliers at the end.

GMC Motorhomes International is pleased to assist Billy Massey in the  
production, printing, and first mailing of the “Black List” for the GMC  Motorhome Community to enjoy. 

www.gmcmi.com
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ALABAMA

Beam, Michael
Oop, AL 36467
c 334-764-2107
mtb8114@gmail.com
PHD | I’m new to the area and 
not real familiar with GMCMH 
yet but I can provide a spot to 
land if you need to have a place 
to have your rig towed. I have 
plenty of room and lots of tools. 
6/30/2020

Crouch, Mike
Hollywood, AL 35752
907-460-9358
Have a 4000 sq ft shop with 
tools. Will help any way I can. 
10/9/2019

Davis, Michael
Fairhome, AL 36532
650-218-2971
I have worked as a mechanic for 
50 years (retired) Although my 
specialty was not motorhomes, 
I’m getting to know the GMC 
better than I had hoped. I have 
a complete set of tools (no GMC 
specialt tools) and am willing to 
travel a little to help out a fellow 
GMCer. 11/5/2017

Dowling, Gerald
Dothan, AL 36301
334-790-5991
cptsantee@aol.com
Familar with workings, especially 
with the rear end, brakes, etc. 
Front end anxles, etc. Have 
some tools for light corrections, 
and also the usual coffee pot, a 
phone always on, and a number 
of dependable mechanics that 
have heavy Truck experience, 
plue several who own RV’s 
themselves. Located on 231 
South and willing to help out if 
close to Dothan. 9/15/2016

Gray, Jim
Silverhill, AL 36576
c 205-999-2124
stinsonflyer@gmail.com
PHD | I have only owned my 
Palm Beach for a couple of 
years and I am not much of a 
mechanic. I will, however, be 
glad to help someone that is 
having trouble in any way I 
can. I have some tools but no 
specialty GMC tools. I will be 

glad to help drive if needed and 
my wife and I have extra room 
if someone needs a place to stay 
for a couple of days while repairs 
are made. 11/28/2018

Knezek, Jeremy
Indian Springs Village, AL 35124
205-690-0153
c 561-504-5716
jtknezek@hotmail.com
Not much in the way of a 
mechanic but I have basic 
tools, a jack and stands, and a 
driveway that if you can get to 
the top is flat and has an easily 
accessible dump and 15 amp 
electric. Also know a competent 
local GMC mechanic and have 
all the standard part stores 
within a couple miles. Less than 
5 miles off I-65, 20 miles south 
of Birmingham. We are less than 
5 miles from Oak Mountain 
State Park which has a servicable 
campground as well. 12/3/2015

Mansfield, Art 
Decatur, AL 35601
256-351-9624
c 256-476-7923
amansfield1104@charter.net
some tools annd can support 
simple repairs. 12/3/2015

Phipps, Tom 
Spanish Fort, AL 36577
c 251-263-2185
c 251-487-1286
tph1pp5@outlook.com
PHD | Some Tools, Some 
Knowledge. Owned 2 GMC 
Avions. Over night parking if 
needed. Drive North on I65, East 
or West on I-10, about 100 miles 
to help. 6/30/2020

Salmon, Richard
Grand Bay, AL 36541
251-865-3490
c 251-377-1996
rsalmon0077@gmail.com
PHD | Some tools. Woodworker 
7/25/2019

Stiefel, Dennis
Rainsville, AL 35986
256-601-0534
c 256-630-0534
PHD | I am new to GMC motor 
homes but I have worked in 
the automotive field in some 
form for over 30 years. I have 

worked as a mechanic in both 
automotive and heavy/medum 
duty trucks field as a import and 
domestic cars and lite trucks 
and garbage trucks and also 
school bus mechanic. For the 
last 15 years I have served as an 
automotive instructor for high 
school students and have access 
to tools and equpemet from 
place of work. I am currently 
working on getting more 
personlal tools and equipment 
to have when I retire in about 3 
years. 10/9/2019

ALASKA

Neubert, Jerry
Fairbanks, AK 99709
907-479-6538
c 907-388-7719
jerryneubert@gmail.com
I have completly gutted and 
remodeled the interior of 
our GMC and have lots of 
experience in the shell, wiring 
and dash components. Limited 
mechanical knowledge buts lots 
of traveling experiences. Our 
coach has Turbo CIty EFI and 
Springfield Hi out put distributer. 
12/3/2015

Simmons, Dan
Anchorage, AK 99504
907-444-3922
Growing some local knowledge 
of good shops and spots, happy 
to share what I know. 4/23/2016

ARIZONA

Bagwell, Rich
Prescott, AZ 86305
928-710-5946
c 928-710-5946
richvalnash@cableone.net
Mostly self taught. I have owned 
my GMC for 3 years and have 
tackled brakes, generator axel 
boots, etc. so I have learned by 
doing and a lot from the forum. 
Will help in any way I can. I have 
quite a few tools. 12/11/2015

Booth, Ken
Lake Havasu, AZ 86404
928-764-3378
c 928-699-0913
hobo.booth@gmail.com
PHD | 12/6/2017

Decheine, Jim & Adelle
Ajo, AZ 85321
520-387-7701
c 602-980-2646
c 602-329-1930
jade@tabletoptelephone.com
In the Winter months, (Oct. 
thru. March) we are located 
20 miles North of Ogan 
Pipe National Monument in 
Southern Arizona, on State 
Hwy. 85. I have a small shop 
with lots of hand tools, acetelyn 
gas, portable electric welder, 
air compressor ect. In the 
Summer months, Pinetop, AZ 
near Showlow in the White 
Mountains. We don’t have the 
facilities in Pinetop that we have 
in Ajo, but have some tools, 
welders, and will be willing to 
help. 12/16/2015

Estabrook, Fred
Florence, AZ 85132
520-868-5492
Location is 11 miles south of 
Florence AZ, mid way between 
Tuscon and Phoenix on highway 
79. Have 2 1/2 acres on the 
Sonoran Desert with hookup. 
Own a 76 Eleganza and can 
provide limited tools and tech 
advice. 12/3/2014

Friedenberg, Joseph
Tucson, AZ 85705
c 520-869-6769
c 520-293-0374
FRIEDENBERGAUTO@gmail.com
BP | I am a mechanical 
repair facility and have been 
recommended by several owners 
to work on GMC motorhomes. 
I have a 30k drive up lift to put 
the motorhomes in the air so 
you can see underneath the 
couch. You can Google my shop 
name of it is Fredenburg auto 
LLC we have been in business 
since 1984 and in the same 
location since 1967. 6/30/2020

Greenberg, David
Hereford, AZ 85615
520-378-9380
landman11@mindspring.com
We are 40 miles south of I10 
about an hour from Tucson. 
Basic mechanical knowledge 
includes patching stuff up well 
enough to get to the next 
mechanic. My local guy is very 
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good (can do a carb rebuild in 
15 minutes), but not too fast on 
the big jobs.

Hickey, Mark
Mesa, AZ 85202
480-777-9599
c 480-338-3048
mark@habcycles.com
New to GMCs but have a pretty 
good selection of tools and have 
tackled pretty big jobs in the 
past. I know my way around 
a voltmeter, too. I’m putting 
together a spare parts collection, 
so just might have something 
you need. 12/3/2015

Hughes, Mike & Christine
Phoenix, AZ 85008
602-955-2768
c 602-499-1599
whose1938@gmail.com
I live near Interstate 10 & 
the loop 202 & the have lots 
of tools, happy to help with 
repairs. Chase parts and can do 
welding, Or Stop and say hello 
11/21/2016

Jones, David
Tucson, AZ 85704
c 520-234-4194
c 520-803-6915
davidj.sails@gmail.com
PHD | We can direct you to a RV 
mechanic that has done good 
work for us. 5/27/2018

Kadletz, Mike
Peach Springs, AZ 86434
562-972-2158
mike@hwybus.com
I have a place called Grand 
Canyon Caverns and Inn, 
milepost 115 on old historic 
Route 66 in the middle of 
no where (60 miles east of 
Kingman, 90 miles west of 
Flagstaff). I have RV park, food, 
gas, motel etc... AND I have 
employees on site 24/7 that I 
can call to get you something 
or get you somewhere or track 
parts or turn some wrenches for 
you. A great place to stay for a 
day, week or month. Of places 
to break down, this would be 
the best! 12/3/2015

Knowles, Larry 
Camp Verde, AZ 86322
c 303-887-2023
c 602-618-3345
3elk19az@gmail.com
muflermom@gmail.com

Place to Park and Work on 
Coach-Limited Knowledge-Some 
tools 12/6/2017

Krochman, Alexander
Phoenix, AZ 85013
c 714-815-9690
alex.krochman@gmail.com
I have been a GMC owner for 
about three years now and wish 
to add myselfto the blacklist, 
I have performed most of the 
work on my GMC myself, and 
am mechanically inclined to help 
with most areas of the coach. 
5/5/2021

Labonte-Smith, Victor
Yuma, AZ 85365
928-483-7454
cecileandvic@gmail.com
powell River, BC is our summer 
home April-Nov. Yuma AZ is our 
winter home Nov-March. Not 
a mechanic, but have changed 
most parts on mine. Use a good 
mobile mechanic in yuma. Carry 
a box of tools, and the will to 
help 3/20/2014

Lake, Dale 
Bullhead, AZ 86429
c 760-744-7474
PHD | Tri -State residents willing 
to help if needed. Located 
adjacent to Laughlin, NV & 
Needles, CA, 1 mike from 
Colorado River Have large piece 
of property you can stay on in 
your coach if needed. Happy to 
help if we can. 12/6/2017

Minnie, Armand
Marana, AZ 85658
520-744-1775
c 831-214-3914
armand@minniebiz.com
No room to park or work but 
some tools and knowledge of 
the area. 11/10/2016

Richmond, Randy
Ahwatukee, AZ 85045
480-330-0744
acrosport2@hotmail.com
I’m a pilot, so I’m not always 
home, but I’ll try to help out as 
best I can. I don’t have a place 
to work, or many specialized 
tools, or much talent for that 
matter, but I can give you 
another set of eyes, a little 
experience and maybe a lift to 
the auto parts place. Maybe 
together we can get you back 
on the road. 12/11/2015

Russell, Steve & Bernice 
Marks
Scottsdale, AZ 85254
480-991-0624
c 602-524-0063
srussell108@cox.net
We have a 77 Coca Cola and are 
located in the Northeast part 
of Phoenix on the Scottsdale 
border. We have a driveway, 
40 Amp electrical hookup, and 
dumping ability. I have a lot of 
automotive tools, jacks, stands, 
air compressor, welders and 
some metal wo 

Smith, Ron 
San Tan Valley, AZ 85143
509-628-9662
c 509-539 6416
Obegone@aol.com
Parking for 1-2 coaches, limited 
electric/sewer. Shop space 
available with decent selection 
of power, hand, air tools, limited 
welding as well. Local repair 
and troubleshooting advice, hot 
coffee and shower. Manuals, 
parts reference. 11/10/2016

Stouffer, Carl 
Tucson, AZ 85718
520-577-2530
c 520-240-9836
c 520-240-7425
carljr3b@yahoo.com
carljr3b@gmail.com
GMC Newbie as of July ‘08’. 
We have room for additional 
coaches, 50 amp hook-up, 
water,and dump facilities. 
Good knowledge of the Tucson 
area, good relationship with an 
honest auto repair shop with 
RV experience, and a good 
parts facility. I am mechanically 
inclined and have an ever 
expanding selection of tools and 
equipment as well as welding 
and limited fabrication abilities. 
I have jumped into this GMC 
thing with both feet and am 
willing to help any way I can. 
11/10/2016

Watkins, John
Chandler, AZ 85225
c 480-388-7794
c 602-910-4534
gmcmh@gmail.com
6/2/2017

Wheeler, Adam
Phoenix, AZ 85014
c 602-451-2326
adam@adamandroid.com
PHD | 8/9/2018

ARKANSAS

Session, Charles
Morrilton, AR 72110
c 501-454-9143
c 501-354-0414
csession.sessioninsurance@
gmail.com
5/27/2018

Trammell, Rex & Pam
Kingsland, AR 71652
870-348-5501
Cleveland County, South 
Arkansas. Trammell’s Engine 
Service, can offer assistance, 
some tools, a warm fire, coffee, 
cokes and sympathetic ear. 
12/3/2014

CALIFORNIA

Avillar, Mitch
Patterson, CA 95363
209-892-6386
c 209-610-7961
farpointautomation@yahoo.com
Have basic tools and know the 
local resorces. Live in town, so 
not much room. Parking would 
be on the street. There is an 
RV park near the freeway. (Kit 
Fox). Call cell number first or 
leave message on house phone. 
6/9/2016

Beckman, George
Colfax, CA 95713
530-346-6038
c 559-706-3485
gbeckman@graestone.org
george.beckman@gmail.com
Have tools, know EFI and know 
guys who know guys. Probably 
can’t pull an engine here, but 
could sure try to help. Have 
place to work on cement with 
power. 11/10/2016

Betz, Gordon
Posey, CA 93260
661-536 8552
c 661-319 9739
c 661-792-9798
glbetz16@gmail.com
glbetz1@yahoo.com
PHD | I am a new GMCer. I 
live 45 miles NE of Bakersfield. 
Retired aircraft mechanic of 35 
years. I do most of my own work 
and have a pretty good set of 
tools. However my knowledge 
of the GMC has just begun. I 
do have a copy of the owners 
manuel. 11/22/2016
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Beven, Fin 
South Pasadena, CA 91030
c 626-616-7124
FinBeven@MSN.com
On a hill with a fantastic 
180-degree view from the GMC 
pad. 30 amp service, water, and 
a pump-out station if you have 
a mascerator. Few GMC-specific 
tools, but we’ve got lots of 
wood-working tools, drill press, 
compressor, etc. Good food, 
good drink, and pretty good 
company. 12/10/2015

Birky, Cameron
Pleasant Hill, CA 94523
c 925-385-8272
cbirky@gmail.com
PHD | 11/28/2018

Blakely, Brent
Antelope, CA 95843
916-595-3355
pomracer@yahoo.com
We haven’t owned our GMC 
RV for very long, but love the 
concept and simplicity of it. As 
for tools, I have my own, but 
most of my experience is with 
fixing and maintaining my street 
and race cars. I do know of RV 
Doctor George as a reference 
for any question I might have, 
so he’s who I’d recommend if 
anyone is stranded in my area. 
Don’t hesitate to call if the need 
arises. 12/17/2014

Blankenship, John
Tulare, CA 93274
559-688-2183
c 559-967-4469
jtblank@yahoo.com
BP | Off freeway 99 half way 
between Fresno and Bakersfield 
12/11/2015

Bodine, Doug and Barb 
Three Rivers, CA 93271
559-561-4920
Bodinehouse1@att.net
We have some basic mechanical 
skills or can find someone to 
fix almost anything. We can 
act as tour guides, providers 
of safe shelter to those in 
need, give words of comfort or 
encouragement and can, on 
occasion even cook biscuits and 
gravy. 2/16/2015

Bovee, Gary & Rebecca
Red Bluff, CA 96080
530-527-3015
c 530-200-6247
gcbgold@yahoo.com
BP | We are located 5.2 miles 
east of Red Bluff, off of the I-5 

Freeway main exit to Red Bluff. 
Plenty of flat parking, shop, 
water and 30/50 amp electrical 
hookup. Basic mechanical skills. 
Automotive tools, compressor, 
jack stands, floor jack, torch, 
and welder. Willing to assist 
fellow GMCer s however we can. 
11/10/2016

Burgess, Francis
Hanford, CA 93230
559-584-6474
c 559-779-1566
Francis.burgess@gmail.com
BP | Knows mechanics in the 
area. 12/6/2015

Burt, Jerry & Patti
Fresno, CA 93747
c 559-681-1321
jburtphotos@gmail.com
jburt@pjburt.com
Some tools and a little 
knowledge. Manuals and 
some saved how-tos. A 
helping hand/ride and/or help 
locating help. Maybe even a 
cold commiseration beverage. 
6/9/2016

Butts, George
Apple Valley, CA 92307
c 760-221-5030
george.b@reagan.com
PHD | Call anytime day or night. 
Will help any way I can. About 
5 miles east of Interstate 15 @ 
Victorville CA. Have off street 
parking. 11/14/2016

Castleberry, Richard & Ellen 
Chico, CA 95926
530-345-3540
c 530-354-0102
bukzin@gmail.com
PHD | Have space in shop with 
floor jacks, stands, compressor, 
tools. Room to work indoors. 
Near Hwy 32 between Hwy 5 
and 99. Leave a message and I’ll 
call ASAP. 11/11/2016

Chalfant, John
Cottonwood, CA 96022
530-347-0277
c 415-246-1850
j.chalfant88@gmail.com
We live in a restricted access 
community called Lake 
California. We have a beautiful 
RV campground that you 
can use if you are in this area 
(minimum fee) Call before 
arrival so I can put you name 
at the gate. I can also provide 
references for mechanical 
services in the Redding area. 
11/10/2016

Chick, Marianne
Elk Grove, CA 95758
916-599-1391
mariannechick1@gmail.com
6/9/2016

Christensen, Jack
Sebastopol, CA 95472
707-829-3333
c 707-481-7351
captjack@sonic.net
PHD | Glad to lend a hand. 
I have tools and fairly good 
mechanical/electrical skills. 
Could provide a temporary 
emergency parking spot, but it’s 
hard to get to. 11/10/2016

Circcarelli, Tom
Huntington Beach, CA 92646
714-969-2728
c 714-585-9502
tgc123@socal.rr.com
We’re new to the GMC world, 
but I have spent a good deal 
of time working on old cars 
and have tools and some 
knowledge. Also have welders 
and machining capabilities. 
Unfortunately no storage area. 
Willing to help anyway I can. 
11/5/2017

Condos, Frank & Freddie 
Ahwahnee, CA 93601
559-683-5185
fcondos@sti.net
BP | 20 miles from Yosemite, 
off Highway 49. Have a shop, 
plenty of tools and can help 
fix most any thing. More 
importantly, hospitality, a place 
to park and any thing you wish 
to drink. 11/15/2016

Conley, Larry
Manhattan Beach, CA 90266
c 310-629-4162
PHD | 5/27/2018

Cook, Bob 
Redondo Beach, CA 90277
310-372-9323
c 310-702-9323
bcgmc@verizon.net
BP | Even though I have a 
bearing tool, all I can offer is 
advice on the phone. The area I 
live in is very congested and not 
suitable for working on GMC’s. 
I can always talk on the phone 
if someone needs advice on 
GMC’s or where to find parts. 
12/3/2015

Corrigan, George
San Marcos, CA 92069
c 760-471-4777
corrigangj@yahoo.com
Not a mechanic, but willing 
to assist with contacts and 
transportation when in area. 
Retired and travel...kids & 
a grandkids out of area :) 
4/21/2016

Crisis, Desmond
Treasure Island, CA 94130
415-989-9100
ces@opg.org
We’re halfway across the San 
Francisco / Oakland Bay Bridge. 
We have a lot of parking on the 
island, but it’s only boondocking 
and we’ll have to tell the police 
what’s going on but they 
shouldn’t have an issue. We 
don’t have many mechanical 
resources at home, but we can 
locate you just about anywhere 
in San Francisco and get you 
or needed parts to and from 
Fremont. 12/18/2014

Cully, Kim
Lompoc, CA 93436
c 805-757-2773
kmculley56@gmail.com
6/2/2017

Curtis, Fay Curtis
Kneeland, CA 95549
707-443-8523
curtisunlimited@aol.com
PHD | Have a good set of 
tools (including some GMC 
specific), spares and over 10 
years knowledge of working 
and keeping our GMC on the 
road. Have place you can work 
on your coach or stop and visit 
for extended time (can even 
store your coach for a while if 
needed). Know where to get 
parts locally and who will work 
on your coach if you can’t and 
we can’t fix what ails it. Don’t 
do coffee or beer, but wine, tea, 
hard liquer, water and soft drinks 
are available. Bring your own 
steaks- with extras for us- and 
we will have a barbque! Always 
enjoy having GMCers stop and 
camp in our Redwood forest. 
Please call if you are passing 
through, even if you don’t need 
assistance. 11/11/2016
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Douglas, James
Cameron Park, CA 95682
530-677-7307
c 916-541-5451
douglas2800@sbcglobal.net
I have owned the GMC for 
18 months and doing a lot of 
renovation work. 10/9/2019

Elsley, Dick & Carmela 
Thousand Oaks, CA 91362
c 805-905-8168 
dick@elsley.name
PHD | Have tools, parking and a 
pretty good RV repair shop near 
by. 1/10/2017

Enos, David & Connie
Colfax, CA 95713
530-389-8424
c 916-806-9773
davide@foothill.net
We are new owners of a 1976 
Royale with limited knowledge 
and basic shop tools, but are 
more than willing to assist fellow 
GMC’ers how ever we can. Have 
room for a Coach, electrical, 
water 11/11/2016

Fimbres, Mike
Canyon Country, CA 91361
662-251-9086
fimbresmom@sbcglobal.net
4/15/2019

Fink, Don & Donna 
Bakersfield, CA 93314
661-589-5923 
c 661-333-4922
dfink@bak.rr.com
We do have a shop with 
some tools and plenty of 
encouragement. We have 
electricity, and water hook 
up. Plenty of parking space. 
11/10/2016

Fisher, Eugene 
Livermore, CA 94550
925-447-8079
BP | Place to park, place to 
dump, good shop, so-so 
mechanical skills. 11/26/2014

Fong, Creighton
Oakland, CA 94606
510-536-1719
c 415-937-6011
creightonfong@att.net
BP | Tools, gas/mig welder - One 
mile from Lake Merritt, but 
most likely no parking available 
within 2 blocks from my house 
BEARING TOOL 2/16/2015

Fox, John
Palo Also, CA 92059
760-742-4200
c 909-418-9121
mondofox@hotmail.com
This contact info generally 
valid Mon-Fri only. Emergency 
parking. Basic tools. Some 
mechanical knowledge. GMC 
manual. Travel and service 
advice for inland northern San 
Diego County and southwestern 
Riverside County. One mile 
from Pala RV Resort on CA 76. 
Available 60 miles north in 
Corona 92882 on weekends just 
off CA 91 at cell number. Advice, 
coffee and sympathetic ear 
weekends in Corona. 6/9/2016

Fraga, Ryan
Chico, CA 95926
530-566-2405
rtfraga@hotmail.com
6/9/2016

Freeman, Frank 
Vallejo, CA 94591
707-557-4066
c 707-225-1799
f.freeman@usa.net
2-miles off i-80 near Marine 
world. 100’ drive way For 
off street help we can always 
put someone up if there is an 
emergency. 12/11/2015

Freiman, Steve
Culver City, CA 90230
c 559-363-0109
emes.yid@gmail.com
Give a call . I can help with 
referrals or local boondocking 
locations and other things 
related to the Malibu, santa 
Monica, Venice, marina del Rey 
and playa vista areas. (Don’t 
have storage) basically if you 
need help call me and I’ll do 
what I can for you, happily. 
10/9/2019

French, Elvin
Santa Clara, CA 95051
408-293-4864
c 408-219-6867
elvinfrench@utexas.edu
I’m not in the business, but 
I am fairly knowledgeable of 
the GMC. I’ve owned four 
since 1983, and have driven 
them a total of nearly 500,000 
miles. I don’t mind late calls. 
11/11/2016

Frothinger, Mike and Judy 
Mt. Shasta, CA 96067
707-538-4621
c 707-480-1258
mfrothinger@gmail.com
Limited knowledge and tools, 
but willing to help if I can. 
Always coffee, most of the time 
wine or beer. Have name and 
number for a good local shop 
that can probably help too. 

Gardner, David
Oxnard, CA 93035
805-504 6879
c 323-829-1886
mr.green@TWC.com
PHD | I have an assortment of 
tools, though as a new member 
I have no GMC specific tools, 
willing to offer though anything 
I can to help. 3/10/2017

Giere, Glenn
Portland, CA 97217
503-283-9752
glenngiere@gmail.com
BP | Glad to help out, have 
many tools & some knowledge 
of the beast 12/3/2015

Genesoto, Adrien
Yuba City, CA 95993
530-674-9155
c 530-933-3996
genesoto@syix.com
A newcomer at this with 
no shop, general tools, no 
specialty tools yet, mechanical 
knowledge, close to part stores, 
can be a gopher and whatever 
other support I can. Good 
knowledge of N. Ca.roads. Also 
fixman54@syix.com 12/6/2015

Georgopoulos, Dean 
Venice, CA 90291
c 310-490-5369
c 310-490-5489
PHD | Very new to this, not very 
mechanical... but I am willing to 
help...as others have done for 
me... 8/9/2018

Gilbert, Steve 
Auburn, CA 95603
530-885-3273
Just off I-80 between 
Sacramento and Reno / Tahoe. 
Little driveway in little city by 
local High School! Have some 
tools, can direct to facilities, etc. 
11/26/2014

Hanson, Dean 
Fremont, CA 94538
510-657-9600
dean@hansonemail.com
dean@sharecashsystems.com
PHD | BP | I have owned 1 

or more GMC’s since 1979. I 
have installed 3 engines and 
a wide variety of repairs. I am 
an experienced RV’er. This 
address is my construction yard 
where you could perform your 
own repair, seek help and/or 
advice and/or just stay the nig 
11/10/2016

Hewitt, Joe 
Poway, CA 92064
858-487-4044
c 858-442-4044
joe.hewitt@cox.net
11/10/2016

Hogervorst, Gerard
Joshua Tree, CA 92252
760-366-1829
c 714-366-3893
teknoskav@yahoo.com
Plenty of tools (including 
air powered),12 volt dc and 
some 120 volt ac electrical 
troubleshooting, repair and 
mechanical knowledge available, 
limited driveway space for non-
major repairs. Possible to be a 
local parts runner if needed. 
There are no major engine and 
trans repair facilities nearby 
since this is a rural desert area. 
6/2/2017

Horowitz, David
Raymond, CA 93653
559-760-3555
dp_horowitz@hotmail.com
Will try our best to help out. 
9/15/2016

Kadletz, Mike
Seal Beach, CA 90740
562-972-2158
mike@hwybus.com
I’ve been in the bus conversion 
business for 40 years, recently 
downsized to the GMC and 
love them. Not sure what I can 
offer, a ride, or help finding 
something. Have a small yard for 
smaller repairs. Can help getting 
you around etc. 11/24/2014

Kanomata, Jim 
Newark, CA 94560
510-742-1101
c 408-639-0737
c 800-752-7502
jimk@appliedairfilters.com
mail@appliedairfilters.com
BP | I own a parts and service 
shop dedicated to GMC 
Motorhomes. We will provide 
free access to our shop with it’s 
power hookups and internet 
access to those who are broken 
down in our area. We have 
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the largest inventory of GMC 
parts and special tools west of 
Mississippi. Towing is provided 
through a local company. 
11/10/2016

Ketchum, Bob
San Francisco, CA 94132
415-334-6184
c 415-710-3464
robertketchum415@gmail.com
justroving2016@gmail.com
I am new to the gmcer world. I 
will try and help anyway I can. 
9/15/2016

Kincaid, Jack & Mary
Castro Valley, CA 94546
510-886-5157
c 510-508-5157
jackekincaid@gmail.com
kinscott@comcast.net
We have a coffee pot, spare 
bedroom, address’ of local repair 
shops and the phone numbers 
for a bunch of GMC friends. 
Castro Valley is just South of 
Oakland, CA 11/17/2016

Kirkhuff, Vince
San Luis Obispo, CA 93405
805-543-6716
vjkirk@sbcglobal.net
I’ve only been a GMC-er since 
October 2008, but I have a 
good set of basic tools and know 
how to use them. The wine rack 
always has a bottle that’s ready 
for drinking, and the beer is 
always cold. 12/31/2015

Kittredge, Bill
Yorba Linda, CA 92887
c 714-264-7386
wrkittredge@aol.com
I have been an owner since 
2012, and can recommend a 
reputable repair shop in the 
area, one with a lift, if ever you 
are in trouble in North Orange 
County. 6/9/2016

Klein, Kevin
LaMesa, CA 91942
c 619-261-2641
klein-design@cox.net
PHD | 6/30/2020

Lawrence, Daniel
Fortuna, CA 95540
707-726-7841
c 707-502-8826
digitdan@suddenlink.net
If calling my cell phone please 
use text only as I am mute and 
can not speak. I have tools, 
battery jumper cables and 
emergency start. A short term 
parking area 11/10/2016

Lazorchak, Andrew
Yountville, CA 94599
917-400-8488
lazora@gmail.com
In the heart of napa valley 
(Yountville cross rd & Silverado 
Trail) you have a refuge and 
a place for tools, a drink, and 
banter about GMCs & so on. 
I have basic tools & a great 
mechanic nearby for anything 
large. Plenty of space in my side 
yard and driveway, for anyone in 
need, and potentially a place for 
a night for a GMCer. 11/10/2016

Leong, Blake
Long Beach, CA 90806
408-458-0559
blakeleong@yahoo.com
I’m a new owner and just 
learning the ins and outs of the 
GMC, but I’m happy to point 
you to a mechanic, a good meal, 
and a beer. 9/15/2016

Lluncor, Eddy
Downey, CA 90240
c 562-879-1709
We are located 10 miles South 
East from Downtown Los 
Angeles off the 5fwy. Glad to 
lend a hand, tools, manuals, 
basic mechanical skills, wifi, cold 
drinks or hot coffee. Know of a 
certified GMC mechanic/shop 5 
min. from home if neeed it. Call 
or text anytime and safe travels. 
2/5/2020

Long, Rick
Atascadero, CA 93422
c 805-570-8041
c 805-400-9932
ricklong058@gmail.com
ltownsend9375@gmail.com
PHD | We can’t fix much but 
can offer a place to park, 
refreshments, food, and an 
encouragin workd. We have 
local mechanic and repair 
company to recommend that 
will come to you if you are 
broken down. We also have 
a shop if you need a place to 
work on your own motorhome. 
6/2/2017

Lopes, Guy
Elk Grove, CA 95624
916-548-5984
c 916-548-5984
tawptool@surewest.net
This is my fourth GMC. Through 
the years I have gained some 
knowledge about the GMC and 
it’s special requirements. I don’t 
have enough space at home to 
do major maintenance, but if 

you need to stop for a night, 
there’s a spot on the side of my 
house and I have an extensive 
tool collection including 
machine tools for almost any 
type of metalworking and 
machining. 12/11/2015

Maki, Toby & Nancy 
Riverside, CA 92509
951-360-0423
tmaki@earthlink.net
PHD | BP | We’re close to several 
major freeway intersections in 
Southern California. Help is near 
anywhere from L.A. to Palm 
Springs, and Barstow to San 
Diego. Have tools, manuals, and 
can help. 11/12/2016

Mandel, Andre
Emeryville, CA 94608
c 510-459-7686
andre.mandel@gmail.com
I live right near the San 
Francisco Bay Bridge, and my 
coach is usually parked nearby 
in the neighborhood. I’ve 
addressed many issues with my 
GMC coach and am happy to 
help with my tools and time. 
12/11/2015

Markley, Chuck
Nuevo, CA 92567
c 951-634-6009
cmarkley1@gmail.com
Have most Tools, plenty of 
parking, hook up s if needed. 
1/18/2018

Meyers, Darryl
El Dorado Hills, CA 95762
c 530-383-1955
dcmeyers@sbcglobal.net
PHD | Limitied mechanical 
knowleged and ability but 
willing to do whatever I can 
to help. Fair selection of small 
tools. 11/10/2016

Morris, Kenneth
Modesto, CA 95355
209-578-6560
c 209-404-6038
calguard@hotmail.com
I have tools and basic knowledge 
of GMC motothomes, welders 
and knowledge of the service 
facilitys within a 50 mile radius. 
12/3/2015

Murphy, Marilyn H.
Santa Monica, CA 90403
310-828-2240
drstretchgsi@juno.com
Not a mechanically inclined, but 
will help if can 1/18/2016

Nehl, Joe & Kathy
Loma Rica, CA 95901
530-743-6050
c 530-632-6050
jnehl@syix.com
We are in Northern CA between 
Marysville & Grass Valley off of 
Hwy 20. Have a pad with a full 
hookup and tools, air, jacks, 
shop to work in. Call anytime. 
12/17/2014

Norton, Doug
Vacaville, CA 95687
707-474-3616
c 208-440-8702
nortocd@yahoo.com
Have tools and usually have time 
to help. Can provide transport 
assistance (parts run etc.) 
12/11/2015

Nutter, Scott 
Solano Beach, CA 92075
858-212-8760
Winoscott@aol.com
basic tools and a floor jack. 
Parking for one GMC. Extra 
bedroom if needed. Medium 
mechanical knowledge. Plenty of 
extra surfboards! 4/21/2016

OConner, Greg
Romoland, CA 92585
c 951-830-5997
rainbowrvgreg@gmail.com
greg@rainbowrv.com
PHD | I usualy have several GMC 
units at my lot. I rebuild several 
each year 11/25/2016

OConner, Mark
San Jose, CA 95117
626-224-8875
c 626-224-8875
markdoconnor138@gmail.com
PHD | I just purchased my first 
GMC in March 2017. I am not 
very knowledgable yet but I do 
have a decent set of tools and I 
am willing to assist as much as I 
am able. 11/5/2017

Pattison, Michelle
Barstow, CA 92312
c 773-809-3814
michelle.anonymous@gmail.
com
We are full-timing in our GMC 
and relocate every 4-6 months. 
You’ll find us in southern Arizona 
through March 2016, then 
in Mammoth Lakes, CA from 
May 2016 through October 
2016. We are no experts, but 
we have done plenty of hands-
on troubleshooting and work 
on our rig since we bought 
it in 2011 and are happy to 
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provide what help we can with 
engine and house systems. 
Give us a call or see our blog at 
dirtpatchandboo.tumblr.com 
to check our current location. 
1/15/2016

Phillips, John
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670
c 916-205-0550
john.phillip0@gmail.com
Very new 7/21/2017. Will be 
learning for a long time.Still 
looking for people who will 
do anything with 74 GMC. 
11/5/2017

Price, Larry 
Atascadero, CA 93423
805-466-4195
c 805-286-6907
lwprice1@charter.net
(Hwy. US 101) “Central Coast” 
area of CA: Workshop with GMC 
bay, dump station, elec hook-up 
under construction. “Way too 
many tools” .according to wife. 
11/11/2016

Pruitt, Paul
Stanton, CA 90680
714-890-0110
c 714-612-7285
paullpruitt@gmail.com
Near disneyland have some 
spare parts large driveway for 
repairs im not that mechanical. 
Have a lot of tools etc dont mind 
helping otheres 7/30/2014

Reed, Brian
San Francisco, CA 94107
415-637-6729
c 415-637-6729
c 305-975-7065
czrex@aol.com
brian@brihospitality.com
12/3/2015

Richardson, Jim 
Solvang, CA 93464
805-688-1659
c 805-660-3331
jrnjim@verizon.net
Area of coverage: Santa Ynez 
Valley to Buellton, CA. Have 
plenty of hand tools, floor 
jack and stands, free and 
questionable advice. Also 
have sewer dump. Plenty of 
refreshments and nourishments. 
Don’t have bearing removal 
tools, yet 12/3/2015

Roenick, Nick
Placerville, CA 95667
510-326-5236
c 510-326-5236
pickle4k@gmail.com
PHD | Will be able to assist with 
tools and some knowledge. 
Owned a GMC since 2009. 
2/17/2019

Rowe, James
San Dimas, CA 91773
909-599-2820
c 909-938-7631
ezride71@verizon.net
I have a large property to store 
coaches if need be. I work on 
my own coach and have most 
tools required to do the job. I 
have had my coach for 20 years. 
San Dimas is just east of Los 
Angeles. Willing to lend a hand 
or advice. 9/15/2016

Shoop, Richard
Fort Bragg, CA 95437
707-964-4404
c 707-813-8130
richshoop@comcast.net
PHD | Electrical troubleshooter 
11/15/2016

Shourt, Bill
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423
818-300-9868
wshourt@gmail.com
I have some mechanical 
knowledge and know local 
resources 12/4/2015

Schultz, Craig 
El Dorado Hills, CA 95762
916-933-1410
c 916-548-6767
STANLEYCE@YAHOO.COM
BP | Bearing Puller Engine 
lift and replacement tools 
12/3/2015

Schultz, Gene
Vista, CA 92084
760-941-1589
c 760-525-5016
c 760-525-3551
gene1@daygotours.com
bobbie@daygotours.com
9/15/2016

Shutzbaugh, John
Vacaville, CA 95696
707-451-9421
ncserv@aol.com
Bought our coach new in 1978. 
Most everything has failed and 
been repaired by now. If I can 
remember how I fixed it, I’ll be 
glad to help. 12/6/2015

Smith, Robert
Santee, CA 92071
619-449-1319
Have lift and all tools available 
on local military base 6/9/2016

Soza, Denise
Monte Rio, CA 95462
707-865-3048
c 707-775-9317
c 707-529-8173
dsoza@yahoo.com
I’m learning to turn a wrench 
on my own rig. Will help 
you anyway I can if you’re in 
Sonoma County. 11/10/2016

Staal, Ed
Redondo Beach, CA 90278
310-374-7678
eestaal@verizon.net
We live in a residential 
neighborhood and have no 
parking available. I will assist you 
however, whatever your needs 
may be. I can recommend two 
garages in the area which are 
honest and reliable. 11/15/2016

Sturgeon, Bobby
Pittsburg, CA 94565
c 925-329-7054
c 502-439-8134
bobbysturgeon08@gmail.com
PHD | I’m new to GMC 
motorhomes but I’ve been 
consuming information as fast 
as I can. I’m a certified Master 
Automotive repair mechanic. I’m 
glad to help in any way I can. 
8/9/2018

Taylor, Terry 
San Lorenzo, CA 94580
510-276-5111
terry.n6mon@gmail.com
Reasonable Mechanical skills, 
good to excellent electronic 
skills, no special tools. 
11/18/2016

Trovao, Manny & Deolinda 
San Jose, CA 95127
408-923-4257
mannystrans@gmail.com
BP | Off highway 101 and 50 
miles south of San Francisco. 
Call first to make sure we are 
around. Have many tools, some 
already know what to do by 
themselves. 30 amp and water 
hookup. Also dump facility and 
(?) sense of humor. BEARING 
TOOL 11/11/2016

Weinstock, Steve
Newport Beach, CA 92660
949-644-7889
c 949-293-6529
steve.weinstock@cox.net

Mechanically inclined and 
can help with minor repairs... 
decent collection of tools but 
no legitimate workspace at 
home. Pretty good knowledge 
of coach and coach systems. 
No overnight facilities :( Good 
knowledge of local eateries :) 
6/9/2016

Worobec, Gary and Joanne 
Anza, CA 92539
951-763-0518
gtw5@earthlink.net
PHD | BP Off Highway 371 about 
30 miles from Hemet, Palm 
Desert or Temecula. Welding 
equipment, fabrication tools, 
electrical and plumbing. Can 
pretty much repair anything. 
Lots of parking. Internet, dogs, 
cats, pool (in summer). We’d 
like to help you out if you need 
it. www.paxtonpatterson.com 
11/10/2016

Zappone, Don
Anahiem, CA 92807
c 714-803-3389
a73em50@yahoo.com
PHD | I have owned three GMC 
Motorhomes since 1999. I did 
most of the maintenence and 
repairs on them myself. I have 
a two-post lift (10,000 lb. only 
though; not big enough for a 
GMC MH, but big enough for 
your toad), extensive tools, and 
space to work on a GMC in my 
side yard. I have full hookups for 
one RV and electrical & water for 
a second. I do not currently own 
a front bearing tool, however 
I am actively seeking one for 
purchase. 8/9/2018

COLORADO

Beiser, Barbara
Denver, CO 80220
303-916-2470
beiserbj@gmail.com
Not much mechanical 
experience but learning more 
and have been in Denver for 
30+ years so I can help you find 
what you need. Also member of 
local GMC Mountainaires Club, 
in which we have many very 
experienced people. Note: no 
parking area available, but could 
offer very short-term parking 
on a city street or if over the 
weekend, in school parking lot 
next door, if you’re willing to 
take a chance. 11/12/2016
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Bergman, Bobbie
Parker, CO 80134
720-851-5274
c 303-995-9998
ebobbie4599@aol.com
I have space to park one extra 
motorhome and if you need to 
fill up with water 8/9/2018

Coldren, Larry 
Fort Collins, CO 80524
970-568-8338
c 720-635-1597
LCOLDREN@msn.com
PHD | BP Have rebuilt all systems 
on my coach at least once 
11/10/2016

Dunagan, Rick
Colorado Springs, CO 80919
c 719-338-5378
BP | Happy to assist around the 
clock. I have 2 night parking 
in the cul-de-sac out front. 
5/5/2021

Durfey, Garry
Peyton, CO 80831
c 719-210-3097
gdurfey@comcast.net
have tools, most of work space 
is gravel but do have some 
concrete. Located 10 miles east 
of Colorado Springs in Falcon. 
Official post office is Peyton. 
12/13/2015

Fawcett, Jim
Lakewood, CO 80226
303-905-1347
Fawcett999@comcast.net
I’m a pretty good mechanic and 
willing to help if you need it. 
1/15/2016

Geuin, Charlie
Evergreen, CO 80439
c 303-304-5065
geuincharlie@gmail.com
Retired mechanic with large 
selection of tools. RV parking as 
long as necessary. Parts nearby. 
1/17/2016

Hyatt, Michael
Delta, CO 81416
970-361-4520
pontiacnut@msn.com
I am a Mechanic that specializes 
in Oldsmobile and Pontiac 
engines 4/21/2016

Jankowski, Greg & Karen 
Lakewood, CO 80215
303-989-4833
Have pad, hand tools access to 
others with more tools, parts, 
familiar with men’s malls in area, 
part stores near by, located on 
west side of Denver metro area. 

Knorpp, Clinton
Grand Juncton, CO 81501
806-679-7391
clintonknorpp@gmail.com
I can offer a place to park and 
a guest bedroom in my house 
if you need it or I am down to 
just grab a beer and talk GMC 
motorhomes. I can tell you 
where not to go for mechanical 
work more than where to go in 
Junction. 5/4/2019

Logue, Tom
Grand Junction, CO 81504
970-434-8215
c 970-260-2911
talldc@msn.com
Have a good working 
knowledge and have most hand 
tools to maintain. Know all of 
shop in the area that can fix 
most problems. 11/12/2016

Peltzer, Robert G. 
Boulder, CO 80303
303-499-1454
BP | Spare front and rear 
bearings Torsion bar tool Most 
spares on Engelbretson’s Spares 
List 12/3/2014

Schoen, Taylor
Longmont, CO 80503
720-810-0273
3/2/2015

Schurman, Bill
Steamboat Springs, CO 80477
c 970-846-4212
wschurman09@gmail.com
peabody80477@yahoo.com
PHD | I have a mechanic close 
by who is familiar with GMCs. I 
have all manuals and basic tools. 
5/27/2018

Smith, Richard and Sharon 
Castle Rock, CO 80108
303-799-6141
richard.smith8@gmail.com
BP | Located just south of 
Denver, 1/2 mile from the I-25 
Exit 190. Have Manuals, Tools, 
Parking with lite hook-ups, 
some get-ya-home parts and a 
good view with refreshments. 
11/14/2016

Staples, Rick 
Johnstown, CO 80534
970-660-9694
c 303-807-6827
rickstapls@gmail.com
PHD | BP I have a place to work 
and quite a few tools. Can’t 
help much with referrals as 
I’ve always done all my own 
work. Electrical systems (AC/
DC) my specialty. Always glad to 

comiserate or give hints where 
I can. Beer or coffee available as 
necessary. I’m about 2 1/2 miles 
from I25 at the Berthoud exit. 
4/15/2019

Stora, Emery
Frederick, CO 80504
505-660-9507
c 505-660-9507
emerystora@mac.com
BP | Have lots of tools and 
mechanical knowledge of 
GMC systems. Have over 
20-years done most of my own 
maintenance and upgrades. 
11/10/2016

Taylor, David
Boulder, CO 80301
c 303-864-3456
tmifilms@msn.com
PHD | I prefer a text rather 
than a call. I have a ‘26 palm 
beach that I have for a year 
TZE166V100812 (soon to be 
for sale) and now I have a 23’ 
Transmode that I am woking on 
and replaced starter, ignition 
switch and sorting out other 
issues. I have basic mechanical 
skills and I’m a proffessional 
driver (fire dept and rescue 
squad and previous over the 
road bus). My schedual can 
be somewhat flexable too. 
6/2/2017

Wolsleger, Fred & Wendy
Durango, CO 81301
970-259-2632
c 970-769-7080
fredwolsleger@gmail.com
I can recommend local places 
for repairs, will help anyway I 
can. 9/15/2016

CONNECTICUT

Briere, Michael
Wolcott, CT 6716
860-681-8397
mikeybkm@yahoo.com
PHD | Some general tools. Some 
GMC knowledge. 6/2/2017

Gleissner, Brian
Woodbury, CT 6798
203-263-8558
c 203-947-0117
bgleissner@aol.com
I don’t have too many special 
skills on GMCMH’s being a 
newbie but I’m always willing 
to help anyone in need. Call the 
house phone to chat but call 
the cell anytime for emergencies 
(and I mean anytime). 
11/11/2016

Weiss, Eden
Woodbridge, CT 6525
203-936-9399
c 860-921-7391
edengweiss@gmail.com
PHD | 11/10/2016

White, Rod
Old Lyme, CT 6371
860-434-2673
c 860-575-1193
roderick.m.white@snet.net
We would wecome your call. 
We have sympathy, some 
experience, and deal with a 
reputable garage in the area. 
1/15/2015

FLORIDA

Berstling, Richard
Lake Placid, FL 33852
863-699-6838
Bellaire@embarqmail.com
11/13/2016

Blewett, Wesley
Parker, FL 32404
c 850-319 3876
c 850-960 9960
wesleyblewett@gmail.com
brittinfl@gmail.com
We are brand new GMC owners, 
but we would always do what 
we can to anyone who needs 
help. We do have a parts coach 
we can strip parts from if 
needed. We have lots of tools, 
just not much experience yet 
with GMC’s We will be picking 
our 77 Palm Beach up new week 
and we have a 75 Eleganza as 
the parts coach. 7/25/2019

Bombase, James
Ocala, FL 34481
c 201-414-3135
ccjim209@hotmail.com
PHD | I am a retired Firefighter 
and an experecned mechanic 
who has restored GM Cars 
from the 60s and 70s. I am 
knowledgeable in repairing 
ignition systems, charging 
systgems, starting systems, 
wiring (12 Volt and 120 Volt) 
systems and engine mechanical 
problems. I do not repair 
transmissions. 4/7/2019

Bounds, Jim & Janie 
Orlando, FL 32806
407-857-2856
c 407-491-4184
BP | 12/13/2015
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Bryant, Tony & Lucie
Dade City, FL 33525
352-467-9177
c 352-942-0933
awbryant2014@gmail.com 
We are the proud new owners 
of a 1973 GMC Motorhome!!! 
We would be happy to assist or 
“meet - get to know” any GMC 
RV owner or owners passing 
through our area of central 
Florida! Many nice campgrounds 
nearby or park for free in our 
side yard. Dumpstationa few 
miles away at Flying J, located 
north of Tampa on I-75 and SR-
52. Text cell phone or continue 
to call if no answer. We can 
not always check voice mails. 
12/4/2015

Coffield, Harold
Jacksonville, FL 32246
904-641-5688
c 904-343-3052
hwcpersonal@GMAIL.COM
PHD | Hookup. Many tools. 
Local knowledge help, if we can. 
4/15/2019

Damen, Chris
Deland, FL 32720
c 407-391-5386
78Goldwing@gmail.com
PHD | I have a place to park with 
power for emergency purposes. 
7/25/2019

Dayton, Dick
Ocala, FL 34472
352-347-0273
c 352-239-8681
rdayton800@gmail.com
Mechanic and Builder. Fairly well 
equipped shop, tools, welder. 
5/25/2020

Erd, Larry
Lake Wales, FL 33859
863-949-4097
c 419-944-8668
1ljerd@gmail.com
Tools, welding, jackstands, etc. 
12/3/2015

Ezzo, Anthony
Ft Lauderdale, FL 33309
954-979-0141
c 954-410-0676
6/9/2016

Falce, Paul
Ormand Beach, FL 32174
386-290-2279
falce0588@hotmail.com
Have rebuilt my 1976 and 
owned 3 yrs. Able to help 
anyway I can, tools, runner, 

driver, diagnose and repair, 
assist in parts location and pick 
up, knowledge of local area 
and trades in area for repairs. 
4/23/2016

Ferrara, Alex
Punta Gorda, FL 33955
c 386-986-8885
c 386-986-8886 
lmeyer7436@aol.com
PHD | BP | Knowledgeable, 
but no building/tools at this 
time. I rebuilt my 403 engine 
and did a total restoration on 
my motorhome. Specialty on 
steering issues. Always willing to 
help anyone in need. 6/5/2021

Foreman, Chad
DeLeon Springs, FL 32130
386-734-4183
12/9/2014

Galbavy, Jim
Lake Mary, FL 32746
804 426-8022
c 804-426-8022
j.galbavy@att.net
Locate not far off 1-4 (exit 98), 
and 18 miles from Jim Bounds’ 
Co-op. 11/13/2016

Gardner, Glenn
Miami, FL 33183
305-388-9485
c 305-588-2784
G2photos@aol.com
We are recent GMC-ers (2012) 
and have a few tools. We are 
located in the South Florida 
(Miami) area. Miami can be a 
scary place. I was born(1959) & 
raised here and know it like the 
back of my hand. We are happy 
to help fellow GMC-ers anyway 
we can, even if it is to just get 
you to a safe place. You can 
work on your GMC in my yard if 
needed. 11/28/2016

Grant, Christopher
Jupiter, FL 33458
561-281-7785
cgrantkiter@gmail.com
I have basic tools and and 
knowledge. 11/20/2014

Greenberg, Dave and Jan 
Port St Lucie, FL 34952
772-873-4607
c 772-579-9489
packardveeeight@gmail.com
Have space in the driveway for 
an overnight stop and plenty 
of tools, air compressor, etc. 
Mechanically inept but know 
some who are ept. Stop by even 
if just to socialize. 12/3/2015

Harland, Ken
Melbourne, FL 32935
321-254-8987
c 321-750-2580
kwharland@bellsouth.net
12/11/2015

Hartline, Skip
Winter Haven, FL 33884
c 863-557-0085
skiphartline@aol.com
Still work 50Hrs a week but can 
answer and talk on the phone 
90% of the time. Live in the 
middle of Florida near Legoland 
the old Cypress Gardens, for 
those that remember that. Was 
in the Marine business for 20 
years, a boat is just and RV that 
floats when it come to 12VDC 
systems. I’m pretty good at 
rigging things and getting 
things going good enough to 
get into a safe port. Have a few 
common parts that fail and 
willing to help when possible. 
6/9/2016

Harris, George
Bradenton, FL 34209
c 941-400-2300
harrisg@yahoo.com
PHD | I’ve basic tools and some 
knowledge of the mechanical 
and have a thorough knowledge 
of the area. I’ve also a truck and 
can flat tow a short distance 
to a safe location. Also I’ve 
local repair folks who can help 
get you back on the road. 
4/15/2019

Hitch, Sam
Sarasota, FL 34237
941-201-4499
c 941-799-1795
swhitch43@gmail.com
PHD | Glad to help anyway I 
can. Have routine mechanical 
and electrical tools. 4/20/2019

Hughson, Bob
Okeechobee, FL 34972
941-468-3123
c 941-468-0059
hughsonb@me.com
hughsonb@icloud.com
BP | I am located next door to 
Alex Sirum GMC Motorhome 
12/3/2015

Jenkins, Frank 
Gainesville, FL 32609
352-485-1397
10 mi off I-75 at exit 399. 
Overnight, full shop. 12/9/2014

Leonard, Grant
Ft Lauderdale, FL 33305
954-696-1512
granty843@gmail.com
I will be pleased to offer any 
advice a member may need or 
help. 12/3/2015

Lins, Tom 
Elkton, FL 32033
c 732-421-3299
lins.tom@gmail.com
PHD | Have power hookup. 
Willing to help however I can. 
2/5/2020

Meyer, Dan & Cat
Atlantic Beach, FL 32233
904-247-5311
c 904-616-5855
c 904-616-6755
yolo44@yahoo.com
yolo@juno.com
BP | Jacksonville area Have Elec. 
& Water hook up in yard. Have 
lots of tools and knowledge of 
mechanics. Coffee pot is usually 
on. 11/10/2016

Mondrosch, John
Del Ray Beach, FL 33444
c 954-729-1368
sprocket@gmail.com
Just off I-95 halfway between 
Ft. Lauderdale and West Palm 
Beach. New GMC owner August 
2015, but 30 + yrs experience 
maintaining vehicles. I have 
most hand tools and 25 gal 
compressor for light duty 
pneumatic tools. Would be able 
to park a coach overnight in a 
pinch. Will be installing a 30A 
amp hookup soon and have 
water and sewer access. I’m 
open to meet other GMCers 
passing by and happy to 
give advice on local South FL 
attractions, etc. 12/3/2015

Newland, Wayne 
Vero Beach, FL 32967
772-388-6677
c 772-584-2450
waynewland@att.net
Off Sebastian Exit 156, I95. Have 
space for one or two coaches. 
Electric, well water available. 
Have some tools and parts. Have 
internet access. Have Warner 
bearing puller, but, have no 
experience. 12/3/2015
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Nicholls, John 
Cantonment, FL 32533
850-968-4637
BP | (just north of Pensacola - 3 
miles off I 10) I am willing to 
help folks that pass this way. 
I have a Ken Thoma wheel 
bearing set and a modicum of 
knowledge. 12/9/2014

Niedzwiedzki, Johnny
Wellington, FL 33414
561-753-9714
c 561-568-1384
jdniedz@gmail.com
PHD | GMC owner since 2018, 
have gas cans, basic tools, can 
bring refreshments if needed. 
5/5/2021

Ogden, Don 
DeLand, FL 32720
386-736-9261
c 386-747-6422
Have good parking with full 
hookups (30 amp only) next 
to house. Also have shop with 
many tools and air compressor. 
Don’t have a GMC now but love 
talking with current owners. 
Decent mechanic. Not far from 
Jim Bounds (GMC CO-OP). 
12/9/2014

Parks, Jerry
Saint Augustine, FL 32084
904-824-7818
c 904-501-3820
rparks257@beellsouth.net
USN retired can help with most 
anything, space, tools, pickup 
for parts etc. 1/11/2015

Richardson, John 
Niceville, FL 32588
850-897-9726
East of city in the Panhandle, 
Pensacola to Panama City, 
Florida I am located 10 miles 
east of Niceville on State 
Highway 204 miles east of the 
Mid-Bay Bridge to Destin). I 
have a ‘PIT’, tools, tech-data and 
Bearing removal tool. Glad to 
help any fellow 12/9/2014

Schwinn, Dennis & Teresa 
Panama City, FL 32404
850-874-0849
c 850-258-3251
ds68camaro@knology.net
south of I-10 (The Worlds Most 
Beautiful Beaches). We have a 
1973 26’ GMC, which we have 
owned 1 yr. We have a little 
shop with lots of tools, floor 
jack, stands etc. and plenty of 
experience in mechanics. We 
can accommodate over night 
parking with water 12/11/2015

Sinkoff, Daniel
Coral Springs, FL 33065
c 516-885-8877
PHD | I have knowledge help 
anyone that is in need. I have an 
engine removal and installation 
gantry if anyone needs to use 
it. My facility has a machine 
shop, welding shop and powder 
coating. 4/12/2019

Stewart, Chuck
Casselberry, FL 32707
c 407-252-9655
bartcat2013@gmail.com
2/5/2020

Sundrum, Frank 
Panama City, FL 32405
850-819-1666
PHD | Have no facilities to offer 
at the present time but will help 
with local knowledge, parts 
running, advice, etc. as needed. 
Some tools and knowledge. 
4/7/2019

Stanley, Paul
Winter Haven, FL 33881
863-224-3696
flahotrodparts@aol.com
Not much knowledge on 
the GMC but I do have tools 
that can be used if needed. 
1/12/2015

Thomas, Emily
Ft Lauderdale, FL 33309
c 702-767-2107
emily.fla@icloud.com
6/30/2020

Tissot, Allan
Punta Gorda, FL 33955
941-637-1807
c 941-286-3697
Viper-93@live.com
I can help out with minor 
problems but I know the area 
well and can direct for any kind 
of service 4/21/2016

Tyler, Chris
Odessa, FL 33556
c 813-340-4375
dtyler11@tampabay.rr.com
Have tools and RV / automotive 
experience. Recent health 
problems have limited my 
mobility but getting better 
4/21/2016

Vargas, Lionel 
Big Pine Key, FL 33043
305-872-0180
c 305-712-0496
I have a new tool that I haven’t 
even figured out yet and 
standard tools, jacks and such. 
Good general knowledge. I’m 

good for at least the lower keys. 
12/9/2014

Veenschoten, Fred
Pensacola, FL 32526
850-941-8431
fredntoni@cox.net
I have a home machine shop 
and tools. I’m becoming more 
familiar with the GMC as each 
day goes by. 12/4/2015

Warner, Capt. Chan
Key Largo, FL 33037
305-451-9788
c 786-554-7224
gulfstream1@aol.com
I live in Key Largo, FL. I am in 
the process of restoring a 1974 
Eleganza II. Although new to 
the GMC RV community I find 
it easier to work on than the 
Detroits in my boat. I own a 65 
ft party fishing boat and fish dail 
offshore Key Largo. 1/11/2015

Wilkes, Marsh and Debbie 
Perry, FL 32347
850-584-7279
c 850-295-5997
gmc455@comcast.net
(located 50 mi. south of 
Tallahassee) both houses in 
the 400 block of East Bay St.. 
Would be glad to assist within 1 
hour more or less of Perry, Have 
good GMC knowledge, also 
good mechanical and electrical 
knowledge. Have keys to a 
friend’s commercial automotive 
service shop AND his unlisted 
phone # . GMC’ers are welcome 
to stop by any time and talk 
about GMC’s, cars, computers, 
photography or wives! (Triton 
Electronics) 12/3/2015

Wright, Nelson 
Belle Isle, FL 32809
c 407-435-6760
f25ccapt@gmail.com
Central Florida information 
2/5/2020

GEORGIA

Bennett, Tony
Watkinsville, GA 30677
443-994-3994
sailorcto@gmail.com
Tools (wide variety),4 Light 
fabrication (small metal 
lathe, mill, limited welding), 
Transportation to auto-parts 
store, medical facilities, 
veterinarians, grocery, pharmacy, 
etc. Motorcycle enthusiast for 
those towing a bike (have parts 
and access to much more if 

needed) Pet friendly. I have 
owned well over 80 4-wheeled 
cars/trucks, a dozen boats (sail 
and power, gas and diesel) 
and am current an avid BMW 
and Moto Guzzi motorcycle 
collector. I do most of my own 
work and would be happy 
to lend an ear or help to any 
GMCer. That said, I am brand 
new to the motor home world 
and have just purchased my first, 
a 1978 GMC Eleganza. Thrilled 
to discover this machine and the 
community. 3/11/2016

Boone, Lou
Peachtree City, GA 30269
c 678-984-5195
c 678-984-5198
louboone@msn.com
Some knowledge of TBI fuel 
injection, sensors, brakes, 4 
bag system, also full set of 
maintenance manuals plus the 
supplement. No place to work 
at my home, I’ll come to you if 
necessary with my tools. We are 
25 miles SW of ATLANTA just off 
I 85 about 9 miles. 6/2/2017

Bridges, Johnny
Braselton, GA 30517
c 404-725-5160
jhbridges@ymail.com
Fair jackleg mechanic, close to 
Road Atlanta race track. Heavy 
jack, cribbing lumber, most 
hand tools, impact wrench. 
engine stand and engine 
cherry picker. outdoor concrete 
pad, water, electric (20 amp 
adaptors for 30 and 50 plugs) 
and sewer dump (Septic tank, 
NO ADDITIVES). Coffee, adult 
beverages, sympathy. I fix Onan 
engine control circuit boards. ~~ 
two acres in chainlink for kids or 
dogs to play safely. Note that I 
have dogs who like people, but 
may not like your dog(s) we can 
only try. If they don’t get along, 
yours will have to stay in your 
coach except for potty breaks. 
They may play too rough for 
very small children. 2/17/2019

Carroll, David
Nahunta, GA 31553
c 904-335-0518
ibewcountry@gmail.com
I am new to the GMC 
Motorhome world (2016), 
but I do have alot of general 
automotive, electrical and 
machanical experence. Also, 
I’ve got a fair set of tools. I’ll be 
glad to help any way I can if 
I”m not working. (Seems like I 
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work all the time these days, but 
really its about 20 days a month. 
9/15/2016

Cimino, Jenny
Barnesville, GA 30204
770-670-1970
jencimino@yahoo.com
A new GMC owner as of 12/15, 
but I will certainly help however 
I can. 4/21/2016

Danford, Mike and Judy 
Chickamauga, GA 30707
423-580-1383
c 423-580-1383
c 423-596-7181
n0kkj@yahoo.com
danfordgmc@yahoo.com
BP | Near Chattanooga, TN. 
About 20 minutes drive from 
Battlefield Parkway (last exit 
in Georgia, I-75). Less than 10 
minutes from the Wal Mart in 
Lafayette GA. Well equipped 
shop and can help with neary 
anything. Call ANYTIME if 
you’re stranded. Have some 
acreage and can store a coach if 
necessary. 12/11/2015

Detweiler, Lee
Bremen, GA 30110
404-717-1260
pldetweiler@gmail.com
I still work so I’m limited to 
when I can help. If I don’t 
answer my phone please leave 
a message and I will call you 
back. I know this area pretty 
well and if nothing else I can get 
you in touch with a good shop. 
9/15/2016

Flowers, Patrick 
Tyrone, GA 30290
770-486-0783
c 404-375-9273
patrick@gmcmotorhome.com
BP | Exit 61 off I85, approx, 15 
miles from Atlanta airport. Room 
to park, plenty of tools and a 
sympathetic ear AND THE BEST 
OF THE NET. BEARING TOOL 
Between 7 AM & 9 PM, call the 
cell phone first (if I’m awake, 
it’s probably on my belt). Please 
leave a voi 12/3/2015

Guinn, Russell
Folkston, GA 31537
c 912-276-3714
cletusguinn@gmail.com
I have tools, electric, and water 
hookup. 2/17/2019

 

Henderson, Ken 
Americus, GA 31719
c 229-938-2797
c 229-938-2796
hend4800@bellsouth.net
ken0henderson@gmail.com
Retired & available to help if you 
can catch me here. GMC owner 
since 98. Ground up restoration. 
Lots of tools, including engine 
hoist & service rack. Room & 
hookups for 3+ GMC’s. 50’x16’ 
RV shelter plus 1000’ of shop 
space. 0nly 200 yards off of US-
19; 40 miles from I-75. Come 
visit 12/3/2015

Marchman, Jim
Fayetteville, GA 30214
706-668-7644
JimMarchman@gmail.com
Text message is preferred, email 
is the second best way to get 
me but not the fastest. I don’t 
answer numbers I don’t know. 
Some tools, some knowledge, 
and a relatively flat driveway to 
work in. 9/15/2016

Matthews, Henry
Harlem, GA 30814
c 803-341-5225
henrymatthews1930@gmail.com
BP | I do all the work myself. 
6/2/2017

Perkins, Marty
Avondale Estates, GA 30002
c 404-557-8389
c 404-274-5014
marty.perkins@comcast.net
jrjennyroussel@gmail.com
PHD | We are new GMC owners 
but are willing to help when 
we can. Learning as we go. 
We live in the Atlanta, Ga area. 
5/7/2019

Shattuck, David (Dave)
Lilburn, GA 30047
770-982-5627
c 770-714-2215
dws87@comcast.net
Will be able to assist in some 
situations. Have no facilities but 
am able and willing to assist 
with minor repairs, or direct to 
someone you can. Retired so feel 
free to call 3/20/2014

Shortt, Michael 
Savannah, GA 31408
c 912-604-7611
michael@michaelshortt.com
michaelsavga@gmail.com
Southeast / Coastal Area near 
I-95. I’m mechanically inclined 
but not a real mechanic but 
willing to help, commiserate, 
etc. I can steer you to nearby 

RV parks and my personal 
mechanic. I lived here for sixteen 
years and can direct you to local 
sources fo 12/3/2015

IDAHO

Hart, Doug and Donna
Meridian, ID 83642
208-888-7784
c 208-867-1012
c 208-870-2553
doug.hart48@yahoo.com
We have recently purchased our 
GMC. We have no mechanical 
knowledge but would be happy 
to help anyone who needs it 
by connecting you with a great 
RV mechanic in Boise. We are 
located 1/2 mile off I84 at the 
Meridian off ramp. 12/23/2014

Kramis, Todd
Boise, ID 83704
970-596-6690
tjkramis@gmail.com
I work full time - millwright by 
trade, so solving mechanical 
problems is in my wheelhouse. 
I may not be available to show 
up at a moment’s notice, but if I 
am available by phone, I may be 
able to trouble shoot your issue, 
and give some guidance and 
find resources. On a good day, 
I could fix you up on the side of 
the road with a screw driver and 
a pair of pliers…or a cape cod, 
and a pair of pliers… I’m told 
that I “can fix anything”, I don’t 
believe everything I hear. If you 
call, I will ask you very specific 
questions as to the symptoms 
you observed before your issue 
arose. Please think through the 
sequence of events, and any 
details - write them down if need 
be - they are all clues as to the 
proper solution. If you are stuck 
and need some help, send me 
a text anytime, or call between 
8am and 9pm. If I can help, I 
am willing, and able. I have the 
standard compliment of hand 
tools, have rebuilt engines, and 
once a SAAB transmission (just 
once). My problem is time - if 
you need to call, may it be well 
timed! 5/27/2018

Stwvens, Mark
Boise, ID 83713
208-336-9985
c 208-724-1703
bridgeguitar@gmail.com
1/15/2016

 

York, Raymond
Boise, ID 83704
c 208-724-0439
5/4/2015

ILLINOIS

Boultinghouse, Rick & 
Rachel
Oak Park, IL 60304
c 708-275-0983
c 773-551-9012
r_boultinghouse@yahoo.com
I could dig upshort term parking 
space in an emergency. We have 
bedroom space to offer stranded 
GMC’ers. I have an assortment 
of hand tools, bearing tool, have 
some spares and all manuals for 
a ‘77 model. I have broadband 
internet and phones to assist 
with searches. Willing to help 
as I can with anyone needing 
assistance in the Greater Chicago 
area, even if it is just coffee, 
a meal and company. Also, 
hboultinghouse@mpea.com 
12/3/2015

Brodersen, Eric
Chicago, IL 60630
c 773-457-2092
ericbrodersen1@gmail.com
PHD | 11/7/2017

Cielesz, Larry
Waukegan, IL 60085
847-662-6707
c 708-732-6707
SLawrence111@Yahoo.Com
Waukegan area, North East 
corner of the state, FAR NORTH 
OF CHICAGO. A general 
location is Interstate 94 and 120 
( Belvedere ) OR 132 ( Grand 
Ave ) and 41 ( N Skokie Ave ). 
Also, the Illinois Beach State Park 
Camp Ground and Resort are 
nearby if you prefer that. I am 
a former electrician so I have 
limits as far as mechnical work 
goes and I have limited tools. 
I have a mechanic that works 
on my GMC, Gatsbys’ CRUISER 
:) for minor engine/suspension 
work. I have a GMC dealer in 
the area who used to sell GMC 
Motorhomes and will still look at 
them. I have a driveway and can 
supply power ( 120vac ), and my 
three GreyHounds, Seven, Blazer 
and Ruby will great you with a 
smile and will warm your heart. 
12/18/2014
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Ferguson, Samuel
Pittsfield, IL 62363
217-491-2969
sketch4u@hotmail.com
Can provide an overnight stay 
with 50 amp service. We are 
located between Springfield and 
Quincy on US Highway 54 west 
of Pittsfield. 10/9/2019

Fipinger, Scott & Ann
Aledo, IL 61231
309-582-2315
c 309-221-8791
c 309-221-8792
scott@fippingerfuneralhome.
com
scottannfippinger@hotmail.com
PHD | Very limited knowledge 
regarding mechanicals but 
willing to assist and get help as 
best I can. 11/15/2016

Grueninger, Mark
Valmeyer, IL 62295
618-567-6158
markgrue@hotmail.com
I have been a mechanic for 35 
years but just recently purchased 
a GMC. I have access to a shop 
for short term use and parking 
for long term. Can provide 
parking with 50A service and 
assistance with acomadations 
and repair. Happy to have 
overnight stopovers who just 
want a place to bed down for 
the night. 12/11/2015

Hagans, George 
Marion, IL 62959
618-993-8375
c 618-889-3170
g.hagans@frontier.com
BP | Live in Southern Illinois, 
exit #53 off Interstate 57. Have 
access to Tools and to “Bob 
Stone” Master GMC Mechanic 
(he doesn’t have a computer). 
Lots of GMC “Conclave 
Knowledge” around this area 
thus will get you back on the 
road in a timely manner. I’m a 
good “Go For” and will guide 
you to other services you may 
desire. 12/3/2015

Kelley, Mike & Billie
Mapleton, IL 61547
c 325-423-4523
c 309-363-6690
gaf-mpk06@sbcglobal.net
mpk10102@gmail.com
We have water, electricity, 
driveway parking, guest room 
& bath. I can lead you to (or 
call-mechanics in our area. 
Regular & flavored coffee beans, 
tea or sodas, satellite tv, wireless 

internet. Parts houses & dump 
station nearby. Antique & dress 
shops for the ladies while the 
coach is being worked on. 
12/11/2015

Lebetski, John
Woodstock, IL 60098
c 773-720-7490
gransport@aol.com
Have fluke meter and can 
troubleshoot most electrical. 
good with Qjet issues. possible 
short term parking. have tools. 
no heavy mechanical 6/11/2016

Marsenic, Milan
Fox Lake, IL 60020
c 847-354-1968
marsenic2007@sbcglobal.net
Lots of tools and know how and 
some extra parts 1/15/2015

Minor, Bill 
Antioch, IL 60002
c 847-899-4909
wdminor@earthlink.net
wdminor53@yahoo.com
PHD | Currently own 3 GMC’s. 
Pretty knowledgeable about 
most of the GMC’s systems. 
6/2/2017

Nelson, Don
Ladd, IL 61329
815-894-2113
c 815-600-1157
d.jnelson@comcast.net
I do my own work on my 
GMC. I have tools to Mig, 
Tig, stick weld, plasma cut, 
oxy/ace. Able to weld steel, 
aluminum, stainless steel. 
Have battery chargers, air/
hydraulic bottle jack, stands, 
sand blast capability, lathe, 
drill press, various hand tools. 
I am now retired. I do have 
the manuals on the GMC. One 
plus item would be to add that 
I have aircraft and can assist 
in whatever transport may be 
needed if a coach breaks down 
within a reasonable distance 
from an owner’s home site. 
12/11/2015

Nelson, Ed & Donna 
Joliet, IL 60435
815-729-1629
c 815-546-8221
Eddonnanelson@sbcglobal.net
Always have fresh strong coffee 
& welcome GMC visitors. Aware 
of local rv service centers and 
trans service. Have tools but 
am new to working on my 77 
Eleganza. 12/14/2015

Powell, Terry
Chicago, IL 60660
c 312-502-2192
chichectlp@aol.com
will help anyway I can 5/5/2021

Rudawsky, George
Park Ridge, IL 60068
847-823-2156
GeorgeRud@aol.com
Have some tools and limited 
knowledge on the GMC 
systems, as well as a partsbook 
and the workshop manuals. 
Also, I do have some contacts in 
the area that are knowledgeable 
mechanics. 12/6/2015

Taft, William
Winthrop Harbor, IL 60096
847-746-8471
billtaft@att.net
Located between Chicago and 
Milwaukee about 10 mins. off of 
I-94 / I-41 Willing to help broke 
down GMCer’s any way we can. 
We all have been there. We have 
had our GMC since 82’. Have 
some GMC parts and basic tools. 
If we cannot help we will do our 
best to locate the know how, 
tools, or parts you need in the 
Chicagoland / Milwaukee area. 
Parking for 1 rig with electric 
and water. 12/15/2014

Zerkel, Paul
Salisbury, IL 62677
c 217-836-2316
gmc@zerkelhome.com
I am about 6 miles from 
Lincoln’s New Salem State Park; 
Have parking for one or two 
coaches with electric and dump; 
have a reasonable collection of 
hand tools and jacks, and an air 
compressor and impact wrench. 
Still far from an expert on GMC 
systems, but am learning and do 
have knowledge of local shops 
that I have trusted with my 
coach. 9/15/2016

INDIANA

Andreasen, Mark and Anne 
North Madison, IN 47250
812-273-4285
Stammon@aol.com
BP | We have a 90 acre farm 
near the Ohio River in southern 
Indiana. The farm has a grass 
landing strip and airplane 
parking that will accommodate 
more GMC’s than I wish to 
imagine. I used to own a 
machine shop, and have had my 
own auto and truck restoration 
12/3/2015

Burton, Ken 
Hebron, IN 46341
219-988-4547
n9cv@comcast.net
(Valparaiso - Crown Point area) I 
am located in Northwest IN near 
I-65, I-80, I-94, I-90, and US 30. 
I am located within 1 hour of 
the south half of Chicago (I-55, 
I-57, I-294) and will gladly help 
anyone in the Northern 1/3 
of IN and Northeastern Ill wit 
12/8/2015

Brandon, Joe
Anderson, IN 46011
c 765-203-1435
joe.broadwaystorage@gmail.
com
Previous owner of Parallax 
Power Supply, knowledge 
of 12 volt, 120 volt system, 
Batteries, converter charger 
system, transfer switch, Indoor 
shop available most months, 
most mechanics tools available. 
5/5/2021

Cobb, Ed
Valparaiso, IN 46384
219-462-9811
c 219-462-4248
cobb@wegenersteel.com
Have 4 GMC’s. Have worked on 
GMC’s since 1974. Have done 
a frame off restoration, and am 
working on my second. If it can 
brake on a GMC, I think I have 
fixed it. Willing to help. 

Dilk, Larry
Indianapolis, IN 46239
317-862-4110
c 317-590-3200
lwd222@msn.com
I have many hand tools and 
power tools, jacks and jack 
stands. I have no GMC specific 
tools. Please call and I will help 
as much as I can. There is a 
garage about 35 miles east of 
Indianapolis in Greenfield, In 
that does work on GMCs and 
have for many years. Their name 
Cory’s Automotive, 317-462-
3337 12/5/2015

Fierek, Tom and Connie 
Munster, IN 46321
219-838-1325
c 219-281-1991
tgifierek@sbcglobal.net
Located on border of Indiana 
and Illinois one mile off Hiway 
94 and 80. Have warehouse, 
tools and Welcome mat stop in 
anytime. 12/4/2015
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Folkman, Frank 
Princeton, IN 47670
812 385-8469
c 812-431-0117
ferencme@gmail.com
Can assist with local repair 
shops. 12/3/2015

Grady, Mark
North Webster, IN 46555
574-834-7532
c 260-918-4911
c 574-529-0519
mgrady@amishbell.com
I have owned and maintained 
my GMC since 1988. Lots of 
room, hookups and a large 
building. My brother-in-law has 
an auto shop, and my ‘work son’ 
is renovating the ‘77 Kingsley -  
he is an excellent mechanic. 
Happy to help throughout 
northern Indiana with a place 
to stay, help getting parts or a 
loaner car. I’ve been ‘on call’ 
for 33 years, but have frequent 
travel for work. 4/23/2016

Hahn, Frank 
Granger, IN 46530
c 574-386-6699
PHD | I have parts catalogs and 
tools for general repairs. Helping 
hand but not a mechanic. 
2/17/2019

Hartman, Mike
Terre Haute, IN 47805
c 812-870-9320
c 812-870-5798
greyeagleowner@yahoo.com
I can help with anything 
mechanical and I know the Terre 
Haute Indiana area. 12/3/2015

Hartmann, Jeff & Rita
Kokomo, IN 46901
765-457-7417
c 765-210-4569
c 765-210-4570
hartmann1701@aol.com
ivankiven@yahoo.com
We are new owners of our GMC 
but I have about every tool 
needed. We have several acres 
so space is not an issue. We 
are located just 3 miles East off 
of 931 off of E. Sycamore Rd. 
11/16/2016

Jetzer-Schenk, Thomas & 
Patricia
Granger, IN 46530
574-277-1335
c 630-476-0666
c 630-291-6407
southbendkoa@usa.net

We are the KOA campground 
in Granger, IN. We have a barn 
where we can work on the rig 
and certainly have sites available 
to fellow GMCers. My husband 
is automotive technician and 
worked for several years as a 
foremen/journeyman in GM 
workshops. He has all the 
knowlegde needed for the GMC 
and does all our maintance and 
repairs. I was a General Manager 
for an RV rental company for 
many years and I have a lot of 
experince in all angles of an RV. 
12/5/2015

Kelien, Brett
Lexington, IN 47138
812-493-6256
jagman_xjs@yahoo.com
I am an experienced mechanic 
as well as a minister. I own 3 
Revcon motorhomes. I bought 
the first because I thought it 
was the same as the GMC . So 
naturally I know the Oldsmobile 
drivetrain. I do not have a 
bearing tool but there is one 
20 minutes away. And love the 
history of the two motorhomes. 
I know how hard and stressful it 
can be during a breakdown . If 
your vehicle needs to be stored 
for awhile I do not mind. I am 
about 20 minutes from Mark 
Andreasen, North Madison, IN 
and he is also always willing to 
help. At this time I can not pull 
engines only engine repairs and 
help other breakdown issues or 
accidents. 12/6/2017

Lyons, Peter
New Albany, IN 47150
812-944-8251
meandmygmcmh@gmail.com
7/9/2010

Merrell, Blaine 
Bainbridge, IN 46105
765-522-3241
BP | Have most tools - can help 
with repairs. I do all the work on 
my motorhome. Have BEARING 
TOOL. Weld shop is close by. 
Son’s phone (765) 522-5336 

Null, Terry & Sonya
Middlebury, IN 46540
574-825-9057
c 574-612-3122
c 574-202-2288
nullsonya@gmail.com
We’re new owners, working on 
restoration. We have a number 
of tools, and space for parking. 
9/15/2016

Partridge, Tony & Barbara 
Logansport, IN 46947
574-721-7377
c 574-721-7377
(N Central Indiana). GMC 
original owner of 78 Palm 
Beach with all the manuals 
& parts lists. If you need help 
12/17/2014

Payne, Jon & Kathy
Carmel, IN 46032
317-379-5791 
embrep@sbcglobal.net 
Good knowledge of GMC, have 
done lots of repairs to ours so 
should be able help with most 
repairs. Don’t have any facilities 
but have tools to fix most 
mechanical problems 12/4/2015

Pickett, Ken
Kendallville, IN 46755
574-215-7324
c 574-457-6319
kpickett@mchsi.com
I have tools and will help with 
mechanical problems. Will 
provide overnight lodging. 
12/3/2015

Powell, Michael
Indianapolis, IN 46205
317-695-2696
c 317-695-2696
mpowellfelix@gmail.com
9/15/2016

Putt, Marshall
Francisville, IN 47946
c 765-427-7767
marshpu@hotmail.com
PHD | This year pulled engine 
and trans an had rebuilt. I know 
quite a bit about GMC motor 
homes. Made engine puller hoist 
to drop engine out bottom. 
Have drive up front wheel 
ramps. Have pole barn and 
large outside cement area. Can 
handle 2 coaches for camping. 
Have some parts. No mechanics 
in area. Might be able to fix in 
pole barn. I am retired but do 
some part time work. In Florida 
Jan to may. Will be glad to try 
to get you back on the road!! 
6/2/2017

Reding, Jonathan
Anderson, IN 46011
765-621-3864
jwreding@gmail.com
Large property, parking, 
workshop, tools, limited 
knowledge, willing to provide 
any help I can - except loaning 
you money :) Can call or text 
24/7 12/4/2015

Rowland, Eric & Sally
Indianapolis, IN 46226
317-731-2255
c 317-721-3255
ejrowland@me.com
ejrowland@mac.com
We have parking and power 
available in our driveway. I 
have several mechanics tools, 
but not the really haeavy duty 
stuff. I’ve been restoring our 
‘76 Palm Beach and have taken 
advantagel of the hospitality 
of others on the blacklist, so 
I’m happy to help if I can. 
12/30/2015

Quesenberry, Bob
Mitchell, IN 47446
c 812-583-4943
bobquesenberry@hotmail.com
PHD | 5/27/2018

South, Glenn 
Huntertown, IN 46748
260-637-8443
BP | Northeast Indiana BEARING 
TOOL and other tools including 
frame allowing engine to be 
lowered out the bottom 

Thomson, Steve
Indianapolis, IN 46221
317-856-0826
c 317-281-6269
stevethomson@gmail.com
New owner, i have experience in 
so many different area’s just ask, 
either i can help or i will get you 
someone who can.. 12/3/2015

Trotzke, Mike
Bloomington, IN 47404
c 812-202-4216
11/5/2017

Troyer, Erv & Emma
Lagrange, IN 46761
260-463-2247
c 260-350-2666
reo43@aol.com
We are located 10 miles south of 
the Indiana Toll Road (I-80/I-90) 
exit 121. Our home is in the 
country and we can supply 
electricity and water. We’ve had 
our GMC since May, 2000. I can 
work on electrical, generator, 
appliances, etc, and I can help 
you with mechanical stuff 
(engine, transmission, etc.). I 
have most of the tools we might 
need. Stop by to chat if you are 
passing through. We don’t make 
coffee at home but it’s a short 
run to Mickey Dee’s from here. 
12/3/2015
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Whisler, Larry
Cicero, IN 46034
317-984-3462
c 817-909-4635
larry.whisler@hotmail.com
Located in Hamilton County 30 
miles north of Indianapolis. Have 
tools and can lend a hand. Have 
a large driveway to accomodate 
a GMC. 12/4/2015

IOWA

Bean, Grian
Earlam, IA 50072
c 515-669-0651
bbean@alllinesofiowa.com
I have basic tools and jacks, no 
specialty items. My interstate 
exit has a large park and ride 
area where some work could be 
performed. No email access on 
weekends. 6/2/2017

Briggs, Galen
New Virginia, IA 50210
c 641-203-2715
galenpbriggs@gmail.com
gpbriggs@dmacc.edu
PHD | I am one mile off of 
Interstate 35, exit 43 south of 
Des Moines, IA. I have basic 
tools, ramps, etc... and decent 
electrical and mechanical skills. 
No specialized GMC tools, yet. 
Plenty of workspace, long term 
parking if needed, and willing 
to help. I could pinch hit drive, 
especially in a relay scenario, 
but I’m still a working stiff. 
11/22/2016

Mau, Gary & Jan
Davenport, IA 52803
563-344-7985
c 563-650-2248
iagmc@yahoo.com
BP | 3-4 miles from I-80 & I-280, 
1 mile from I-74. Driveway can 
accomodate 1 or 2 coaches, 1 
w/30 amp electrical and 1 with 
20 amp, water for both. Happy 
to assist any way possible. Cell 
phone number best during 
day, either number nights & 
weekends. I have most tools 
need for GMC repairs and 
service as I do most of my own 
work. 12/4/2015

Pottebaum, Dave
Bondurant, IA 50035
515-710-8932
pottebaum5@msn.com
Just off I-80 and I-35. Plenty of 
space to park. Small shop with 
basic tools and a few spares. 
Happy to help in any way I can 

or will at least have a spot for 
you to park until other help 
arrives. 12/11/2015

Schulte, Jim
Strawberry Point, IA 52076
563-933-4333
c 563-929-1914
jiminzhills@iowatelecom.net
Welcome to stop by any time 
don’t have to have a problem, 
set a spell and watch the deer. 
Have 40x60 heated shop and 
willing to help. There are four 
30 amp hookups with warm 
weather water - no sewer 
hookup but dump available. 
Next door to nine hole golf 
course and Backbone State 
Park - three miles out of town. 
11/5/2017

Shaffer, Ken
Marion, IA 52302
c 319-929-3583
ken@fashionpar.com
PHD | I have basic mechanical 
knowledge and have done most 
everything on my coach. I do 
not have any GMC specialty 
tools but do have basic tools. 
If you are in my area and need 
assistance, I would be glad to 
help. 4/15/2019

KANSAS

Bergman, Michael 
Louisburg, KS 66053
913-837-5895
c 913-568-6311
mbergman@btcorp.net
BP | I live south of the Kansas 
City metro area. Have a ‘78 EII. 
Can assist as needed. Tools for 
minor repairs and large yard to 
work on your GMC if you can 
get up steep gravel driveway. 
Camping nearby. Have a 
BEARING TOOL. Call first to see 
if we are home, 12/12/2015

Ross, John
Lawrence, KS 66044
c 785-760-1212
jwross2@gmail.com
PHD | We live and work in 
Lawrence, KS along on I-70 
between Topeka and Kansas 
City. Happy to help. Although 
we live in a residential 
neighborhood, we have stealth 
30 amp to the curb and water if 
needed. 10/31/2020

Tubbs, Van
Witchita, KS 67213
c 316-259-7613
fh4health@gmail.com
PHD | have tool and jacks 
2/17/2019

KENTUCKY

Olson, Elmer
Whitley City, KY 42653
606-376-2374
c 606-521-0691
elmerrolson@yahoo.com
I’m not a mechanic but I have 
some tools and a place out 
of the rain to park and plug 
in. Also, I know two good 
mechanics, each with their own 
commercial shop and each 
reasonable. 12/3/2015

Rigsby, Dan
Danville, KY 40422
c 859-338-5583
I don’t necessarily know where 
there is a GMC knowledgeable 
mechanic/shop near me, but, I 
have a garage full of tools and 
would be glad to bring what’s 
needed and lend a helping hand 
or provide a ride if needed. 
2/17/2019

Whitton, Tom 
Paducah, KY 42001
270-443-5263
I have just enough personal 
knowledge of the GMC to be 
dangerous but know people 
in western Kentucky area with 
actual knowledge who can 
do real work. I like to talk, am 
helpful, and love my GMC! 
12/9/2014

LOUISIANA

Clark, Bill
Destrehan, LA 70047
c 504-327-0333
wclark4000@gmail.com
PHD | New to the area and still 
looking for shops, but I’ve been 
maintaining mine since it came 
into the family via my Dad in the 
1980s. If I can’t help you fix it, I 
can certainly help you diagnose 
it and develop an action plan. 
Tooled up for most common 
issues and generally available. 
2/17/2019

Fontenot, Rollis
Moss Bluff, LA 70611
337-855-1897
c 337-764-4619
rollis20@att.net
PHD | I am not a mechanic. I do 

much of my own work. Would 
be happy to help someone with 
what little I know. 11/12/2016

Magown, Steve 
Calhoun, LA 71225
c 318-614-1443
steve@magresources.com
PHD | BP | NE Louisiana on I-20 
in Calhoun, Call anytime and 
can travel a 100 mile radius to 
help. Have a dump connection, 
water, and 50 amp service. Fully 
equipped shop 5/5/2021

Price, Kristopher
Berwick, LA 70342
c 985-518-9291
krisprice1986@gmail.com
i have a good bit of expirience 
and im willing to help any way i 
can. i dont have a spot to work 
at my house but i do have access 
to a warehouse/shop. plenty 
of tools for most anything. ive 
owned my gmc for about 6 
months but did years of research 
before buying. 11/28/2018

Shean, Scott 
Baton Rouge, LA 70816
225-293-3696
BP | Located close to both I-10 
and I-12. I have hand tools, 
floor jack, jack stands, BEARING 
TOOL, and GMC maintenance 
manuals. 12/9/2014

Uter, Will
New Orleans, LA 70115
c 225-802-0610
cateauxcat@hotmail.com
10/31/2020

MAINE

Brown, Bill 
Enfield, ME 0+G3904493
c 740-202-0763
carguybill@sbcglobal.net
We are about 10 miles east of 
I-95 at exit 217. I am here only 
part time between 6/15 & 9/15 
but I am willing to assist a GMC 
owner if possible. 11/14/2016

MARYLAND

Kendall, Bruce and Valerie
Glenwood, MD 21738
410-489-4122
c 301-674-3687
glenair@erols.com
BP | We have tools, parking, 
electric and sewer hook up. 
5/5/2021
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Heater, Willie
Westminster, MD 21158
410-857-0529
c 443-340-3572
wheater47@hotmail.com
Nancy and I are new owners as 
of 2014. We have no tools for a 
gmc as of yet. We have enough 
room to park rvs in case you 
need it. I do have wrenches and 
other small hand tools. We are 
near Gettysburg Pa. for those 
who want to visit that area and 
need a place to park. I am not 
set up yet with a 30 amp service 
but do have 15amp outlets and 
water. 4/23/2016

Massey, John 
Bowie, MD 20716
301-249-6178
johnmmassey@verizon.net
BP | Midway between 
Washington DC and Annapolis, 
MD. Our driveway is two cars 
wide and longer than a GMC, 
if needed, we can dump our 
two cars in the street and let a 
GMC park in the driveway. No 
hookup other than Electric. No 
mechanic but have done my 
own. 1/15/2015

Smith, Glen A. 
Mechanicsville, MD 20659
301-884-5461
Located in southern Maryland, 
west side of Chesapeake Bay 
in St. Mary’s county. . I have 
general automotive type tools, 
have places to park overnight or 
longer, have general knowledge 
of automotive technology 
and made most of the repairs 
required.

Wenderoth, Patrick 
Westminster, MD 21136
410-374-4675
tools knowledge 6/2/2017

MASSACHUSETTS

Luke, Jeff
Brimfield, MA 01010
508-596-8670
jeff@lukeclan.org
I’m new in 2019 so not a lot of 
experience. I have some basic 
tools and a temporary place to 
park in my driveway. 7/25/2019

Domingos, Joe
Swansea, MA 02777
401-793-0699
djolu@comcast.net
mechanically inclined with 
basic tools and willing to help. 
9/15/2016

Hamm, Michael
Ware, MA 01082
413-967-0979
mghamms@verizon.net
help if I can. Can park in 
driveway 50 Amp hookup. 
8/9/2018

Hill, Larry
Beverly, MA 01913
978-388-1016
c 978-815-7707
acmlbp@yahoo.com
Fairly mechanically inclined, 
willing to help, know the New 
England area well, lots of local 
contacts. 1/30/2009

O’Connell, Mike
Deerfield, MA 01342
413-320-7717
c 413-320-7717
moconnell2000@yahoo.com
Former mechanic in previous life 
but just starting out in the GMC 
fix-it dept. Have some tools, 
knowledge of the Western Mass 
area. 3/6/2009

Ostiguy, Larry
Gilbertville, MA 01031
413-477-6063
c 413-877-9863
larry4@comcast.net
BP | Just rebuilt my coach from 
ground up all myself . I have 
also been working on all types of 
equipment for years have all the 
tools you made need 11/5/2017

Tinsley, Kevin
Dartmouth, MA 02747
c 508 889 5660
ktinsley72@gmail.com
PHD | Extensive mechanical 
skills and tools. Lots of contacts. 
Many ears of experience with 
hotrods and equipment. Fairl 
new to GMCs. Willing to help 
in any I can. Place to plu in 
and park. Located near several 
camp grounds and state parks. 
Also close to beaches and cape 
cod. Call may not be answered 
but will be returned promptly. 
6/2/2017

MICHIGAN

Albers, Wil
Belleville, MI 48111
c 716-510-6333
audiocontr@gmail.com
New owner. Moderately handy. 
Rough schedule. Happy to assist 
in an emergency, and where 
ever else i can find the time. 
8/9/2018

Balsley, Dick 
Shelby TWP, MI 48317
586-615-4266
c 586-615-4266
Richard.L.Balsley@gmail.com
Have 50 amp plug in driveway, 
fairly good work shop with mill, 
lathe, small press and more, 
have a very good knowledge in 
GMC’s and trucks and cars in 
general. 12/3/2015

Beadoin, Mark
Mears, MI 49436
231-742-4192
c 248-787-6406
c 248-396-0734
doode27123@goldcommcable.
com
This is my first motoe home. I’m 
a retired engineer I have a nice 
selection of hand tools. I have 
the ability to help with minor 
repairs. 12/3/2015

Betz, Ken and Linda 
Curtis, MI 49820
906-586-3110
books1967@aol.com
(Manistique Lakes) in Upper MI -  
aka middle of nowhere. We are 
located about 65 miles West of 
the Mackinaw Bridge on South 
Manstique Lake - a couple of 
miles southwest of Curtis. We 
bought the lot next door and it 
has a couple of dumps, 20&30 
amp service and water to make 
your stay as pleasureable as 
possible. I am retired now but 
was a vocational autoshop 
teacher for seven years and a 
mechanical engineer for almost 
30 years after that. If you are 
broken down, I have a decent 
shop of sorts and together we 
can get you patched up enough 
to get you home. I have a lot of 
tools (no brg tool yet) and if we 
can’t fix it, I can find someone 
who can. The beer is cold, the 
showers hot and the food is 
good too. Even if not broken 
down, stop for a nite and camp 
here - it’s free you know! We are 
gone from Thanksgiving to early 
April. 

Butler, Daniel
Rapid City, MI 49676
231-620-5424
9/15/2016

Campbell, Duncan 
Grosse Pointe Farms, MI 48236
313-886-2111
c 517-719-4391
c 313-432-0297
campbell@mappingsolutions.
com
77 Palm Beach 26 Foot 
1/14/2015

Carpenter, Merle
Grand Rapids, MI 49534
c 616-560-3369
carmejo@aol.com
Retired auto mechanic, Olds 
dealership experience. Willing to 
help GMCer’s. 12/6/2015

Colie, Matt
Belleville, MI 48111
734-753-5054
c 734-552-3523
matt7323tze@gmail.com
mattcolie@gmail.com
PHD | Located in the shadow 
of Detroit Metro (DTW) airport, 
can park here with water and 
electric. Lots of tools and 
experience even a few GMC 
specific tools. Striking range 
to 3 major RV dealers and 5 
autoparts stores (also O’reily 
and and Napa warehouses) 
and several real good hardware 
stores. 2/5/2020

Hutchinson, Joseph
Ypsilanti, MI 48197
c 248-675-9716
joseph.hutchinson@gmail.com
Became a GMC owner in July 
2016 so still learning how to 
make repairs. We’re eager to 
help in any way that we can 
though. Driveway parking with 
20A and water hook up. We can 
make recommendations on local 
places to eat and unique things 
to do. We live 6 miles east of 
the University of Michigan and 
Eastern Michigan University is in 
our backyard. 6/2/2017

Shemwell, Carl 
Clinton, MI 49236
c 517-499-3862
carlsstinson@gmail.com
I have a shop with tools, tig 
welder,place to park coach, 
50 ton press, machine tools 
(lathe,mill,etc) Have 1 ton truck 
to rescue (remember auto trans 
will not tow far) 12/4/2015
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Hugelier, Ken
Orion Twp, MI 48360
313-929-4114
c 313-929-4114
kahugelier@sbcglobal.net
BP | I am now just off I-75 near 
exit 81 about 40 miles north of 
Detroit. I have no information 
about coach repairs in this 
area. I do my own minor work. 
12/8/2015

Juskevice, Alek
Union Pier, MI 49129
c 203-401-1098
prairieschool@gmail.com
PHD | 4/12/2019

Kruse, Mike
Woodhaven, MI 48183
734-676-2368
carcruse@comcast.net
I’m between Monroe and 
Detroit and backup to I-75 at 
the 30.2 mile marker. No GMC 
specific tools but have GMC 
manuals and plenty of other 
tools, been building Hot Rods 
for over 40 years. Indoor spot 
to work on GMC and plenty 
of outside parking. Close to 
part stores and other stores. 
12/3/2015

Lassa, Greg & Evelyn
Romulus, MI 48180
734-946-9429
c 630-408-9491
lassa@att.net
New to this but have always 
loved the GMC Motorhome! 
Willing to help anyone any way 
we can. Had some great folks in 
Valparaiso help us out just last 
week (8-12-11) 12/3/2015

Lechowicz, Craig 
Waterford, MI 48327
248-683-9218
c 248-252-7166
craig.lechowicz@sbcglobal.net
BP | Just have a good start on 
my GMC makeover, but have 
30+ years experience in the auto 
industry. Pretty extensive tool 
collection, including TZE Bearing 
tool. Not that much knowlege 
of local shops, but can definitely 
give help/recommendations 
with repairs. Pretty tight on 
parking space, and can’t fit 
GMC in my garage, but can 
work on outside. 12/3/2015

Markus, Dave 
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
734-761-2710
c 734-972-6702
davem@mich.com
Just off of I-94, 5 mi. west of Ann 
Arbor. 12/3/2015

MacIntosh, David
Acme, MI 49610
231-938-1369
c 231-620-0536
davidkmac@charter.net
12/3/2015

Mehlenbacher, Russell
Rochester Hills, MI 48306
248-656-1487
c 248-561-5841
russmehl@juno.com
russmehl@gmail.com
BP | Basic Tools, Basic 
Knowledge, Still working full 
time. 12/3/2015

Miller, Barry & Ellen 
Muskegon, MI 49444
231-799-0799
bmmiller@gte.net
We are not far from the I-96/US-
31 interchange and very close 
to Hoffmaster State Park. We 
have most common hand tools; 
GMC Service Manuals and can 
assist in local service contacts or 
advise on restaurants or points 
of interest. 12/3/2015

Millar, Duncan 
Northville, MI 48167
734-536-4084
duncanmillar@att.net
inclined, refrigeration tech 
2/9/2015

Mills, Gary 
Livonia, MI 48151
734-464-3402
daveel@ix.netcom.com
It is no longer the “Pumkin”, 
Except for the last part of 
October. LOL The color is 
“BitterSweet”. Not Orange The 
new name is “The Tangerine 
Dream”. I do not trust any local 
mechanics. I do most all the 
work myself. By local law it is 
not legal to park in my driveway. 
I park it in a welding shop yard. 
Just a few miles from the house. 
They have funny hours. 6am-
2pm M-F. He is a very good 
welder and would let me work 
on my rig in his yard. I do have 
some tools and would be willing 
to help with minor repairs. 
12/4/2015

Palmer, James
Traverse City, MI 49684
c 231-941-5060
Have had our GMC since 2016. 
Not a mechanic by any means 
but I do know the area well and 
can help out in a pinch or even 
provide a safe place to park 
overnight. 2/5/2020

Perkins, Todd
Detroit, MI 48207
313-570-8633
taperk@gmail.com
I live downtown so I don’t have 
anywhere to park/work on the 
RV but I do have tools and lots 
of local knowledge. i.e. where 
to dump for free, where to park 
for free, free transportation to 
sporting events, ect. Just give 
me a call/txt 24/7 and I can 
help ou out. IF you are coming 
to Detroit, send me an email 
advance and I can help you plan 
your trip, find parts or we can 
meet for coffee/drinks while you 
are here. 12/3/2015

Rider, Jeff
Troy, MI 48085
248-879-1778
c 248-877-1966
GMC Great Lakers member, 
have owned 3 coaches and 
like to keep them in use. 
11/10/2016

Ropp, Dale 
Marysville, MI 48040
810-364-5117
c 810-300-0490
c 810-294-1794 
daleropm1@gmail.com 
PHD | BP | Have most tools; 
have a set of ramps. I do most 
all my own work. A 50 amp 
service is next to the house 
with water and dump available. 
Have put 6 wheel disc brakes 
on my coach and have installed 
a wooden epoxy holding tank; 
have painted the entire coach 
myself and in 2016 I installed 
a new galvanized frame at dan 
stuckeys. Willing to drive 60 
miles to help out. 6/2/2017

Schupp, Michael
New Hudson, MI 48165
248-891-5245
c 248-891-5245
mike.schupp@gmail.com
BP | Have general set of tools to 
help out including bearing puller 
9/15/2016

Shemwell, Carl 
Clinton, MI 49236
517-423-2888
c 517-499-3862
carlsstinson@gmail.com
bought 10/2013 since getting 
it home have replaced timing 
chain with cloyes double row, 
all intake and exhaust valves, 
water pump, water and vacuum 
hoses, v belts, removed old 
carpet to replacfe with laminate, 
had radiator rebuilt and replaced 
battery tray. Alcoas have a recall 
on all 6 so will replace wheels 
and tires. the dream list is long 
coach has 67k miles and no 
russt, always been in alabama. 
11/24/2013

Szilagyi, Mickey
East Lansing, MI 48823
517-599-5970
mickey@apex-internet.com
Near exit 94 on I-69. Can help 
with transportation, some tools, 
local repair shop, parts stores, 
or whatever else might help. 
12/11/2015

Thomas, Mike
Troy, MI 48098
248-647-6449
c 248-909-8311
mtt2961@gmail.com
Glad to help if I can. Have some 
tools, jack stands, bottle jack 
and floor jack. Currently going 
through my new 77 Eleganza 
and learning allot in the process. 
12/10/2015

Tripp, John
Harrietta, MI 49638
231-878-3417
c 231-878-3417
coraltripp@yahoo.com
We just got our second GMC 76 
Royale I think. We dont have any 
speciilized GMC tools but do 
have many shop tools, welding 
and a big hammer 5/24/2010

Verhelle, Jim
Fenton, MI 48430
810 629 5744
c 810-516-1337
opa484@att.net
BP | 12/7/2015

Wallace, Dn
Taylor, MI 48180
c 734-374-0029
danwallace.org@gmail.com
PHD | We live very near I94, I75, 
and I275 12 miles SW of Detroit. 
Have normal mechanical tools, 
decent mechanical knowledge 
of the engine, and very strong 
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electrical skills. Depending on 
how dry the weather has been, 
may have overnight parking 
with 20 amp. (Not rural, city law 
48 hours only) 8/9/2018

Waters, Richard 
Troy, MI 48098
248-644-5332
c 248-642-6928
mygmc@palmbeachgmc.com
BP | An owner since 1998 in 
SE Michigan (Troy, Michigan 
near I-75, 10 miles North of 
Detroit). I travel often but can 
be contacted by my office voice 
mail: 248-642-6928 Leave a 
message if no one answers. 
2/26/2015

Williams, Rick 
Levering, MI 49755
906-420-1223
c 906-420-1223
rgw246@gmail.com
12/12/2015

Wright, John R. 
Midland, MI 48640
989-839-0496 
c 989-859-0715
powwerjon@gmail.com
PHD | Actually Have 2 coaches 
in the shop. Our primary coach 
is a 1978 Buskirk stretch Chassis 
#5. The other coach ss a 1975 
Avion rear twin, dry bath under 
reconstruction including a 
mechainical upgrades, conplete 
interior replacement and up 
grades and new exterior paint. 
I have the knnowledge to get 
you back on the road or find you 
the necessary service and parts. 
2/5/2020

MINNESOTA

Anderson, Tim
Hugo, MN 55038
651-246-8326
Tim.r.anderson@gmail.com
I can generally figure out any 
mechanical issues to get any 
vehicle up and running. I have 
three local buddies with GMC’s 
that I can call on to help solve a 
problem. I have three little kids 
so may not be able to come on 
a moment’s notice, but I can 
always help trouble shot over 
the phone. 12/16/2015

Berkness, Stephen
Isanti, MN 55040
c 763-607-8587
steven.berkness@state.mn.us
steven.berkness@yahoo.com
12/12/2015

Biwersi, John
Maplewood, MN 55109
651-779-6498
c 612-747-5831
jbiwersi@mac.com
BP | Usually have rebuilt final 
drives availlable. Have good 
supply of tools. Know broad 
range of contacts in my area. 
Have done many repairs 
and upgrades myself on my 
coaches. Limited parking space. 
12/3/2015

Brooks, Robert 
Plymouth, MN 55441
c 413-281-8791
rjbrooks@sover.net
Relocated to Minnesota from 
Vermont, therefore fewer 
motorhead friends locally. Have 
a few general tools and about 
12k miles of experience with my 
GMCMH. 11/5/2017

Crowe, Dave
Wrenshall, MN 55797
218-384-4942
c 218-380-5360
gmcers74@yahoo.com
no specialty tools.....no special 
knowledge.....but will assist 
anyway i can!! 12/9/2015

Donnelly, Chuck 
Stillwater, MN 55082
651-430-0450
cad3M@aol.com
BP | A suburb of St Paul within 
8 miles of 694 and 10 miles of 
35 E I have a large wide drive 
way that can accommodate 
several coaches and power and 
water. I have no (none, nada) 
mechanical ability. Mechanical 
Engineer by education, but 
mechanics end the 

Drummond, Rick
Prior Lake, MN 55372
952-440-9328
c 651-346-8994
RandTs.GMC@gmail.com
I’m a jack of many trades but 
as the saying goes ‘master of 
none’. I have a fair amount of 
tools and always willing to lend 
a hand be it repairs, directions, 
or to refill a coffee cup. 
10/28/2014

Fischer, Roland and Rachel 
St. Cloud, MN 56303
320-252-1520
c 320-293-0084
rolandtraveling@hotmail.com
We are newbees with a 26’ 
Glenbrook that I stretched to 
33’ and a 23’ Coachman. Have 
tools, a few skills, a few skills and 
time. 1/15/2015

Fredrikson, John
Grand Marais, MN 55604
218-388-2296
c 612-810-2108
c 800-328-3325
 jtfred@gmail.com
john@gunflint.com
BP | I’m located about 45 miles 
up the Gunflint Trail. I have 
space to park for a short time, 
electrical hookups and water 
hookups. There is a dump 
station at the campground next 
door. I have cabins available for 
rent if needed. I have tools and 
will do what I can to help out. 
9/15/2016

Johnson, Jason
Minneapolis, MN 55419
612-382-6910
slickrockinc@gmail.com
motojalisco@gmail.com
I have many tools, compressor, 
jacks motor lift. I’m new to the 
GMC but work on old cars and 
vintage motorcycles. I have 
friends in the area that have 
worked on these quite a bit and 
love them. 4/21/2016

Krisher, Neal
Apple Valley, MN 55124
612-805-0247
c 612-803-0928
v2neal@gmail.com
Have a good assortment of tools 
and shade tree skills. Room in 
the driveway to work. Electrical 
hook-up available. 12/3/2015

Mahowald, Robert
Jordan, MN 55352
952-492-2270
c 612-221-9981
mahowaldcabinet@frontiernet.
net
Our shop address is 7877 W. 
150 st. Savage Mn. 55378. I run 
a cabinet shop and my brother 
runs an automotive repair 
business out of our shop. We 
have the tools and experience to 
tackle just about any problem. 
3/13/2010

McCready, Mike
Brainerd, MN 56401
218-764-3433
mcreadys4@hotmail.com
I have been maintaining my 
rv and made some updates. 
I made my living working on 
cars,trucks,motorcycles. Ect. We 
took the gmc south last winter 
and are in the process of getting 
her ready to go again. I replaced 
the original recycling electric 
toilet and if anyone needs it for 
parts let me know . I would love 
to hear from anyone with a spair 
air bag as mine are showing 
their age and have me a bit 
worried. 11/8/2015

Rigge, Chuck
Princeton, MN 55371
c 612-296-4719
cmrigge@usgo.net
We just drove it home today, 
June 26th, 2015 and plan on a 
full restoration 7/4/2015

Roche, Jon
St Cloud, MN 56301
612-961-4196
c 612-961-4196
lqqkatjon@gmail.com
PHD | call me if you need help or 
are in the area passing through. 
I am in town, but do have 
room in the driveway to park if 
needed, and have a garage with 
plenty of tools. not far off the 
interstate. 11/22/2016

Shields, Kelly
Hopkins, MN 55343
612-378-9454
kjsphotos@iexposure.com
a parking spot no hookups large 
tool welding home unless i’m 
out on the road 1/20/2016

Stoneking, Gary
Minneapolis, MN 55422
612-349-3634
c 612-567-7701
garystoneking@icloud.com
grex1949@gmail.com
Limited tools and mechanical 
abilities, but will help any way 
I can. I just bought my ‘77 
Kingsley in June, 2011, and 
I’m still learning the ropes. 
11/26/2011

Taylor, Chris & Lisa 
Rochester, MN 55902
507-210-8293 
c 507-322-2016
mntaylors@gmail.com
fivetaylor@gmail.com
I do have parking space and 
some tools. Close to I-90 and 
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US 52 in Rochester, MN famous 
for the Mayo Clinic. Have basic 
tools and limited skills. I know 
where good food is. Feel free to 
call/stop by if you are passing 
through. Work email: cstaylor@
us.ibm.com 12/9/2015

Vasilakes, Kieth
Mounds View, MN 55112
763-784-5318
c 763-732-3419
my427v8@hotmail.com
PHD | In the nothern Suburbs 
of Minneapolis / St Paul. About 
1 mile off I35 just north of 
I694. I have tools, welders, 
30 amp hookup. No sewer. I 
have a 2 car driveway but it’s 
useable for repairs and parking 
overnight I’m a decent backyard 
mechanic. 6/30/2020

Wickenhauser, Kieth
Chaska, MN 55318
c 952-237-1722
kfwic@aol.com
Located right off of 212 SW 
of Minneapolis. We have shed 
space (dirt floor) and enough 
room to park if needed.with 
30 amp service. Plenty of tools, 
although no specialty tools. We 
would help in any way We could 
6/30/2020

MISSISSIPPI

Book, John Jr
Yazoo City, MS 39194
662-571-6764
jbookjr@cableone.net
1/11/2015

Ellington, Charles and Sara 
Corinth, MS 38834
662-286-8067
c 662-665-2733
cselllington@comcast.net
I just purchased a 75 transmode 
and am in the process of 
rebuilding it from scratch. At the 
moment it is completely gutted 
and the mechanics are almost 
completed. I am in Corinth, 
Mississippi, upper northeast 
corner of Ms. on at the 
intersection of state 1/11/2015

Richards, David
Ocean Springs, MS 39564
228-875-4255
c 228-990-9223 
My wife and I are beginners in 
RV’ing. We will be yelling out 
alot. We look forward to hear 
our rchoes for HELP! 5/27/2018

MISSOURI

Bailey, Bruce
Independence, MO 64052
816-507-0739 
c 816-507-9551 
baileyb@cslcares.org
bailey_cj9551@outlook.com 
Kept our GMC running 20 
years and have learned a lot, 
but I’m not a mechanic. We’ve 
developed contacts for parts and 
a local mechanic who will work 
on GMC’s 4/21/2016

Geuin, Charlie
Conway, MO 65632
417-589-0233
c 303-304-5065
c 303-241-0702
geuincharlie@gmail.com
PHD | BP | On call 24-7, 
plenty of parking, 10 acres of 
pasture,30 amp hook up and 
water.Place to dump holding 
tank.Guest cabin for overnight 
or extended stay Parts nearby.
Large number of tools for most 
repairs. 4/7/2019

Kanel, Max
Seymore, MO 65746
417-753-2109
c 417-844-1732
jlkmek36@yahoo.com
BP | Coffee pot, welcome full 
hook ups, tools, near a lift, lots 
to see and do 12/11/2015

Minnick, Steve
Chillicothe, MO 64601
c 660-707-5303
steve@minnicksupply.com
Have considerable GMC engine 
experience (not professional) 
and some decent machine shop 
and repair shop contacts. Plenty 
of room to park. 12/3/2015

Nelson, Larry 
Springfield, MO 65804
417-882-2801
c 417-849-2997
larrynelsonarchitect@mchsi.com
BP | I do all of my own work on 
mine, have some tools, spare air 
bags, … 12/6/2015

Paulus, Andrew
Kansas City, MO 64119
c 816-830-3488
andrew.paulus@outlook.com
PHD | I live in city limits of 
Kansas City so I don’t have a lot 
of room to work. I’m a bit of a 
novice with the GMC still but 
know enough to be dangerous. 
Happy to meet you within a 
reasonable distance and point 
you in the direction of some 

repair places. I travel for a living 
about half the month but if I’m 
home I’m usually free. Feel free 
to contact me if you’re local as 
well, I’m trying to network with 
as many GMCers as I can and 
I’d love to get together. Even 
if you’re just passing through 
and not having problems I’m 
always up for coffee or lunch! 
11/5/2017

Redeffenbaugh, Bob & 
Brenda 
Chesterfield, MO 63006
314-469-1850
A suburb of St. Louis. 12/3/2014

Schnak, Roger
Scotts City, MO 65756
c 417-827-4078
signature6931@yahoo.com
PHD | Front to back restoration/
restomod of GMC motorhome. 
Extensive fabrication, electrical 
& mechanical experiende. 
Shop, tools, & parts available. 
Camping area available. Located 
near Springfield, Joplin, Branson. 
Leave message, will call back 
promtly. 6/2/2017

Smith, Elton
North Kansas City, MO 64116
c 616-616-6237 
xsmix99@gmail.com
I have a company that I use and 
he can and does any mechanical 
on any GMC motorhome I can 
help with many of the thing that 
go bad and I will help in every 
that I can. I have all the tools 
that you would need. 6/4/2017

VanWinkle, Randy
Battlefield, MO 65619
c 417-429-5925
rlvanwin@gmail.com
‘77 Eleganza II - 403, shade tree 
mechanic and have done all my 
own work on the GMC. I have a 
barn with jacks, tools, and some 
spare parts to do most anything 
short of pulling an engine. We 
would be happy to help anyone 
in the Southern Missouri area. 
We are close to Branson (35 
miles) and would welcome 
overnight guests (with or 
without any problem) and have 
plenty of room to park including 
electric and water hookups.. 
12/11/2015

MONTANA

Bourassa, Jon
Park City, MT 59063
c 406-698-9880
jebourassa@gmail.com
5/27/2018

Knutson, Rod and Shelle
Thompson Falls, MT 59873
c 406-529-8282 
rodknu@gmail.com
My second GMC purchased 
in Dec 2020. First was a 1977 
Kingsley owned from 1980 to 
1993. Montana is a big state but 
maybe I can help point you in 
the right direction. 5/5/2021

Quist, Rob
Kalispell, MT 59901
c 406-253-8605
robquist99@gmail.com
PHD | 7/28/2020

NEBRASKA

Anderson, Wally 
Omaha, NE 68122
402-571-8513
c 402-571-8513
c 402-455-8775
wallyand@aim.com
zerofloat@hotmail.com
I have a fairly good selection of 
tools and was a mechanic in my 
former vocation. A place to park 
if needed.. Located very close 
to I-680 on the north side of 
Omaha 12/4/2015

Groothuis, Dana
Lincoln, NE 68505
c 402-304-8666
danagroothuis@yahoo.com
I just purchased my GMC 
but have a lot of mechanical 
knowledge. 4/21/2016
Nepper, Jr, John
Omaha, NE 68130
c 402 677-7405
c 402-214-7213
jnepper@designplastics.com
12/3/2015

Smith, Buster
Hastings, NE 68901
402-463-1830
c 402-460-1234
sdsmith58@charter.net
12/23/2014
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Smith, Douglas
Lincoln, NE 68502
c 402-416-3585
c 402-499-7126
dsmithy18@gmail.com
I am a reasonably adept 
mechanic with basic tools. No 
specialized tools, unfortunately. 
GMC owner since ‘95. 
12/3/2015

Struempler, Roger
Firth, NE 68358
402-792-3145
c 402-429-0136
munypit@hotmail.com
I live on 20 acres about 15 miles 
south of Lincoln Nebraska. 
Plenty of room to park for the 
night if you need to. We can 
plug you into my shop. I have 
a 30’ x 40’ heated shop and 
most hand tools. I also have a 
small welder, lathe, and milling 
machine. I bought my GMC 
in 2008 so I’m still learning 
the things that are unique to 
the GMC but if you are having 
problems we’ll get it figured out. 
I’ve already removed, rebuilt, 
and replaced my engine, and 
also installed a Howell EFI. I work 
10 hours a day Monday through 
Thursday but otherwise I’m 
usually close by. Call my home 
number first. If no answer try my 
(wife’s) cell. 12/11/2015

NEVADA

Coaster, Gary
Reno, NV 89506
c 810-650-5111
garycoastermail@yahoo.com
Somewhat knowledgeable on 
the GMC ‘s. ...and still learning. 
Have shop available to do any 
repairs. If I can’t help you, 
I know resources that can. 
11/10/2016

Gourdine, David
Gerlach, NV 89412
727-657-1955
booking@
blackrockdesertrvrental.com
BRDRVR is a RV rental company 
providing classic GMCs to 
attendees of the Burning Man 
Arts festival held yearly on BLM 
land of the Black Rock Desert. 
If you need help or just want to 
see our operation and see the 
girls let me know. Call or text 
me at 727-657-1955 3/20/2014

Keen, Roy & Paula
Minden, NV 89423
775-267-5876
roynpaula@charter.net
Located 10 miles south of carson 
city and 30 miles east of south 
lake tahoe. 1 1/2 miles off hwy 
395 . Have a fair amount of 
hand and power tools and do 
my own repairs on the GMC 
and autos. Don’t have a bearing 
tool but I have a 20 ton hydrolic 
press. Large cement driveway 30 
amp power and water. I’ll help if 
I can and it is ok to park on the 
driveway overnight. I am retired 
and usualy at home from march 
to december. 12/11/2015

McCarthy, Daniel
Sparks, NV 89434
775-224-0330
daniel1950@prodigy.net
I’m not an expert at repair but I 
have a good tool box and know 
a few mechanics in the area. 
9/15/2016

Nicholson, Anthony
Las Vegas, NV 89123
702-510-3338
antmeister@hotmail.com
Only a 1 year owner so far, but 
have learnt a lot about things so 
can help out where I can. Can 
park outside our place for an 
overnight if needed, and can run 
15amp to keep the basics going. 
Know a good local transmission 
guy, engine shop and tire place 
that can sort things out should 
their be any issues needed to be 
looked at. 9/15/2016

Yeager, Kirk & Eloise
Yerington, NV 89447
775-463-2711
c 775-815-8893
ndnkirk@gmail.com
Northern Nevada off of Hiwy 
95 Alt. Located 7 miles south of 
town between Hiwy 339 and 
Hiwy 208. We have tools, ramps, 
jack, torch & welder. You will 
have to do the welding, I’m 
too shaky now. We can provide 
a hook up or two and there is 
parking room for several GMC’s. 
The coffee is hot and the beer is 
cold. 12/11/2015

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Curette, Wally 
Hampstead, NH 03841
603-329-6806
c 603-365-1091
walleee3@me.com
Decent backyard mechanic 
with modest selection of tools. 
However - TWO excellent RV 
repair facilities nearby ***** 
one of them specializing in 
complete GMC service for many 
many years. I am located 5 
miles north of I495 in Haverhill 
Massachusetts/ Plaistow New 
Hampshire, 10 miles west of I95, 
10 miles east of I-93 9/15/2016

Glover, Mike 
Plaistow, NH 03865
603-382-8272
nervservice03865@comcast.net
BP | I own and operate New 
England RV Service in Plaistow 
NH. I have serviced and repaired 
GMC Motorhomes since 1975 
and currently specialize in GMC 
repair and restoration. We have 
a full service center and can 
provide you with a place to park 
if needed. I wil 11/10/2016

Goddard, Lee
Moultonborough, NH 03226
603-279-2488
c 603-707-2369
atlantis30@roadrunner.com
Have parking 20 amp electric, 
water sewer near by, some tools 
& GMC skills, Willing to help 
GMCers any time. 10/23/2014

Sesia, Maurice
Rindge, NH 03461
603-899-5196
c 603-731-8877
c 603-899-6614
lemanslittlegto@yahoo.com
own B-Z towing, Cannot tow 
gmc but can help. Been auto tec 
30+ years 1/15/2016

NEW JERSEY

Bunt, Gene
Toms River, NJ 08753
c 732-600-6506
gene45@aol.com
Director@ercoupe.org
I have many tools and full 
hookup at the house. If you 
need roadside help I have many 
tools in the Kingsley and in my 
car. 6/30/2020

DeLuca, Daniel 
Allentown, NJ 08501
732-977-4326
dandeluca@mac.com
dandeluca@me.com
We have a nice spot here in 
central Jersey and Six Flags if 
everyone needs help. Basic 
tools, we are new to GMC 
motorhomes and are still 
learning. Please leave a message 
when calling. I will call back. 
12/3/2015

Kidd, Sean
Franklin, NJ 07416
201-983-8280
c 201-983-8280
seankidd@ptd.net
hand tools, jacks, anything 
mechanical or electrical, pre 
purchase inspection. Close 
to interstate 80, 84, 78, 287, 
87 several camp grounds in 
vacinity. 9/15/2016

Henderson, Doug
East Brunswick, NJ 08816
732-693-6880
dougrayhenderson@hotmail.
com
Strong mechanical background. 
Willing to help with whatever 
I can. If I don’t answer leave a 
message I’ll get right back to 
you. 12/3/2015

Walsh, Vonda
Montage, NJ 07461
c 650-867-2992
AutumnCrafts@hotmail.com
PHD | Brand new to the GMC 
Motorhomes, but experienced 
with vintage GMC/Chevy trucks. 
Large driveway with a slight 
incline long enough for at least 
2 coaches if you need a place to 
park/rest. Close to Highway 84 
and the PA/NY Border near the 
Appalachian Trail and Delaware 
River. Knowledgable with 
campgrounds. I have very fast 
fingers for help with forum posts 
and making calls if someone 
needs remote assistance. More 
than happy to pinch drive 
basically anywhere. Very happy 
and thankful for this community! 
6/2/2017

NEW MEXICO

Bourgon, Marcel
Santa Teresa, NM 88008
575-589-2642
c 915-474-0988
mjbourgon@earthlink.net
Have a full shop of tools you are 
welcome to use. Also to park 
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overnight with water, electrical 
and tank dump. You are more 
than welcome just give us a call 
12/22/2014

Campbell, Karen and Kenny
Albuquerque, NM 87110
505-294-6000
c 505-620-5369
campbelltruckworks@hotmail.
com
First time GMC’ers, been a fan 
for a long time I(Karen) have 
been into vintage campers for 
ten years but onlyl with vintage 
40’s. 50’s, & 60’s trailers. I’ve 
restored 32 trailer from 12’ 
up to 45’ park models. I’m 
the Southwest rep for Tim 
Can Tourist group and started 
Vintage Campers of New 
Mexico. We just got back from 
Phoenix, AZ with our new GMC 
23 foot’er, love how it rides 
and drives. Kenny’s been in the 
car hobby here in Albuquerque 
since 1958 and could be very 
helpfull to any GMC’er/6 
wheeler in need. He has lots of 
tools but no special GMC tools. 
He’s been building hot rods, old 
car & trucks all his life. Kenny’s 
going to put aluminum wheels, 
4 wheel disks, one ton knuckles/
brake front end and howell 
fuel injection. Our friends think 
we are nuts, we have a 2013 
Lexinton B+ with two slides 
and they can’t understan why 
we’d want an old motorhome 
but we love our 23’ birchaven. 
I think I have used up the space 
in this box, looking forward 
to attending a rally. Karen 
12/5/2015

Hockman, Lennie
Alamagordo, NM 88310
c 575-430-6149
lenh22@gmail.com
PHD | 4/12/2019

Hogenboom, Marc 
Madrid, NM 87010
c 505-919-9945
c 505-919-9944
marc.hogenboom@hotmail.com
Workshop with large pit, tools, a 
place to stay and whatever else 
you might need. We are 1.5m 
in on a BAD dirt road but my 
coach makes it OK so yours will 
too. 12/11/2015

Kading, Hal 
Las Cruces, NM 88007
575-524-2294
c 575-496-3536
halkading@gmail.com

BP | Have parking spot at Las 
Cruces Airport, just 1 mile off 
I-10, Exit 132. 120 v, water and 
place to dump. Shop with tools, 
press, etc. 12/3/2015

Lenoir, Anne-Sophie
Taos, NM 87577
c 703-346-4718
ansolen2@gmail.com
live off the grid in a beautiful 
setting. I can offer a place to 
park and my hospitality . No 
tools or such. Haven’t had to 
take Lucy to the shop here in 
Taos yet but looking into who is 
willing to work on a vintage rig 
like this. 12/6/2017

Neumann, Paul
Sante Fe, NM 87501
505-466-1869
c 505-469-0043
makune@me.com
basic tools at home workshop/
garage complete remodel of 
interior, bodywork completed, 
owner since March ‘14 call 
anytime for an emergency; or 
contact me if you’re just passing 
through 12/4/2015

St Clair, Hal 
Rio Rancho, NM 87144
702-860-3783
Eaglefab1@aol.com
tools and a place to park. 
6/9/2016

Williamson, John and Nancy
Albuquerque, NM 87112
505-298-0147
c 505-288-0256
thewellguy@juno.com
Retired water well driller and 
nurse. We have sold our front 
wheel bearing tools but have 
many general tools. We installed 
a Cadillac 500 & 1 ton front 
end, so we have lots of 455 and 
final drive parts. We have 1/2 
ownership of a 23 ft. junker with 
many parts still available. Can 
squeeze a 26 ft. in driveway for 
simple repairs, no real hookups. 
Free dump station a couple of 
miles away. NAPA store nearby. 
Flash Auto, (AAA & NAPA shop) 
has 4 post lift and knows GMCs. 
8/20/2015

NEW YORK

Andrews, Chester & Thelma
Batavia, NY 14020
585-343-3763
deland219@yahoo.com
parking available- coffee on 
and always welcome here- no 

sevice facilities but glad to help 
anytime 12/22/2014

Bryant, Bill
Pleasant Valley, NY 12569
c 914-475-2916
gmc.bill@gmail.com
20 minutes North of I-84 
at Fishkill, NY exit (East 
side of Hudson River near 
Poughkeepsie). Have many 
tools, do most of my own 
work/maintenance. Happy to 
4/15/2019

Burtner, Neil
Rushville, NY 14544
c 585-455-4144
nburtner@aol.com
PHD | Near Canandaigua NY. 
May to October only. Tools 
and Harbor Freight 10 minutes 
away., spare stock air bag, 
ramp for front end and jacks 
and stands for rear. Overnight 
parking and extra beds available. 
8/11/2020

Conway, Tim 
Levittown, NY 11756
516-735-8944
c 631-678-6168
mactac735@mac.com
assist if your GMC needs help in 
this area. Overnight GMC guests 
welcome 12/11/2015

Dankert, Earnest
Spencerport, NY 14559
585-739-5024
edankert@rochester.rr.com
edankert@rochester.rr.com
Basic hand tools, hydraulic jacks 
and cribbing, indoor shop, 
dump station, short stays are 
welcome 12/3/2015

Hare, Gary
Port Washington, NY 11050
516-883-4352
c 516-770-1101
c 518-532-9050
bobowax@gmail.com
I have some tools, but am a 
new owner. Reaching me here 
is kinda hit and miss, but if 
present, I will be willing to help 
as best as possible. 6/9/2016

Hubert, William
Glen Falls, NY 12801
518-792-2947
c 518-396-6434
whubert@gmail.com
PHD | have tools and some 
parts. Lots of experience with 
electrical. 2 Miles from Int 87. 
Exit 19 4/15/2019

Johnston, Scott 
Plattsburgh, NY 12901
c 518-593-0373
Dalejohnrock@gmail.com
willing to help 24/7 12/4/2015

Kaste, Tim
Eastport, NY 11941
c 631-618-7729
texas65ss@netzero.com
I have basic tools. Willing to help 
if needed. Located on the East 
End of Long Island (South fork). 
Own GMC motorhome since 
2001. 10/9/2019

Kehr, Frank
Wading River, NY 11792
c 631-793-6533
fkehr@optonline.net
PHD | Im on the East End, 
North Fork of Long Island. 
Mechanically proficient, familiar 
with many repair shops and 
facilities throughout the island. 
I can figure out and access most 
services that you may need. 
11/28/2018

Longo, Robert
Manlius, NY 13104
315-256-7061
c 315-256-7061
rmlongo@aol.com
Got my GMC April 2016. Fairly 
knowledgeable on local shops 
in and around Syracuse, NY. 
Learning GMC specifics as quick 
as I can. 9/15/2016

Mager, Joh
Batavia, NY 14020
c 585-506-2476
jonmager@arcticrefrigeration.
com
5/27/2018

Millstein, L. Mark 
Lido Beach, NY 11561
516-431-6019
c 516-431-6028
BP | Located on Barrier Island 
to Long Island Nassau County 
Campground down the road. 
Some knowledge & tools. 
BEARING TOOL 12/17/2014

Rundell, James C 
Chatham, NY 12037
c 518-755-8016
jim@therundells.com
I have facilities to fix most 
anything 12/3/2015

Servati, David & Michelle
Rochester, NY 14624
c 585-953-5300
dservati1@yahoo.com 
I have an assortment of 
hand tools, jacks, 60 gallon 
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compressor, air tools, wooden 
GMC ramps, helping hands, 
and other GMC’ERs in the area 
for advice, large camping world 
style rv super store 20 minutes 
away, and almost always have a 
pot of coffee on 3/11/2016

Urbanski, Frank & Lois
West Seneca, NY 14224
716-824-2027
c 716-777-1802
c 716-399-8508
franlo@roadrunner.com
PHD | BP | Tools, some spares 
for immediate use, several part 
stores near by, good mechanic 
close by, quiet, ON STREET, 
residential parking, ( possible off 
street for major work), manuals, 
a fair mechanical knowledge 
and experience, 20+ year owner, 
adult beverages on request. 
2/5/2020

Winger, John-Paul
Ridgewood, NY 11385
c 917-500-6700
c 917-500-5992
lavidalocations@gmail.com
miriam.clancy@gmail.com
From NZ to NYC, had a Canyon 
Lands, we’re looking for another 
GMC as we’re making do with a 
Chevy Conversion until we can 
upgrade for our 4 kids. Have a 
few tools, live in NYC, drive a lot 
so could mostly help by picking 
up stuff for someone in a pinch - 
we’ve been there, done that. Oh 
and if you hear of an amazing 
deal, let us know... thanks to 
those that know they’ve helped 
us out. 11/5/2017

NORTH CAROLINA

Acosta, Felix 
Jacksonville, NC 28541
910-455-2491
BP | Jacksonville is located on 
U.S. 17 between New Bern and 
Wilmington NC in eastern NC. 
I do have BEARING TOOL but 
haven’t tried it yet. Done all my 
bearing work to date with Kern 
Thoma’s puller and it works 
great. I’m assuming that ‘s will 
work equally as 12/9/2014

Bechtel, Ray & Jan
Roxboro, NC 27574
336-599-3966 
c 919-667-8540 
c 919-667-8541
rbechtel@esinc.net
We’re located about 25 miles 

north of Durham, NC off of 501. 
We’re new owners of a ‘76 GMC 
Coachman Royale, and learning 
about the GMC quickly! I have 
too many tools and enjoy using 
them! Let us know if you’re 
in the area - plenty of parking 
space and power available. 
12/5/2015

Bright, Jim
Hickory, NC 28602
828-322-4422
c 828-612-9051
goldstandard454@gmail.com
PHD | I own a small auto 
collision shop just off I40 in 
Hickory NC. Do not work on big 
units but am available to help 
anyone that needs it. 12/6/2017

Dotson, Gene and Joan 
Conover, NC 28631
828-465-0678
shawnee@charter.net
just off I-40, Exit 131. We have a 
garage with a pit and most tools 
needed for repairs. 30 amp hook 
ups available inside and outside 
the garage. 12/17/2014

Edmonson, Alan
Kingsland, NC 27021
336-971-5805
c 336-971-8605
afastchief@gmail.com
I am a 40+ year aircraft 
mechanic and have a shop and 
tools to do more than I know 
concerning the GMC. We are 
relatively new owners of the 
Royale but willing to help if 
we can.We live about a twenty 
minute drive off Interstate 52 
outside of King. We live at the 
foot of Sauratown Mountain. 
4/21/2016

Freeman, Bill
Colerain, NC 27924
c 252-375-5162
flipflapco@gmail.com
BP | I have all the necessary tools 
to and most of the knowledge 
required to work on a GMC. I 
have a bearing tool and torsion 
bar unloader. The beer is either 
here or not far away. 12/4/2015

Hendrickson, Bob 
Wake Forest, NC 27587
919-341-2895
c 919-349-8645
hendricb1@nc.rr.com
I have a concrete driveway, 
50A hookup, plenty of 
hand tools including timing 
light, shop crane, air tools, 
press, etc, computer, OBD 

computer ( for those with 
FI) and the willingness to 
help. Two spare bedrooms if 
needed for overnighter too! 
About 20 years of armature 
mechanical experience. Also, 
bobhendrickson@bigfoot.com 
12/11/2015

Hustler, Bob 
Thomasville, NC 27360
336-313-3270
c 336-309-2065
c124bob@yahoo.com
If you contact me on email, 
PLEASE note it is about a GMC 
motorhome in the subject line 
as I do not open emails unless 
I know either the sender or the 
subject. Thanks 1/15/2016

Jarvis, Daniel 
Marshville, NC 28103
704-624-6547
c 704-906-7897
thejarvis@gmail.com
On 5.5 acres (2.5 non-grazing) 
out in the country. Have regular 
2 car garage and some tools. 
Plus a bed if needed. 12/4/2015

Johnson, Hardie & Karen 
Raleigh, NC 27603
919-577-0188
c 919-418-5894
hardie.j@gmail.com
Just off US 401, 7 miles south of 
I40 beltway 12/3/2015

Jordan, Robert
Elizabeth CIty, NC 27909
rc@rcjordan.com
rcjordan0@gmail.com
1/15/2016

Kivett, Brian
Ashboro, NC 27203
336-672-1581
c 336-317-2320
chasingsummer@triad.rr.com
Fair mechanic, fair tool supply. 
Always willing to make room. 
Shoulder to cry on if needed, 
or adult beverage if that is 
required. I can offer clean bed, 
hot shower and warm meal.. 
And commitment to assist in any 
way needed. 11/26/2014

Layton, Tony and Glenda
Jamestown, NC 27282
336-454-9099
alayton@triad.rr.com
We live 2 miles south of 
Greensboro, NC. All we have 
to offer is knowledge of the 
area, transportation, tools and 
a helping hand. Feel free to call 
anytime. Sorry but we don’t 
have parking. City ordance will 

not even allow us to park ours at 
home. 12/3/2015

Leipold, Michael & Laura
Greensboro, NC 27407
336-210-6450
lilmyk@gmail.com
I have tools, but nothing GMC 
specific. I can lend a hand 
and a cup of something hot 
if needed. Can’t really keep a 
GMC in the driveway, but I can 
get away with it for a short time. 
12/10/2015

Moore, John
Washington, NC 27889
c 252-943-7754
mtfm@vol.com
I have hand tools, some spare 
hoses, air bag, a few 4kw Onan 
parts. Have room in circle drive 
for overnight, can provide 20 
amp to 50 amp service. (It will 
run my a/c ok). Can connect 
water, but NO sewer. Near a RV 
sales and service dealer and a 
Commercial Truck and RV repair 
shop. Have connections with 
towing service. WIll be glad to 
help if I can. 1/11/2015

Owen, Barry & Carolyn 
Lexington, NC 27292
c 336-250-0966
c 336-596-3278
cowen2@triad.rr.com
Full service shop. Has a trailer 
capable of hauling a GMC. 
1/11/2015

Rowell, Hubert
Matthews, NC 28104
c 704-302-4899
Hubert.Rowell@gmail.com
BP | Have a repair shop with lifts. 
Can do most anything on GMC. 
1/11/2015

Silva, Dave
Hertford, NC 27944
c 252-339-6396
uscgphoto@gmail.com
I don’t have a GMC but i am 
pretty familiar with them I own 
a 72 Revcon. I have a decent 
collection of tools, compressed 
air, and a small messy garage. 
I’m located right off US 17 so 
you pass pretty close if you run 
down the East Coast on the Blue 
Roads 2/5/2020

Sowers, Richard and Drexine 
Fayetteville, NC 28306
910-717-0708
c 910-261-6706
We are located about 10 miles 
off of I95 near Ft Brag NC. 
We will try to help with any 
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problem. If I can not help we 
will find someone who can. I 
have assorted automotive tools 
including compressor, bead blast 
cabinet, floor jacks, jack stands. 
I don’t have any GMC specific 
tools. (there are some other in 
the area that do) I can squeeze 
one more GMC onto the 
driveway. We don’t have a lot of 
room, but have gallons of hand 
cleaner and lots of rags. We both 
work full time, so please leave 
a message or try the cell phone 
#. I have automotive experience 
and some GMC experience. 
Also, Drexine’s Cell 910-850-
8098 (she will know where I am) 
12/9/2014

Stevens, Michael
Zionville, NC 28698
c 828-406-0975
PHD | We are new to the GMC 
motorhome. Our family just 
wanted a “memory maker” 
to do some travel with and 
when we found the GMC I fell 
in love with it. It needed, and 
still needs a lot of work, but we 
are having fun ressurecting the 
old girl. Our family of five sleep 
well in it and we all love the 
smiles she brings as we drive 
it to campgrounds. Despite 
being stuck on the side of the 
road several times due to carb 
issues, we are excited to join 
the faithful few GMC owners 
committed to keeping a classic 
on the road. I am certainly not 
a mechanic by any stretch, but 
have learned quite a bit since 
acquiring our motorhome. I 
have depended heavily on a 
few individuals to help me out 
of a pinch by phone. We look 
forward to learning about and 
using our motorhome who we 
affectionatly coined “Matilda.” 
11/28/2018

Talbert, Brian
Greensboro, NC 27403
336-430-9874
optlock@gmail.com
Mechanic of 20 plus years has 
tools jacks and such. 336-
430-9874. Know a lot of parts 
vendors locally 12/3/2015

Townsend, Tyler
Raleigh, NC 27615
919-274-6042
tilertown@hotmail.com
selection of tools to get back on 
the road if needed. No room to 
overnight. 6/9/2016

Vanhorn, Hank
Washington, NC 27889
c 252-312-7422
hank_vanhorn@yahoo.com
I am a general mechanic, 
known for being able to make 
stuff work when parts are not 
available. also have most tools 
available to include welder, tire 
machine and space to park a 
broken gmc for a few days if 
needed. 12/3/2015

Anderson, Nelson 
Andrews, NC 28901
828-321-2882
f25ccapt@gmail.com
Summer Only 12/3/2015

Yallum, Rocco
Rutherfordton, NC 28139
828-748-6466
roccosand@msn.com
I have a fully equipped shop 
and tools to do most any jobs. 
https://www.facebook.com/
rocco.yall.9 3/11/2016

NORTH DAKOTA

Anderson, Roger
Mandan, ND 58554
701-667-5838
c 701-202-2012
roger.h.anderson2@gmail.com
PHD | we have owned the GMC 
since 2006 and I think I’ve seen 
most of it’s parts. I can speak 
GMC and like to do so. I have 
most mechanic’s hand tools, 
jacks, the usual car guy shop. 
I have parking and know most 
of the repair shops in the area 
which can get you up and 
running. We also have coffee, 
beer, scotch and a guest room if 
you need it. We are in Mandan 
just across the river from 
Bismarck. 6/30/2020

OHIO

Brown, Bill 
Coshocton, OH 43812
740-622-1768
c 740-202-0763
carguybill@sbcglobal.net
PHD | BP | Located 20 miles 
west of Interstate 77 exit (and 
mile marker) 65. I have a 
number of years of experience 
working on my GMC and 
many years of experience as 
an amateur mechanic. I am 
willing and eager to help if I can. 
11/14/2016

urkitt, Bob 
Cincinnati, OH 45249
513-530-5021
c 513-703-5951
rburkitt@cinci.rr.com
BP | near Interstate Highways 
75, 74, and 71. Cincinnati is in 
the southwest corner of Ohio, 
adjacent to the southeast corner 
of Indiana and across the Ohio 
River from Northern Kentucky. 
Have all of the manuals and 
some tools, no inside work area 
available. I have an engine hoist 
frame that is available for loan. 
It is very much like the one in 
the GM maintenance manuals 
with a few differences that add 
to its utility. It breaks down for 
shipping and has traveled to 
Michigan, Florida, West Virginia, 
Illinois and other places in Ohio 
with good results. I only ask that 
the user pay for shipping in both 
directions, provide their own 
chain hoist and sign a liability 
waiver. 12/3/2015

Clementson, David
Salem, OH 44440
c 330-277-3597
dpc409@yahoo.com
BP | Local resident for 35 
years, can recommend shops 
for mechanical/systems repair 
3/11/2016

Dunfee, Paul
Marblehead, OH 43440
c 740-819-9144
padunfee@gmail.com
4/21/2016

Failor, Mike
Zanesfield, OH 43360
937-593-0000
c 937-603-5354
jmfailor@gmail.com
12/4/2015

Fouty, Robert
Marysville, OH 43040
c 614-361-9323
c 937-243-5937
rfouty1@columbus.rr.com
If I cannot help I can direct those 
needing helpt to local GMC 
specialist. 12/13/2015

Fox, Bill
New Franklin, OH 44216
c 330-620-0186
fwstoy@gmail.com
1st time owner have plenty off 
tools alot of car knowledge but 
the gmc very little 8/9/2018

Heisey, Larry
Troy, OH 45373
937-339-1995
c 937-216-1022
c 937-753-8038
leheisey@gmail.com
jeheisey60@gmail.com
BP | I will be very happy to help 
anyone having trouble. Having 
owned the coach since 1984 I 
have manuals, tools and some 
knowhow. We are at Exit 73 
in I-75. We can offer driveway 
parking with water and 30 amp 
electric hook-up. 12/11/2015

Kettler, Wayne 
Coldwater, OH 45828
419-678-3401
c 419-305-2020
wkettler@bright.net
I have most usual tools, 
jacks,axle stands etc. for easy 
repairs. Plenty of room for 
overnight stay. I am located 
in west Ohio, 10 miles from 
Indiana line, 45 miles north of 
Dayton. 12/11/2015

Little, Rick 
Coshocton, OH 43812
c 740-502-9213
lttlrck@yahoo.com
1/15/2016

Manning, Robert
Mansfield, OH 44905
c 419-631-3645
lobmang@aol.com
11/28/2018

Metz, Matt
Degraff, OH 43318
937-844-9032
mattmetz1339@gmail.com
I have more tools than space 
to keep, tire machine, jacks, 
impacts, ect. Even a wrecker 
that I can tow GMC’s with short 
distances, not into cross country 
moves or anything like that, but 
I may be able to get you off the 
road, I even have a complete 
spare motorhome to pick parts 
off of 12/3/2015

Nehoda, Scott 
Avon, OH 44011
440-937-5694
(20 miles west of Cleveland, 
near Rt. 83 and I-90(2 miles); 
10 miles from I-80(Ohio 
turnpike) & I-90 exit) 1270 
Lear-Nagle Rd.(2000’ north of 
I-90 overpass). Exit I-90 at Rt. 
83, North to Chester Rd, right 
(east) to 3rd street, left (north) 
on Lear-Nag 12/17/2014
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Newman, Jerry and Bea
Cincinnati, OH 45236
c 513-235-7848
c 513-919-2026
newmysr@gmail.com
rover4b@gmail.com
PHD | I have the normal 
amount of tools for a shade tree 
mechanic. I do know Cincinnati 
very well and willing to help 
anyway I can. Beverages are 
available and a friendly shoulder 
to lean on. 4/12/2019

Paul, George
Port Clinton, OH 43452
c 419-618-0506
shuckers6097@yahoo.com
shuckers6097@gmail.com
12/4/2015

Pigg, Brian
Columbus, OH 43213
614-893-4849
brianpigg71@yahoo.com
1/18/2016

Pryzbylek, John
Swanton, OH 43558
419-825-5259
c 419-490-3835
PHD | I am located south of I-80 
in NW Ohio. Willing to help as 
much as I can but do not have 
as much GMC knowledge as 
other owners living close by 
me. Always willing to provide 
beverages, snacks and a place to 
chat. 11/11/2016

Ryan, Dan 
Perrysburg, OH 43551
419-874-3345
Pander@bex.net
I’m not one of the gurus, but 
have been around GMC s a 
while. 12/17/2014

Sankey, Chuck 
Westerville, OH 43081
614-895-1860
My wife and I are 15 Miles from 
downtown Columbus in the 
North East corner of the metro 
area. we have a 76 Palm Beach 
and tinker. Can hook up to 20 
amp at the house or use camp 
ground 10 minutes away. Will 
do what we can. . Call and we’ll 
help 12/9/2014

Shafer, David
Oxford, OH 45056
513-623-9799
DavidShafer64@gmail.com
I have a torsion bar “unloader” 
tool. 4/21/2016

Shotwell, John
Ridgeville Corners, OH 43555
c 419-267-5140
jshot@rtecexpress.net
BP | We are a few miles south 
of the Ohio Turnpike, NW 
corner of the state. We have 
a building with a pit, normal 
mechanics tools, water, sewer, 
and 30a electrical. Can provide 
help, food, and refreshments, 
overnight parking, and a 
sympathetic ear. 12/11/2015

Sole, Paul
Cleveland, OH 44109
216-398-9901
c 216-469-0496
paulsole13@gmail.com
PHD | BP | I have a complete 
fabrication and manufacturing 
shop here and also a gated 
lot and could accommodate 
overnight parking or longer if 
necessary, could also let you 
plug in if needed. Have any and 
all tools for repair and also any 
kind of welding, mig,tig or gas. 
11/14/2016

Swartz, Bob
Dayton, OH 45432
937-253-3288
c 937-361-8878
edselbs58@aol.com
Rebuilt almost everything, have 
tools, blocks, and contacts. 
12/22/2014

Teets, Mike 
Dublin, OH 43017
c 614-256-0908
teamteets@gmail.com
BP | Most tools, large driveway 
for repairs, near 270 and 33 
west in Dublin 11/5/2017

OKLAHOMA

Baldwin, Bernie & Renee 
Dewey, OK 74029
918-534-0336
c 918-914-2475
I can do some work and have 
some tools. We have a local 
mechanic who has been very 
honest with us, reasonably in 
regard to charges, his work is 
very good and he learned to 
work on GMC’s when his in-laws 
drove a GMC. I asked and he 
has the books and is willing to 
work on GMC’s. 12/3/2014

Davison, Steve
Oklahoma City, OK 73112
405-942-0233
c 405-520-6600
klassikars@aol.com

PHD | 50 years experience on 
Classic cars. Knowledgable of 
GM fuel systems, carburetors 
etc. Familiar with the Olds 
Toronado powerplant. Brakes, 
suspension and more. 2/5/2020

Hardiman, Ty
Norman, OK 73069
c 405-833-4384
tyhardiman@mac.com
I am in the Oklahoma City area, 
the crossroads of I-40, I-35, and 
I-44. I’m not a mechanic by 
trade but I do work on my coach 
using the knowledge I have 
gained from the forums and 
conventions. I will help you if I 
can. The best way to contact me 
is through text message to my 
cell phone. I also know of a local 
tow company that is equipped 
to move our coaches without 
damaging them. (Sept. 2017) 
11/5/2017

Jestes, Monte & Helen 
Stillwater, OK 74075
405-372-8015
c 405-747-4634
monte.jestes@att.net
BP | I have LOTS of parts and a 
fair knowledge but friends who 
Know Everything. I have a lift for 
23 footers and hookups for folks 
to park. 4/21/2016

Macdonald, D C “Mac”
Oklahoma City, OK 73135
405-741-1073
c 405-642-7337
k2gkk@hotmail.com
I have a pretty good assortment 
of standard hand tools plus 
smaller electric tools (drills, 
soldering tools). I don’t have 
much in the line of GMC 
maintenance knowledge or 
experience. I am fairly close, 
maybe five miles from an RV 
park owned by a GMCer. I have 
space in driveway PLUS 50A and 
30A service available! 12/3/2015

Myers, Chuck
Tulsa, OK 74108
918-437-0018
c 918-720-9418
kw5i@juno.com
6/9/2016

Reynolds, Bob
Oklahoma City, OK 73109
405-203-0334
c 405-203-0333
mskeeter@msn.com
We have hookups that you are 
free to use. Within one mile 
of good sam park owned by a 

GMC’r. Have mechanic nearyby, 
a former GMC owner. Near 
walmart. One mile west of I-35, 
Semi retired, I have some tools 
but am limited on knowing how 
to use them. Welcome. We just 
came off of a 2700 mile journey 
and were lucky and blessed to 
have no problems. 12/17/2014

Webster, Brad
Talihina, OK 74571
918-715-7135
simon138137@gmail.com
Limited tools and experience 
with GMC’s but I know 
mechanics and can provide 
parking in Talihina and help. 
9/15/2016

Rogers, Donald
Mead, OK 73449
c 775-621-5001
dvr49acg@yahoo.com
PHD | Owner of GMC Kingsley 
for 25+ years. Mechanic/
machinist/ with some 
engineering background. I have 
parking space available. I own a 
3 ton floor jack, and a frame for 
pulling engine or tranny. Also 
own various tools for removing 
pulleys, axles, etc. 5/5/2021

Wood, Charles B. 
Midwest City, OK 73110
405-225-6738
c 405-627-3614
cbwoodsr@swbell.net
BP | Bearing tool 12/3/2015

OREGON

Anderson, Carl
Tigard, OR 97223
c 503-997-4996
oltar@gmx.com
BP | I have become pretty 
familiar with GMC Motorhome 
systems over 5 years of 
ownership, and have a 
background of 25 years as an 
automotive repair technician. 
Wiling to share my tools and 
skills. Not as knowledgeable 
about local commercial repair 
establishments because I do all 
my repairs and service myself. 
12/3/2015

Brandt, Peter & Jodie 
Joseph, OR 97846
541-432-2277
c 970-948-2057
schaf@EONI.COM
BP | We live just off Hwy.82 
between Glenwood Springs and 
Aspen We both work full time, 
so please leave a message or try 
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the cell phone #. Have tools, 
BEARING TOOL, automotive 
experience and some GMC 
experience, coffee, tea, beer,.....
but not much room to wor 
1/9/2015

Brown, Robert
Irrigon, OR 97844
c 541-571-6116
brownrob@zoho.com
PHD | Familiar with most 
mechanicals on the GMC but 
not a real mechanic. Quite a few 
tools and a driveway, to park 
and sleep or work on. I can give 
advice and know a few folks, 
around NE Oregon and eastern 
Washington. Cavn help find 
parts, etc. Coffee and beer not 
far away. 2/5/2020

Clark, Ron 
North Plains, OR 97133
503-647-2349
rallymaster@juno.com
Have a graveled place to park, 
but few tools. About 15 miles 
North of Hillsboro, OR. Eight 
miles north of Hwy 26 (Sunset 
Hwy). I can tell you how to 
get to Doyle Truck Repair in 
Hillsboro, who might be able 
to help you, if you can get to 
them. They take care of some 
of the problems with 3 GMCs. 
6/9/2016

Dietz, Kelvin 
Eugene, OR 97402
541-686-1375
c 541-520-3212
kelvin@datsuns.com
Tools, ramps and reasonable 
GMC know-how. 12/11/2015

Eberhart, DJ & Barbie 
Sheridan, OR 97378
c 503-706-6402
djsgmcs@embarqmail.com
(Located on highway 18 half 
way between I-5 and Lincoln 
City on the beach). I am a 
Cinnabar authorized GMC 
Motorhome Repair Facility and 
have a shop, some parts and a 
complete line of tools. We can 
provide electricity, water and 
a dump site. Napa and Car 
12/11/2015

Frisbee, Robert
McMinnville, OR 97128
503-781-6063
c 503-539-9259
c 503-781-6063
robert.p.frisbee@intel.com
windwalkr@gmail.com
Have some automotive 
experience, have enough 

tools to get me into trouble. I 
also maintain minimal spares 
like Airbags, Governor gears, 
ect. Have a small shop with 
some welding and general 
maintenance tools 12/11/2015

Gossett, Rick and Janelle
Hillsboro, OR 97124
c 503-784-7966
c 503-799-6571
mister.rick51@gmail.com
janelleb99@gmail.com
We do have a small shop 
with tools, air compressor, 
welding equipment and 
some mechanical knowledge. 
12/4/2015

Hart, Patrick 
Milwaukie, OR 97267
c 801-928-3073
patrick.james.hart@gmail.com
8/9/2018

Hupy, James and Mary
Salem, OR 97317
c 503-931-4988
jamesh1296@gmail.com
BP | Have bearing tools, Power 
brake bleeder, Torsion bar 
unloader tool, 5# slide hammer 
w/adapter to pull front hubs w/o 
the knuckle. Torches, wire feed 
welder, tig welder. Big enough 
shop to pull Coach into for 
working on. Former vocational 
instructor in small engine repair. 
Know ONAN’s. Air compressors 
and impact wrenches No hoist 
or pit but have good blocking 
and jackstands. I don’t like 
pulling transmissions or engines 
except for myself. Have coffee 
pots but not a large stock of 
beer. Located 6 miles east of 
I-5. Lots of free advise and 
good internet connections to 
suppliers. Some repair facilities 
around and good parts houses 
too. 12/3/2015

Liliedahl, Kerry
Bend, OR 97701
c 541-390-7570
kerry.liliedahl@gmail.com
I’m fairly coversant with RV 
appliances and know reputable 
providers here in Central 
Oregon. Starting July 2016 I 
will be full timing in my GMC. 
I winter in Quartzsite, AZ and 
summer in Central Oregon. I 
can also answer boondocking 
questions as I boondock 
six months a year in mine. 
4/21/2016

Miller, Mike 
Hillsboro, OR 97124
c 971-570-6831 
m000035@gmail.com
BP | Located west of Portland, 
just off of US-26 near the 
Hillsboro airport. I have some 
simple tools and a few manuals. 
I also know enough to be 
dangerous. other than that, 
I can’t offer much more than 
street-side parking, Internet 
access and ride/directions 
to local parts stores. (NAPA 
store 0.7 mile from home.) 
12/11/2015

Nielsen, Howard and Susie 
Alpine, OR 97707
c 619-977-9744
c 619-977-9739
hnielsen1937@gmail.com
snielsen1942@gmail.com
PHD | Call 24/7 if you are broke 
down. Lots of hand tools, 
wire welder, 30 amp hookup. 
5/27/2018

Ransom, Gene 
Grants Pass, OR 97526
541-471-9042
c 541-761-9042
rgcarol2@charter.net
I have a full shop of tools and 
equipment and a place to park 
and work. Am willing to help 
anyone who needs a hand. 
I am also the Sales Rep. For 
Correctrack Wheel Spacers. 
12/3/2015

Rasmussen, Stu
Silverton, OR 97381
c 503-873-2899
Just a tinkerer who acquired a 
GMC – learning as I go. Small 
shop, a few tools; if you are in 
the vicinity and need emergency 
help your first call should 
be to Jim Hupy, mechanic 
extraordinaire. We’re near the 
Oregon Garden and Silver Falls 
State Park. Local RV park (Silver 
Spur) is quite nice. 2/5/2020

Saobl, Bernie
Cave Junction, OR 97523
c 541-592-2735
bernie97501@yahoo.com
PHD | Have tools and knowledge 
of most of the systems. Call 
if you need a hand. Parking 
off street for a short time. 
Just off Hwy 199 near Kerby. 
10/31/2020

Sauer, Mike
Toledo, OR 97391
541-336-2217
c 541-270-9378
mikepurch@leogsauer.com
Just starting with my coach 
in 2014. Will be glad to offer 
coffee, tea, cold water to any 
who need it. A computer printer, 
phone book, and whatever tools 
I accumulate. I can run errands 
when not working. My wife 
reminds me we have showers 
and a meal if needed also. 
12/3/2015

Suarez, Tom
Joseph, OR 97846
c 541-398-0888
While very rural, we do have 
power hookup, some tools, 
jacks. 6/30/2020

Summit, Ron 
Grants Pass, OR 97527
c 541-441-8823
rsummitt53@yahoo.com
12/5/2018

Wheeler, J. R. 
Charleston, OR 97420
541-260-3941
c 541-260-3941
jrwheeler7@gmail.com
Have room for several coaches 
to stop in and spend the night. 
Can offer clam digging if the 
tides are right. Take first left 
after crossing Charleston bridge, 
about one block on right next to 
open lot. 11/26/2014

Winchester, Dan 
Portland, OR 97210
503-244-8089
just off I5 south of town. Have 
bearing tool and other tools as 
I do much of my own work. I 
am willing to assist any GMC 
owner that has problem while 
in the area. Have a place to park 
temporarily and even have a 
level place but it is a very steep 
climb ba 11/26/2014

Work, Jerry and Sharon 
Kerby, OR 97531
541-592-5360
c 509-539-7575
c 541-499-1027
glwork@mac.com
We have parking space for at 
least one guest GMC and there 
are near by camp grounds for a 
larger group. While we do not 
have ideal working space, just 
a level gravel spot, there are 
nearby mechanical facilities to 
effect most repairs locally. We 
can lend 12/4/2015
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PENNSYLVANIA

Adams, Steve 
East Greenville, PA 18041
215-280-7997
c 215-280-7997
sjadams@ptd.net
General mechanical and 
electrical skills. Working 
knowledge of all RV systems. 
Can provide assistance, or a 
place to park with 30 amp plug 
in. 12/3/2015

Anderson, Paul
Felton, PA 17322
443-995-2046
c 757-218-6388
PHD | I purchased my GMC 
7/3/17 am learning as I go. My 
coach is in solid mechanical 
shape but needs some work. 
My wife and I own a farm in 
southeastern Pennsylvania; we 
teach in Baltimore during the 
school year, but are generally 
available to help as best we can 
during the summer (mid June 
through late August). 11/5/2017

Bauerlein, Paul
North Wales, PA 19454
c 215-740-3665
paul_bauerlein@yahoo.com
I am close to the Exit 339 of the 
PA Turnpike. I have some tools, 
some GMC experience and 
contacts at a local truck service 
and towing facility located in 
Franconia PA. I am about a half 
hour south of the closest GMC 
coach repair expert located in 
Quakertown PA. Feel free to call 
me at 215-740-3665 at any hour 
for assistance, if I do not pick up 
leave a voicemail and I should 
be able to get back to you 
within a half hour. 12/11/2015

Bennear, Shawn
Edinburg, PA 16116
c 724-332-1792
sbennear@gmail.com
PHD | I have tools available, 
and a spot to park so you can 
fix your GMC. I will soon have 
a power outlet outside as well. 
I have a good friend who has a 
wheel bearing tool. I have had 4 
GMC’s in the past, so I do know 
a little about them, bt I am by 
no means a expert. Can point 
you in the right direction for 
parts you may need. 5/19/2019

Fenley, Scott 
Doylestown, PA 18901
215-901-4324
fenleyts@yahoo.com
I’ve owned and maintained 
my own coach for 25+ years 
and can provide support 
and tools for most typical 
problems associated with the 
coach including drivertrain, 
generator and house issues. 
I have ready access to a full 
machine shop should something 
more catastrophic happen; 
let’s hope that is never needed. 
Unfortunately, what I don’t have 
is ready access to my spares as 
they, and my coach, typically 
reside 140 miles away in 
Scranton, PA. 10/9/2019

Frey, Kenneth
Milford Square, PA 18935
215-536-9064
c 215-219-8685
freyautoken@yahoo.com
freyjanetr@yahoo.com
BP | Presently owner of Ken 
Frey Auto Repair. I have been 
repairing GMC motorhomes 
since 1987. If I cannot be of 
assistance, I may know of others 
in my area. I also deal with a 
towing service in our area who is 
familiar with GMC motorhomes 
and has a landau /low boy for 
this. 6/2/2017

List, Daryl and Ellen 
W. Middlesex, PA 16159
c 724-301-7342
DWlist@roadrunner.com
BP | 50 miles north or Pittsburgh 
at Interstate 60 and 80 one mile 
form Pa/Oh line. Have room for 
several RVs, Tools, MIG, Torches, 
20foot Pit, Manuals and some 
knowledge. 12/3/2015

Novicki, John
Fairfield, PA 17320
717-398-6603
jpn@replications.com
South Central PA. About ten 
miles from Gettysburg off US 
RT 15. Minor mechanical skills, 
some tools - general mechanical 
tools, jacks, stands, compressor, 
all the manuals. Some 
emergency parts. Hard surface 
parking pad with 110 electrical. 
Three resonably priced repair 
facilities nearby. Love to talk 
GMC’s and stay overs(with some 
warning) are most welcom. 
Visiting Gettysburg? We can 
show you around the battlefield 
(again with some warning). 
12/4/2015

Owens, Alan and Larrah
Gary Mills, PA 16327
c 814-573-5663
st.alan@gmail.com
PHD | My wife Larrah and I 
are the new owners of a 1975 
26’ Avion. I’m still learning the 
machine systems but am fairly 
mechanical and have plenty of 
tools and room for you to park. 
We are not far from I79 and 5 
miles from the KOA in Meadville 
PA, If you are stopped there and 
need anything or just want to 
visit, give me a call. For initial 
contact, a text message is better 
due to spotty cell coverage in 
the area but give me a call and 
leave a message if you don’t 
text, I’ll call back as soon as I 
can. I have the service and parts 
manuals as well as a few spare 
parts that came with the coach. 
I have yet to have my GMC 
serviced locally, but can help 
you find a mechanic if needed. 
I’ve got plenty of cold beer and 
know how difficult it can be to 
break down on a trip, willing 
to help however we can at any 
time. 11/5/2017

Potence, Mike
Drums, PA 18222
c 570-578-5618
ssgtmike@hotmail.com
PHD | Temp parking and some 
tools and help 6/2/2017

Smith, Kenneth
Columbia, PA 17512
717-951-7158
flyer17512@comcast.net
PHD | BP | I keep some used 
parts for the motorhomes 
here. Good ties with the local 
automtive vendors and have 
three local towing companies 
with knowledge of transporting 
our coaches. General automotive 
tools including brake tools, 
flaring tools. 6/30/2020

Stragand, Dave
Cranberry Township, PA 16066
c 412-327-8101
dave@stragand.com
BP | 11/28/2018

RHODE ISLAND

Fallon, Andrew
Portsmouth, RI 02871
401-524-2100
newportstair@yahoo.com
I can help any GMC Captain in 
need of tools, power, a place to 
fix most problems, and or local 
knowledge of the RI and MA 

area. With a good knowledge of 
all GMC systems and resources 
for parts I can help if your in 
a problem situation. Give me 
a call if I can help! Not always 
hot coffee around, but plenty 
of beer to work through most 
problems. 12/5/2015

SOUTH CAROLINA

Mitchell, John
Enoree, SC 29335
c 803-238-2853
PHD | Some mechanical 
knowledge and pretty good 
assortment of tools; Bearing tool 
(but I don’t know how to use it 
yet); 30 amp hookup and water; 
volunteer fire chief so I’m used 
to helping out on the interstate. 
6/2/2017

Orr, Donovan
Greenville, SC 29605
864-236-9533
jase386@aol.com
Very Limited help Mechanically, 
but available for emergency 
transport, Or to assist where 
I can. Located 2 Miles off exit 
46 from I-85. Willing to Assist 
in Greenville, Spartanburg, 
Anderson, Laurens, Pickens 
counties. No hook ups, but 
Could offer overnight parking to 
tired GMCer Passing through. 
Or call or email for local 
information. 3/20/2014

Weber, Duane
Ellorie, SC 29047
843-817-1120
c 843-817-1120
c 843-609-6577
webranch2245@gmail.com
web.coach@yahoo.com
I have a good size shop quite 
a few tools, welder, torch, 
compressor. etc. We have two 
full hook-up sites, one 50 amp. 
and one 30 amp. Also have 
several other locations that 
would afford 120 amp. and 
water. Would welcome GMCers 
to stop by and hear your GMC 
stories. We are very close to I-95 
and I-26. 12/11/2015

Weir, Joe
Columbia, SC 29206
c 803-608-2231
joeweir@gmail.com
BP | Basic set of tools, gmc tool, 
straps, engine hoist/trolley, 
floor jack and jack stands. 
No driveway space, but I can 
bring tools/help to you if close. 
6/30/2020
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SOUTH DAKOTA

Adams, Terrell
Rapid City, SD 57701
605-342-5818
c 605-545-1127
eaglebuyrite@yahoo.com
Parking available for emergency, 
ect. Tools available, experienced 
home mech. Limited but know 
area mechanics supplies ect. 1 
Mile N or Hwy 90 Exit 58. I have 
an engine hoist. 1/15/2016

Kneip, David
Brookings, SD 57006
c 605-691-9200
c 605-692-9200
david@brookingshomes.com
I have very little mechanical 
ability, BUT I have some tools, 
A Shop, Good knowledge of 
the people that will treat you 
right! I have a campground 
also Between Volga SD and 
Brookings SD on highway 14 
and you are welcome to camp 
there and plug in! 3/11/2016

Luebke, Martin & Karen 
Garretson, SD 57030
605-594-6653
MLueb96@aol.com
We are new to GMC family and 
live on acreage north of Sioux 
Falls not far off I-90. Have room 
to park and 20amp service. 
Although we are in limited tools 
and knowledge, we will try to 
make up for with optimism, 
encouragement and support. 
We have your beverage of 
choice and if you are a risk taker, 
you can even try my latest batch 
of home brew. 12/3/2015

Schilling, Bob
Rapid City, SD 57702
605-863-0759
c 605-863-0759
bschilling@rushmore.com
Willing to help any way I can. 
I have a decent selection of 
mechanic tools but limited 
experiece with mechanical 
issues. I have a level concrete 
pad for parking and working. 
I can provide lots of free 
advice (which is exactly what 
it’s worth) and recommend a 
good mechanic if needed. Free 
beer always available as well as 
free meal on short notice. Call 
anytime 6/12/2014

White, Jim 
Wakonda, SD 57073
605 267 2667
c 605-670-1372
Wakonda is located midway 
between Sioux Falls, SD and 
Sioux City IA. Live on a farm 
with grass runway and always 
ready for a visitor. could help 
anyone in a 25 to 50 mile 
radius.. I have a pretty complete 
shop. Do aircraft restorations 
and now the gmc w 11/26/2014

TENNESSEE

Allman, Michael 
Knoxville, TN 37931
865-300-4912
I have some mechanical abilities, 
and most tools for average 
work. No Wheel bearing tool. I 
can provide a level pad and an 
extention cord for rest or repairs. 
Just off I-75 seven miles north of 
town. 12/9/2014

Baumes, Steve 
Wilder, TN 38589
863-255-1934
c 352-406-8955
baumes_sw@hotmail.com
BP | about 20 miles north of 
Monterey Tn Exits 300 - 301 
Route 40 12/31/2014

Bingham, Ray 
Kingsport, TN 37664
423-247-7784
c 423-534-2081
ray.bingham@yahoo.com
BP | I have general knowledge 
of the GMC and most tools. 
I have been able to do all the 
maintenance for the last 20 
years, but age is begining to be 
a probllem. 12/4/2015

Brady, Justin
Bell Buckle, TN 37020
c 931-580-5076
Justin@theGMCRV.com
I have most tools available 
from engine tools to welders 
and plasma cutters. Full shop. 
Commercial address if you need 
something shipped. Plenty of 
space for an overnight stay if 
needed. Call any time, I don’t 
answer after business hours 
generally but leave a message 
and I’ll call back quickly, I’m 
about 10 miles off I-24 in Bell 
Buckle TN, exit 97. 4/21/2016

Buford, Walter and Yvonne
Jonesborough, TN 37659
423-753-9806
c 423-292-1585
ermaleewalt@yahoo.com
I have little mechanical 
knowledge of the gmc, but 
know a few mechanics. We can 
put you up if you need, and we 
have a bottomless coffee pot. 
We welcome you as a family 
member. 1/11/2015

Coyle, Justin & Melanie 
Franklin, TN 37064
615-545-8110
jcoyle6@gmail.com
We are in just outside of 
the Nashville area. Not very 
mechanical, but we can offer a 
place to stay and coffee if you 
need help. There is a local shop 
called Tomlins Diesel that can 
work on your coach in our area. 
11/5/2017

Farr, Jesse
Soddy Daisy, TN 37379
423-266-6600
jessfarr@jessfarr.com
Willing to provide or find what 
help you need. 4/23/2016

Fogg, Aaron
Bartlett, TN 38135
c 901-729-9174
aaronanalog@gmail.com
I can offer coffee, wrenches, 
15amp shore power, 
transportation, high speed wifi 
and some good ole southern 
sweet ice tea, I think I can tow 
one. Maybe even a room to stay 
in while your coach is in the 
shop. I have a 2bed 1bath guest 
quarters upstairs available to 
GMCers. 4/21/2016

Kalinowski, Mark
Sevierville, TN 37876
c 865-621-7626
markklnwsk@aol.com
6/9/2016

Gray, Bobby & Vickie
Brighton, TN 38011
c 706 877-2211
c 706 877-2214
bvlgray@yahoo.com
BP | We also spend a lot of time 
in Aberdeen, MS 39730. We 
have a good set of tools at both 
places along with room to park 
a couple of coaches if necessary 
but no hookup (yet). Coffee, 
beer, etc also available. Check 
our current location here: http://
map.datastormusers.com/user1.
cfm?user=4392 1/11/2015

Michelhaugh, Rick
Clinton, TN 37716
865-945-8932
c 865-456-1118
rickhaugh@icloud.com
PHD | 2/5/2020

Nylander, Howard and 
Doreen
Afton, TN 37616
423-638-3666
uziyah@yahoo.com
We can offer basic tools, wifi, 
electricity, water, food, lodging 
in our coach, transportation 
and knowledge of where to 
take coach for major repairs. 
11/25/2014

Robertson, Donald
Chattanooga, TN 37421
423-892-2338
c 423-413-0973
2/5/2020

Schmitt, Lawrence
Drummonds, TN 38023
901-327-9505
c 901-289-6075
lschmitt2@gmail.com
PHD | Fairly good mechanic and 
electrical 11/5/2017

Sexton, Dennis
Germantown, TN 38138
901-674-0861
dennisfsexton@aol.com
BP | There is a nearby Walmart, 
NAPA warehouse, 24 hour 
Autozone and a campground. I 
have owned a GMC since Nov 
05. 12/17/2014

Sitzlar, Jerry
Lenoir City, TN 37772
865-988-0040
c 865-258-5859
jasitzlar@reagan.com
PHD | I live about 15 miles 
south of Knoxville, TN near the 
junction of I-75 and I-40. I have 
air, electric, and hand tools 
however nothing specific to the 
GMC. Water and 30A power is 
available with a dump station at 
my neighbor ‘s house. Internet 
wi-fi, cold and hot beverages 
are available. My pool is open 
from mid-May to mid-October. 
11/5/2017

Woodard, Bob
Kingsport, TN 37660
c 423-367-7311
c 423-676-3128
PHD | 10/9/2019
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TEXAS

Array, Paul
Canyon Lake, TX 78133
305-766-7664
c 305-766-7664
paularray@aol.com
We have most tools and an RV 
garage with RV electric and 
sewer hookups 12/3/2015

Brian, Carey
Ennis, TX 75119
9728754322
c 972-268-2076
careybryan@aol.com
Have most if not all of a bearing 
puller. Hard to tell without 
checking it out. Have some 
friends who are good at muffler 
repair. General fabrication. 
Welding. A hose fabrication 
outfit is local. Some friends in 
auto repair business. Awesome 
local machine shop for heads 
and performance engine builds 
(convenient timing might be 
difficult). Possible place to 
park for a day and night in 
emergency. Might find real 
estate for longer parking. 
Hospitality will increase as we 
gain experience with GMC. 
Some tools. Some tools able 
to be located. A dump station 
if you have a macerator and 
25 foot hose. Battery charger. 
Jumper cables. Chinese 
spoken. Hookups coming but 
as yet not available. Learning 
about the GMC every day, 
but not experienced in many 
maintenance procedures. 
If I have a strong point, it’s 
electrical. 12/4/2015

Crawford, Vern & Lenore
Center Point, TX 78010
c 618-203-8296
c 830-928-5550
VernCrawford@GMail.Com
SolarSanta.Org@GMail.Com
PHD | While not full-timers, we 
certainly could be called half-
timers. For the past 3+ years 
we travelled over 45,000 miles 
in our coach, spending about 
50% of the time living in the 
coach. We spend a great deal 
of those months on the road 
traveling between the Texas 
Hill Country and the Pacific 
Northwest, Western Canada, 
and points in-between, mostly 
in mountainous or coastal areas. 
I often refer to our coach as the 
“Billy Goat.” When we are not 
on the road in our coach, we’re 
usually at home near Kerrville, 

Texas, about an hour northwest 
of San Antonio, just off I-10. 
Although I don’t consider myself 
a mechanic, I can point you to 
skilled folks in the area. I do have 
a fair selection of tools, and a 
flat spot where you can park 
and/or work on your coach. Or 
just drop by for a visit. We have 
hookup for 20A, 30A, or 50A, 
good water, coffee, tea, sodas, 
Blue Bell ice cream, a few Shiner 
Bocks, and a fair supply of 
Guinness. Not much in the way 
of specific GMC parts, but good 
internet, phone service, and 
UPS, FedX, plus O’Riellys, Auto 
Zone, Etc. When we’re on the 
road I carry a fair assortment of 
tools, bottle jacks, etc., and am 
happy to share them and what 
little knowledge I have with 
fellow GMCers. 2/5/2020

Ferro, Ed
Santa Fe, TX 77517
409-771-5251
aodoc@comcast.net
Have had many GMC’s and 
learned what makes them tick, 
also have a parts coach that is 
pretty much complete if you 
break down in my area and 
need a part to get you home… 

Garza, Dan 
La Feria, TX 78559
956-797-4288
c 956-453-5444
idgarza41@yahoo.com
I have tools, all of the books 
on the GMC, pretty good 
knowledge on the systems in the 
GMC. I live out in the country 
so if outdoor storage parking 
is required for the repairs I can 
help in that area too. 12/4/2015

Henderson, Tom
Elgin, TX 78621
c 512-922-8603
willietrucker@gmail.com
BP | 30 and 50 amp hookup, 
dump station, a pit, all concrete 
parking area. Area auto parts 
store (A Line) is a Delco 
distributor and can usually have 
any part in a day. We have had 
out coach since 1983. Have 
capable jacks, air tools and 
workable knowledge of GMC’s. 
Can guide you to reputable 
mechanics in the area if it’s 
beyond my capabilities. Can 
pickup stranded travelers. My 
location is 4.5 miles South of 
Elgin on Highway 95 between 
Elgin and Bastrop. 11/28/2018

Hendricks, Steve 
San Antonio, TX 78213
c 210-232-7985
steven_e_hendricks@att.net
Have a floorjack, jackstands and 
basic handtools, plus plenty of 
space to work or camp on a 
paved surface in a dog friendly 
fenced yard with 30 and 50 amp 
service. Whether you need a 
place to stop for minor repairs, 
or you’re just passing through 
San Antonio, visitors travelling 
in their GMC are welcome. 
Located in north central San 
Antonio near the IH-10 & IH-
410 interchange. 2/5/2020

Hodges, Richard & Jaye
Brownwood, TX 76804
325-647-0820
c 325-217-2717
rjhdgs@gmail.com
70 miles S of Abilene TX. Some 
knowledge n tools. Free parking 
with full hook up. 12/6/2015

Huber, Bob
Killeen, TX 76540
c 512-410-5888
SMachine@frontierbattalion.com
Tx3x@frontierbattalion.com
12/3/2015

Hudspeth, Fred & Sharon
Tyler, TX 75703
903-312-9109
c 903-312-9109
Please contact via text 
message. We are part-time 
Alaska residents. There is a 
three hour time differemce 
between our Texas home and 
Alaska. Can provide guidance 
on maintenance and in-frame 
repairs. 9/15/2016

Johnston, Dennis
Temple, TX 76504
c 254-760-2604
c 254-718-8370
djohnston7560@gmail.com 
Live in the country and have 
lots of parking room and can 
provide 30 amp and water. Both 
retired and love to talk GMC 
or willling to help anyone with 
repairs, information, tools, etc. 
Neighbor has an auto shop 
that is very reputable and if we 
can’t figure it out, he can. Own 
a 76 Eleganza Stretch and a 76 
Eleganza II. 12/3/2015

Keener, Ron 
Leander, TX 78641
512-259-5098
c 512-923-4359
c 512-921-8142
rkeener@realtime.net

BP | Contact my mechanic 
Don Virta at the 512-921-8142 
number. he has the Warner 
bearing tool at his shop in 
CedarPark TX (northwest 
Austin). he does good mechanic 
work and also does upholstery if 
you give him enough time - 
 he has done work on stock 
bearings and on the Wagner 3 
bearing mod. I am on the road 
a lot - my website is http://
TravelWithRonK.com 12/4/2015

Kelley, Mike & Billie
Kingsland, TX 78639
c 325-423-4523
mpk10102@gmail.com
mpk10102@gmail.com
BP | We have water, electricity, 
driveway parking, guest room & 
bath. I can lead you to (or call) 
mechanics in our area. Regular 
& flavored coffee beans, tea 
or sodas, satellite tv, wireless 
internet. Parts houses & dump 
station nearby. Antique & dress 
shops for the ladies while the 
coach is being worked on. 
12/4/2015

Massey, Billy and Debbie 
Brownwood, TX 76801
325-784-5861
c 325-665-4357
PHD | BP | Lake Brownwood, 40 
miles south of I-20 (Exit 330 at 
Cisco) 

Matheson, Bill
Dickinson, TX 77539
843-251-2315
wmatheson1@outlook.com
9/15/2016

Mazzurana, Eugene 
Benbrook, TX 76126
817-213-6421
batman61@gmail.com
(southwest corner of Fort 
Worth). Have fair collection of 
tools. Best burgers in Fort Worth 
are one block away. 12/4/2015

Mears, Bob
Lubbock, TX 79424
806-794-0674
c 806-778-5465
bobbydmears@aol.com
Too old and stiff to do much 
wrenching mysef, but will be 
happy to assist in finding a place 
to repair your GMC. There’s 
about 3 places in Lubbock 
that will do limited work on 
them. I will do what I can. I do 
have a large enough place for 
short time storage if need be. 
9/15/2016
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Montesi, Ron 
San Antonio, TX 78250
c 210-218-5647
monte032@gmail.com
4/21/2016

Mooney, Boyd
Weatherford, TX 76088
817-341-1363
gmc77tm@yahoo.com
BP | I have tools and a pit. will 
help any way I can. 12/4/2015

Mottershaw, John
Tomball, TX 77375
c 832-691-6123
mottershaw@gmail.com
BP | I have space @ the barn to 
park and a 50AMP power outlet. 
I’ve got a good set of tools to do 
repair work with. I can help, but 
I still work... so I’m gone most 
of the work days.... working. 
11/28/2018

Nachtigal, Joel
Bulverde, TX 78163
830-438-3421
c 210-393-7650
jn@stargazeraviation.com
12/3/2015

McGregor, Joel
Northlake, TX 76262
817-994-8600
joel@joelsplace.com
Less than 1 mile from Texas 
Motor Speedway. 50 ton press, 
wire welder, lathe, A/C tools, 
tire machine, lots of other tools, 
grass parking. RV park next door 
with propane. 6/9/2016

Nutter, Scott 
Montgomery, TX 77356
c 858-212-8760
Winoscott@aol.com
I have tools, torsion bar 
unloading tool, a spot to park 
for 2 nights(homeowners 
association rules, sorry), extra 
bedroom, medium mechanical 
knowledge, and a excellent 
nearby auto shop. 4/21/2016

Offe, Duane and Anne
Katy, TX 77450
c 713-540-4498
c 713-471-0011
d.a.offe@gmail.com
We have owned 3 GMC’s. 
Present coach is described 
above. Not much room around 
our house but do have an 
enclosed storage space nearby. 
Love the GMC and quite 
comfortable working on them. I 
have used the BLACK LIST twice 
while on vacation and think it i 
12/17/2014

Peck, Chuck
Manchaca, TX 78652
c 512-587-3006
c 512-659-5068
cadillac.chuck75@gmail.com
BP | Manchaca is in South 
Austin, TX, right off I35 South. 
Have shop manuals, tools 
(including front wheel bearing 
puller) and some spare parts. 
Room to park and work on your 
GMC. Central Texas has several 
GMCers, so plenty of advice 
and help is readily available 
here. Don’t hesitate to contact 
us. Try cell first, as I typically 
don’t check email every day. 
6/30/2020

Price, Bob
Spicewood, TX 78669
c 713-205-3161
c 713-203-7833
bsprice9359@gmail.com
Northwest of Austin, we have 
a place to park your RV with 
electric and can get water to 
it. You can dump at the nearby 
State Park. Bob can consult and 
advise how to solve problems 
and has some tools to share. We 
usually have plenty of food and 
drink to share and love to see 
our GMC friends. Don’t hesitate 
to give us a call. 12/4/2015

Prince, Bill & Peggy 
Uvalde, TX 78801
c 830-275-1779
c 830-591-9645
williamprince53@gmail.com
Room to park numerous GMCs. 
Can provide 30amp and water 
hookups; dump available. 
Newbie so limited knowledge 
but can provide Conversation 
and transportation to local parts 
stores 12/3/2015

Reeves, Jerry & Francis
Cedar Hill, TX 75104
972-291-4418
c 214-244-2059
c 214-435-4933
gmc1508@sbcglobal.net
4/30/2015

Royston, Chuck & Pat
Woodville, TX 75979
936-366-2265 
c 936-674-7637 
cpr1434@gmail.com
Small town. Limited services. 
11/10/2016

Sanderson, Alan 
Fort Worth, TX 76179
c 817-229-3354
jalansan@flash.net
BP | I live on a private airport in 
a large hanger, 70 x 80. Have 
all the basic tools and an air 
compressor with space to work 
on inside the hanger. I also have 
a large lot beside the hanger for 
parking. Water and electric can 
be provided also. I am located 
about 5 miles north of Saginaw. 
12/3/2015

Sawyer, Mark
Benbrook, TX 76126
202-270-8059
4/21/2016

Shannon, Trey
Ft Worth, TX 76107
817-735-4871
c 817-737-8739
tron@jos3.us
Have temporary covered/
secured work space availaibe 
12/3/2015

Sharpe, John
Humble, TX 77346
281-852-8387
c 713-416-3647
johnasharpe@gmail.com
I have a shop, tools and can give 
moral support. My shop is not 
at my home as deed restrictions 
do not allow for parking. We 
can work out accomodations 
if over-night stay is necessary. 
12/4/2015

Shelley, Carroll & Gayla
Temple, TX 76502
254-986-1281
c 254-541-3324
gaylashelley@twc.com
BP | I have some knowledge. I 
do all of my own work. We have 
hookups. 12/11/2015

Taylor, Tim
Austin, TX 78704
512-626-5794 
c 512-577-7322
carstuff@tahitiblue.com
timthenomad@tahitiblue.com
Tools, transportation, guest 
accommodation if your coach is 
laid up in the shop. 12/7/2015

Walker, Jim & Peggy 
Dallas, TX 75214
214-828-1858
c 214-502-6011
j.walker@ix.netcom.com
BP | We live close to downtown 
Dallas and are willing to help 
any way we can. Have standard 
tools, never cool coffee pot ( tea 

kettle not far away), sometimes 
a spare beer, parking welcome 
in driveway with extension cord 
available for 50 amp service and 
a semi 12/4/2015

Wilhite, Stephen
Seguin, TX 78155
c 830-358-3444
sawilhite@yahoo.com
BP | Have limited tools, Lots of 
parking with Water and currently 
only 20 amp electricity. My 
location on the Google map is 
4 miles to far Southeast it looks 
like in the middle of nowhere 
4/15/2019

UTAH

Brewer, John 
Salt Lake City, UT 84118
435-837-5646
c 801-712-5706
c 801-386-7725
n7mfq.john@gmail.com
If anybody needs help within a 
reasonable distance, feel free to 
send them my way. I have quite 
a lot of mechanical experience, 
and a lot of hand tools. N7MFQ 
12/22/2014

Elmer, Mark & Beth 
Eagle Mountain, UT 84043
801-789-3092
c 801-367-3432
77pickles@gmail.com
BP | We are Southwest of Salt 
Lake City by about twenty 
miles. I have a good selection 
of hand tools, air tools, large 
air compressor, floor jack TW 
BEARING TOOL and etc. Not 
afraid to get my hand dirty. I 
also work for NAPA Auto Parts. 
So I have access to a 1/15/2016

Hegerfield, Steve
Park City, UT 84098
c 435-640-5590
stevehegerfeld@gmail.com
PHD | 7/28/2020

Foote, Larry
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
801-575-9999
silberbenz@gmail.com
Tools, garage, space to park 
power ect. apts. to stay in. If 
need parts, supplies, wheels, 
tires, downtown U of U location! 
6/7/2009

Nathan, Terry
Alpine, UT 84004
c 801-404-4779
nathan@alp-sys.com
I have a place to park your rig 
while it’s being worked on. I 
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have 110V hookup, a big air 
compressor, floor jack, jack 
stands, tools, etc. After updating 
and upgrading my coach I have 
experience in almost every area 
of the coach. Can help work on 
your coach to get you on your 
way. If I don’t answer, leave a 
message and I’ll call you back. 
6/30/2020

Vick, Gailen
Saratoga Springs, UT 84043
801-364-7631
c 510-364-7631
gailen@rla.org
I have a full set of manuals - I 
understand all the operational 
functions of the coach and 
have driven over 18,000 miles 
since March 2013 through July 
2013 in my GMC motorhome 
12/3/2015

VERMONT

LaBerge, Rene
South Burlington, VT 05403
802-863-5134
c 802-343-0181
rene.laberge@gmail.com
Pretty good knowledge and 
learning daily. Have parking 
space at my home with hookup 
for gmc’s visiting Vermont. Very 
good knowledge of finding 
help. Pretty good tool selection. 
6/2/2017

Stockwell, Kelly
Putney, VT 05346
802-275-2121
snowsto@gmail.com
We have some lawn space to 
park, no tools, no dump... But 
willing to come to the aid in 
anyway I can, make coffee, fill 
up a fresh water tank, jump start 
a battery or anything simple. 
3 miles off of exit 4 off I91 
6/9/2016

VIRGINIA

Behm, Vince 
Hampton Roads, VA 23666
c 757-826-1444
Facilities and basic knowledge of 
vehicle (I am in the process of an 
“on-frame” restoration, 

Bell, John
Dublin, VA 24084
c 540-674-4591
gymgo4591@yahoo.com
Bought this coach Aug 09. I’m 
new to RVs. Big learning curve! 
If you need help in SW VA. Call. 
1/11/2015

Eby, Norman 
Mechanicsville, VA 23111
804 746-1264
BP | (suburb of Richmond) 
Am 20 minutes off I-95/I-295. 
Tools, BEARING TOOL, etc. Do 
my own work on the GMC. 
Electronics/computer service 
vocation. Backyard mechanic, 
but no level space to do major 
work. Don’t know of good 
garage in area for GMCs. Other 
GMC. 12/9/2014

Hoge, Mickey
Lebanon, VA 24266
276-889-3150
c 276-880-4670
mickeyhoge@gmail.com
2/6/2020

Kelpien, Terry
Smithfield, VA 23430
757-912-3367
Carport tall enough for GMC 
but not as long with gravel 
surface and some steel jack 
panels if necessary. 220V hookup 
for GMC factory plug, adapters 
here or at hardware store down 
the street if necessary. Several 
jacks and compressed air and 
probably every tool needed to 
play GMC except that bearing 
tool, but I got around that using 
some other Rube Goldberg 
arrangement. Lift for GMC 
is here, but no concrete pad 
and shelter for it yet(4/2016). 
Repair shop a few miles away 
has towing equipment for lifting 
GMC by the frame if wheels are 
broken/missing. 4/21/2016

Kohl, Jared
Amissville, VA 20106
540-827-4800
c 202-489-7754
c 703-606-6848
vacougfan@yahoo.com
We are new to the GMC world 
(July 2012) but are always 
willing to help a fellow GMCer 
in need. We are about an hour 
away from DC and about 15 
minutes from Shenandoah 
National Park in beautiful 
Rappahannock County. 
12/3/2015

Mahoney, Tim
Vienna, VA 22182
703-638-5498
timoma@me.com
9/15/2016

McManus, Tom
Chesapeake, VA 23320
757-549-2704
c 757-406-3233
94nubble@cox.net
Good knowledge of the GMC’s. 
Tools and know the area well. 
4/21/2016

Miller, Don & Margaret
Harrisonburg, VA 22802
c 540-421-3572
PHD | BP | Retired and willing 
to help when you can catch 
us here. We are 20+ year DIY 
GMCMH owners with an update 
project currently in progress. 
I’m a pretty good shade tree 
mechanic but my computer 
with over 400 mb of GMCMH 
information is a lot smarter.. 
Have driveway with tools, 50 
amp power and air compressor. 
2.5 miles from Interstate 81 exit 
251. 11/28/2018

Morrison, Julian
Alexandria, VA 22307
c 703-615-7300
JulianKMorrison@aol.com
PHD | If you have a problem 
in the area give me a call. 
10/31/2020

Mraz, Tom
Mechanicsville, VA 23111
804-779-2803
Trazz66@comcast.net
I can park in my backyard with a 
30 amp. hookup, if you need to 
rest over night along your travels 
off Intersate 295 near Richmond, 
VA. I have tools and a wonderful 
pit crew of friends who help me 
on my Eleganza II. I do have 
a transmission removal stand 
I made to install my Manny 
transmission if ever one needed 
it. 9/15/2016

Potter, Eric
Front Royal, VA 22630
c 703-565-7974
c 703-743-4295
12/6/2017

Simmons, Skip
Roanoke, VA 24019
c 540-525-1007
skippyandsandy@yahoo.com
PHD | Mechanical knowlede and 
tools and not scared of fixing 
anythins. Have contacts and 
resources. 6/2/2017

Thompson, Philip
Alexandria, VA 22304
c 703-231-4657
philip.n.thompson@
carrierenterprise.com
PHD | Heavy Diesel Mobile 
Mechanics:We come where you 
need us. 6/2/2017

White, Jim
Nellysford, VA 22958
434-361-0206
c 434-826-0570
jameswwhite@cyberwind.net
This is a whole new experience 
for us. I do have mechanics tools 
and would be happy to bring 
tools to any location in this 
area. RV’s are not allowed in our 
development. 12/3/2015

WASHINGTON

Berry, Gary 
Prosser, WA 99350
509-786-2454
c 509-781-2463
duallycc@hotmail.com
BP | 12/3/2015

Biesold, Todd 
Fall City, WA 98024
425-222-3797
BP | Seattle/Bellevue area, 
have good selection of tools, 
knowledge, GMC Manuals and 
knowledge of local “reputable” 
shop. 

Birch, Greg
Port Angeles, WA 98362
360-417-7500
c 360-461-0494
canine@olypen.com
Knowledge of some electrical, 
brakes, engine systems and 
suspension. 1/15/2016

Boyd, Terrance T. 
Vancouver, WA 98662
360-892-8803
c 360-904-8985
jtgotoit@gmail.com
12/5/2015

Brasfield, Mike
Port Ludlow, WA 98365
c 360-301-4465
michael@brasfield.net
Limited mechanical skills, but I 
have had my GMC for 7 years 
and familiar with systems. Have 
hand and power tools. Willing 
to assist in any way that I can. 
4/21/2016

UTAH CONTINUED
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Bugbee, Luance
Bellvue, WA 98005
c 425-283-4669
bugbee.launce@gmail.com
My wife and I have been living 
full time in our GMC since 
6/2015. Before that, we had 
No clue the GMC Motorhome 
existed. We are not experts 
but do have a mechanical 
background and are definitely 
willing to share What we’ve 
learned thus far. I have tools 
and can help With light repairs 
if you’re nearby. I can also 
refer you to a shop that has 
experience with GMCs. Or just 
if you even wanna stop and 
chat over coffee, give us a call! 
4/21/2016

DeBoer, Dwight & Tsuruko 
Olympia, WA 98516
360-491-8181
c 360-480-7409
dwightdeboer@yahoo.com
We live within 2 miles of 
interstate 5 near milepost 109 
Do not have F W/B tools yet. 
Have a few tools and do have 
mechanical knowledge. Have 
lived here all my life and know 
the area well. Am willing to help 
in any way we can. 12/11/2015

Dolan, John
Longview, WA 98632
c 360-430-9904
go-fer@hotmail.com
8/20/2015

Field, Chuck
Bainbridge Island, WA 98110
206-842-4515
c 206-794-3860
jane.field8@gmail.com
BP | 12/3/2015

Flowers, John
Anacortes, WA 98221
c 360-941-2488
j.f@wavecable.com
7/25/2019

Fraisure, Jeff
Silverdale, WA 98383
360-692-5639
c 360-271-6122
turbinator62@wavecable.com
BP | Can help troubleshoot 
electrical and front end 
problems 12/6/2015

Giedra, Gary
Moxee, WA 98936
509-494-2280
mentalenemaent@gmail.com
I just purchased a 77 26’ Royale. 
It has a blown 403 in it, but 
came with an extra 455 motor 

and tranny out of another GMC. 
I said all that to say that I am 
just learning about these myself, 
so I don’t know if I can be of 
any help to others at this point. 
Looking forward to learning 
though. 2/17/2019

Hegdahl, Rick
Renton, WA 98059
c 206-227-6280
vikingnw@comcast.net
I am a newbie to the GMC 
Motorhome community. I 
have been searching for one to 
buy, but am a former remodel 
contractor and auto hobbyist. 
My friend Tony Hallenbeck owns 
a very reputable shop in Renton, 
WA. if you need mechanical 
work done. 6/30/2020

Hensley, Joe
Spokane, WA 99203
509-838-1206
c 509-979-5966
jojehensley@yahoo.com
2/9/2015

Hibbs, Gil 
Kennewick, WA 99337
509-582-5723
c 509-308-8331
g.hibbs@charter.net
Southeast Washington, 
Northeast Oregon area. 
Mechanically experienced, lots 
of tools 11/26/2014

Horn, Chuck 
Puyallup, WA 98371
253-845-3590
hcf1004@gmail.com
General tools. Not a lot of 
knowlege yet, but working on it. 
12/11/2015

Jitkov, Vadim
Pullman, WA 99163
509-432-4881
vadim.jitkov@gmail.com
New to GMC Motorhomes, 
but have lots of mechanical 
experience and willing to lend a 
hand. 11/10/2016

Luark, Justin
Aberdeen, WA 98520
360-556-7349
jpluark@gmail.com
Tools and experience for all 
systems mechanical and house, 
except special bearing tool. 
12/3/2015

Marker, Jess
Tacoma, WA 98422
253-927-2300
c 253-988-6895
jiffyjet2@aol.com
Room to park, water, electric. 
Can help some. 12/11/2015

McEntire, Billy 
Yakima, WA 98902
509-575-7513
c 509-952-0988
mcentire66@msn.com
PHD | I haven’t had the GMC 
long enough to know a lot 
about it but I am learning, as 
I try to do the work myself. If 
I can be of service feel free to 
call and I will do what I can 
6/30/2020

Misiewicz, Alexander
Lakewood, WA 98498
c 706-580-8696
alexmisiewicz@gmail.com
Very new to this community. I 
know practically nothing....yet. 
I have tools, a coffee pot, can 
get beer/soda, and know some 
parts places and some very nice 
GMCers 2/5/2020

Molnes, Dan
Seattle, WA 98117
206-579-5361
c 206-579-5361
dansquarehead@gmail.com
2/9/2015

Moloney, Steve
Burien, WA 98148
206-257-0057
c 206-300-7119
stevemoloney@gmail.com
PHD | Trained as a certified 
Ford Mechanic in 1975 worked 
a mechanic in the Army for 2 
years long ago. Most skilled 
at electrical. HAM license 
technician KJ7PYA 10/31/2020

Oetting, Richard
Port Orchard, WA 98367
c 360-602-9787
Richard_oetting@yahoo.com
I have tools and space to work 
on a coach. I can help with most 
systems except the engine, have 
not gotten to that yet. I live very 
close to another GMCer that is 
also willing to help. Camping 
space if needed as well, water, 
power, sewer. We are a 45 
minute ferry ride from Seattle 
and 30 min drive to Tacoma. 
12/6/2017

Orders, David
Lynnwood, WA 98036
425-776-3885
dao@oarsllc.com
BP | Large shop with air tools, 
welder, hand tools, etc. Ample 
outside parking. Parts coach. 
Good general knowledge of 
1970’s GM vehicles and learning 
more about TZE’s all the time. 
12/3/2015

Schumacher, John
Cosmopolis, WA 98537
360-532-8011
c 360-580-0614
jdschumacher@gmail.com
through most systems; familiar 
with local shops, including tow 
options. 9/15/2016

Snow, David V. 
Edmonds, WA 98026
425-778-0723
c 206-459-3241
granneetoo@yahoo.com
Home is in the Edmonds, WA 
area, approx 15 mi N of Seattle 
just off I-5. On cul-de-sac. Some 
power, lotsa sympathy, hobby 
tools, limited knowledge, most 
manuals. Also have shop in 
Everett area, approx 15 mi from 
Edmonds just off I-5. More 
room, genera 12/12/2015

Sullivan, Todd
Seattle, WA 98144
206-948-5210
c 206-948-5210
sgltrac@gmail.com
suspension, generator, most 
light mechanical and electrical 
12/4/2015

Tipton, Eric
Mulkiteo, WA 98275
c 206-465-4905
tiptonwa@gmail.com
PHD | BP Plenty of parking - 
good selection of tools - 30 amp 
electricity 5/4/2019

Tracey, Dave
La Conner, WA 98257
425-765-4244
c 425-765-4244
davetracey160@gmail.com
owner but willing to help. 
9/15/2016

Von Prum, Lance
Vancouver, WA 98665
360-213-6035
c 360-213-6035
lance@vonprum.com
I’ve had three GMC’s over the 
years and lots of experience 
repairing, replacing and 
upgrading. I have hand tools 
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but no specialized GMC tools, 
can still do most repairs. Willing 
to help and advise about other 
local RV resources. 12/3/2015

Wooldridge, Corley
Battle Ground, WA 98604
360-567-6349
c 360-713-8113
corley@corleyw.com
BP | Long term GMC owner. 
Room for several rigs, quite 
a few tools. Willing to help. 
12/4/2015

Wright, Tony
Kirkland, WA 98033
425-828-0504
tw@tdublu.com
12/12/2015

Yahasz, Ken
Spokane, WA 99205
509-238-5233
c 509-953-4698
acmeglassworks@yahoo.com
12/4/2015

WEST VIRGINIA

Santorine, Dolph
Wheeling, WV 26003
c 304-219-3100
c 740-312-2849
adolph@santorine.com
dolph@dolphsantorine.com
PHD | Well equipped shop. 
Welding gear, compressed air, 
jacks. Happy to help! 6/2/2017

WISCONSIN

Aron, Nick and Kathy
Burlington, WI 53105
262-514-3234
c 262-492-1606
aronasoc@tds.net
Stop by anytime! 12/11/2015

Bishop, Glen and Jinna
Elkhorn, WI 53121
262-642-7111
bglenn@centurytel.net
PHD | We are in SE WI Have 
room water and 20amp plug in 
tools and mechanical abilities 
and excess to some major repair 
/ fabrication services. But call 
first we tend to wander off. 
6/2/2017

Dekeyser, Dean
Pulaski, WI 54162
920-822-8555
c 920-737-5555
deandekeyser@gmail.com
Near Green Bay. Call if you need 
help in the area. 6/11/2016

Derr, Mike 
McFarland, WI 53558
608-838-1993
c 608-242-7700
mike@derr.ws
Madison suburb. I have air 
compressor and basic tools. I’ll 
be glad to help anyone as much 
as I can anytime, if nothing else 
just to meet. 12/4/2015

Erspamer, Ray 
Wauwatosa, WI 53226
c 414-484-9431
c 414-350-1305 
78GMCRoyale@gmail.com
Ray.Erspamer@yahoo.com
BP | I’m very mechanically 
inclined with many tools. I know 
many sources in the Milwaukee 
area and I would help in any 
way that I could. 12/13/2015

Grandoe, Barbara
New Berlin, WI 53146
c 414-828-6434
grandoeb@yahoo.com
In WI June - October, GA/FL 
November- May. No shop/
tools, but good GMC support 
resources in both, have a towed 
& will come to you w/wifi device 
(& coffee). 30 amp hookup 
& water in WI. Camp hosting 
for winter, so just call. Flexible 
schedule. 4/21/2016

Kasiewicz, Mark
Eau Claire, WI 54703
715-579-1436
c 715-271-7049
markkasiewcz@gmail.com
Our coach, Gus the Bus, has 
been in remodel mode...total 
floor replacement and insulation 
of all walls and ceiling. So I know 
how everything comes apart. 
(still working on if I know how it 
all gets put but back together). 
I am not fast but can figure out 
almost anything. I have some 
spare parts, radiator hoses, 
airbag, front rotor and misc, 
filters, etc. that could be put into 
service in an emergency. I can 
let you park here in the alley for 
a few days. No hookups, just 
extension cords from garage. 
Pretty good set of tools. Coffee 
is ALWAYS on, and if the beer 
runs low. Hey it is Wisconsin...
so there are more liquor stores 
than churches within walking 
distance. Glad to give back in 
anyway I can to a community 
of great folks who have given 
me much help. Member of 
GMC Greater Midwest Classics 
4/21/2016

Lopez, Tom & Sherry
De Forest, WI 53532
608-237-7054
c 608-219-6228
elitesdc@charter.net
I have a large drive way, can 
plug into electric, no dump, 
various tools, no speciality 
tools, floor jack and stands, can 
assist with general mechancial 
and electrical work. Have been 
restoring the 74 GMC so I have 
some experience in most repairs, 
but hey we have the GMC 
forum and their expertise for the 
more complicated problems. I 
am self employed/retired USMC 
so home most of the time unless 
out camping. Give us a call if we 
can help or just want to stop by 
and say HEY. Would love to talk 
to ya 12/3/2015

Mullins, Jay & Shirley
Madison, WI 53713
608-285-8065
c 608-212-5965
c 608-215-9471
redroof2401@gmail.com
We have a great mechanic, 30 
and 50 amp plug-ins and room 
for you to stay for a day or two. 
We’re learning about these rigs 
with the help of great people 
who own them Our engine 
and brakes were rebuilt by Bob 
Stone. 12/15/2015

Papa, Richard 
Wausau, WI 54401
715-845-4170
c 715-551-2710
c 715-297-3785
richiepapa@charter.net

Rockafellow, Max and 
Jeanne 
Eagle River, WI 54521
715-477-1425
c 715-891-2950
maxrock@choicetel.net
BP | Located, Lat. 45.91957 Lon. 
89.29674, just 20 miles south 
of Michigan’s Upper Peninsula, 
just off Hwy 45 North of Eagle 
River, WI. Motorhome building, 
many tools, various spare parts, 
air compressor, all manuals, and 
a front wheel bearing puller. 
Various parts stores in town and 
knowledge of local mechanics 
who can work on your GMC. 
One full hook-up and several 
electric only sites. 12/3/2015

Southworth, Stephen
Palmyra, WI 53156
262-495-8449
c 262-501-4566
stevesouthw@gmail.com
BP | Lots of tools, compressor, 
all manuals, lots of parts. Have 
front bearing tool. Reasonable 
automotive, mechanical 
and electrical background. 
Understand the Onan. Restoring 
our 74 Glacier, also have a 75 
transmode. 12/3/2015

Tilque, Larry
Green Bay, WI 54313
c 715-850-2010
tilqueduo@hotmail.com
12/23/2014

Tuinstra, Aaron & Diane
Marinette, WI 54143
c 906-361-8678
New to GMC but certainly 
would help those in need. 
6/30/2020

Weidner, Larry and Lucy 
Menomonie, WI 54751
715-529-1083
WeidnerL@wwt.net
BP | 60 mi./west of St. Paul Mn. 
30 mi./east of Eau Claire, WI. 10 
Miles from I94. Been a mechanic 
for 42 years. Can help with 
most repairs. Place to park with 
electrical and water. 12/4/2015

Wetzel, Bill
Sheboygan, WI 53083
920-458-8243
c 920-980-1733
bpwetzel@gmail.com
I have basic tools, a paved 
parking area, and garage space 
where work can be performed. 
Also, can direct to local 
mechanics I’ve used. Glad to 
help where I can. 12/23/2014

Wing, Fal
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235
920-824-5646
c 920-495-5646
falwing@itol.com
I have electrical and water hook 
ups, some tools, and various 
replacement parts(air bag, 
alternator, fuel pump, etc.). I am 
located in Northeastern WI in 
Door County. I have a large yard 
with shade. You are welcome 
to stay anytime emergency or 
not. Temporary storage may be 
available. Reputable RV repair 
nearby. 12/3/2015
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WYOMING

Hart, Bruce
La Grange, WY 82221
c 970-978-1089
c 970-443-0107
hartsgmc@gmail.com
bhart4u@gmail.com
Some tools and spare parts. 
Can assist with repairs. Access 
to specialty tools as well. Small 
coffee pot but lots of coffee. 
Space for parking with electric 
South Eastern Wyoming. 
11/10/2016

CANADA – ALBERTA

Bartko, Bernie
Spruce Grove, AB T7Y1C6
780-669-3683
c 780-903-9091
bbartko@tbwifi.ca
bbartko1@gmail.com
Acreage located 10 miles 
southwest of Edmonton or 2 
miles north of Devon and 1 
mile east of Hwy #60, which 
is Edmonton by-pass route to 
Alaska Highway. Room for two 
or three coaches overnight. 
Good full service campgrounds 
nearby. Have shop for light 
repairs or maintenance. 
12/4/2015

DeMaere, Jim & Julia
Lethbridge, AB T1K7B3
403-329-3091
c 435-671-3062
jimdemaere@telus.net
BP | Can help with most 
problems, have all tools, full 
hook ups large shop and yard. 
Easy access from Hwy4 to I15 
and USA. Come say hello and 
stay over. 12/11/2015

Fox, Jay
Calgary, AB T2K5H1
403-975-2849
c 403-975-2849
fox.jay07@gmail.com
amra@shaw.ca
Big assortment of Bearing tools 
and Many spare parts and tools 
to help out. 12/13/2015

Harr, Carl
Edmonton, AB T8N1M9
780-499-4896
carl@gmcgadabout.com
BP | In Western Canada, 
complete shop service is 
available at our WestWorld 
Motorsports facility. Inventory 
of most GMC parts including 
Manny build transmissions, 
NOS and used airbags, CV 
Axles, wheel bearings, hubs and 

brakes. Usually have a rebuild 
or good used engine available. 
4/23/2016

Harms, Russ 
Medicine Hat, AB T1A4W7
403-528-0074
BP | I am just a block or so off 
the transcanada Hwy. Have 
shop space and most tools 
and equipment to handle 
GMC,s Also lots of spare parts. 
11/27/2014

Heslinga, John
Edmonton, AB T5R3G9
780-486-5183
c 780-906-2252
rbeeper@hotmail.com
PHD | BP i Have a Complete 
set of any required GMC Tools, 
Background knowledge, and 
Knowledge of part and service 
sources in the area. While I 
have no shop capable of the 
GMC much can be done in the 
driveway and Coffee and GMC 
talk is available. 2/5/2020

Hiscock, Garfield
Edmonton, AB T5L1G4
780-909-3206
c 780-909-3206
garfieldhiscock@gmail.com
We have many tools and access 
to many more. I’m certain we 
can find a Front Bearing Puller. 
There are 3 TZE owners who 
live very close to each other. We 
have street parking and a large 
home with a shower, laundry 
room and kitchen. We are 
willing to serve as a port in your 
storm. Call or text. 9/15/2016

Lesenko, Todd & Liz 
Edmonton, AB T6P1L2
780-459-6716
Own Fountain Tire in Edmonton. 
GREAT contacts for parts and 
tools. 

Mass, Jim
Ponoka, AB T4J1K8
403-783-3524
jimedgemont@yahoo.ca
corrected application info. 
Have some tools and a little 
knowledge .New owners 
doing a complete inside reno. 
1/14/2015

McNabb, Butch
Calgary, AB T2C0P5
403-606-7592
thebutch_77@yahoo.ca
PHD | 6/2/2017

Roach, Neil
Calgary, AB T3H1X4
403-217-4194
c 403-808-8267
neilroach@shaw.ca
PHD | GMC owner for almost 4 
years. I have no specialized GMC 
specific tools but have a good 
selection of general automotive 
hand tools/equipment available. 
I do most of my own work and 
my hobby is working on older 
cars of all types so I would be 
able to assist on repairs and 
fetch parts. I live in the city so I 
am limited to small jobs I can do 
in my driveway. 2/5/2020

Schmaus, Peter
Edmonton, AB T5A3S4
780-475-7661
c 587-986-4662
jschmaus@live.ca
Jack of all trades 3/11/2016

Sims, Alan & Janet
Edmonton, AB T6J1S5
780-437-3878
c 780-945-3878
jasims@shaw.ca
If you have mechanical 
problems, we can help or steer 
you to the right people who can 
help. There’s room to park in 
front of our place in a pinch(we 
park out back) & there’s a great 
campground(Rainbow Valley)
with everything, five min. away. 
Give us a call even if you’re just 
passing thru...we love to see 
anyone in the GMC family. We 
make great coffee(grind our 
own beans)and will welcome 
you and show you around our 
fair city, including our world 
famous West Edmonton Mall! 
12/4/2015

Zingle, Gary 
Edmonton, AB T6C0V2
780-439-5509
BP | Have or have access to 
many automotive tools including 
the BEARING TOOL. 

CANADA –  
BRITISH COLUMBIA

Bailey, Robert
Victoria, BC V8X5B6 
250-590-6554
c 250-885-2027
gmc@thebaileys.ca
rob@thebaileys.ca
Lots of tools, but unfortunately 
no space for a GMC! 12/4/2015

Borlase, Dan & Judy 
Kelowna, BC V1V1W7
250-861-5780
c 250-870-1048
bord@shaw.ca
Experience and lots of skinned 
knuckles free for the asking. Our 
home does not lend it self for 
repair...but I have lots of tools 
and can recomend sevral good 
local mechanics. Hot coffee, 
beer or cleen Canadian water, as 
well as good hospitality allways 
on tap. 12/4/2015

Brailsford, Gary
Victoria, BC V8Z3N8
800-667-5466
c 250-415-5466
garybrailsford@victoriabuyer.
com
gmcoutlaw@gmail.com
Not knowledgeable yet but 
have tools and can assist. Have 
good contacts, lots of beer, hot 
tub, sauna and a place to bunk. 
12/5/2015

Bratvold, Jim
Victoria, BC V9C4G5
250-474-6890
jimtze@hotmail.com
Well equiped with hand tools, 
air tools, floor jack, stands etc. 
Long on tools, short on skills but 
am learning. 1/14/2015

Behrns, Kym
Chase, BC V0E1M0
250-828-2770
c 250-819-9595
behrns70@telus.net
kymbehrns@gmail.com
PHD | I am a relatively new 
owner to GMC motor homes 
but I have done extensive 
research on them and have 
owned several other makes. 
I have extensive mechanical 
experience and a well supplied 
shop. 11/10/2016

Cumming, Michael
Coqauitlam, BC V3J5Y9
604-220-3778
broncboy2000@yahoo.ca
miccumming@hotmail.com
I can offer rv parking with power 
for short term stays. I have owed 
my coach for 10 years and have 
enjoyed many miles and lots 
of club events.ÂtFragment--> 
I have owed my coach for 10 
years and have enjoyed many 
miles and lots of club events.Â 
I belong to the Cascaders Club 
and Western States which both 
provide an great enviroment to 
own and enjoy my coach. I have 
spentÂ the last year fixing water 
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leaks in my coach and now have 
striped the entire interior and 
am in the process of reinstalling 
the cabinets and walls back.Â I 
hope to be back on the road in 
2013 to enjoy more club events. 
12/11/2015

Davison, Kim & Patricia
Boston Bar, BC V0K1C0
604-869-1309
c 604-869-1308
davisonk77@gmail.com
We are new G.M.C. motorhome 
enthusiasts but have wanted 
one since i first saw one in 70’s. 
We purchased ours in Nov.2008 
and spent one long and cold 
winter (-10 outside -0 C inside) 
while we built our house. 
Although coach was in good 
shape, I changed interior from 
kitchen forward to accomodate 
Pat’s wheelchair., adding oak 
flooring througout.With other 
upgrades completed we were 
ready to go.We joined F.M.C.A. 
and G.M.C. Cascaders,(a great 
group of R.V.folk.)and went 
to 3 rallies and had lots of fun 
and gained lots of tech-info, 
then the breakdowns started. 
Long story short, the coach is 
now in my shop getting motor 
&trans.rebuilt and upgrading 
to one ton frontend (rebuilt 
stock twice). We would like to 
be added to black list and are 
willing to help fellow G.M.C.ers 
any way we can, and invite any 
one passing through to stop 
and visit. We live in the Fraser 
Canyon beyond Hope through 
the gates off hell (look at a map) 
.Hope to be back on the road in 
2013. 12/28/2015

Edey, Colin
Sidney, BC V8L2P5
250-665-7556
c 403-815-5555
cedey@shaw.ca
PHD | BP Have some knowledge 
of Southern Vancouver Island 
service, hobby level mechanical 
abilities, room on the driveway 
to park and basic service 
11/28/2018

Floyd, Richard 
Sun Peaks, BC V0E5N0
c 250-897-2226
rgf@richies.net
BP | Happy to help with tools 
and hands for all but the most 
major repair. 5/27/2018

Giroux, John
Vancouver, BC V6A2R4
604-200-3625 
sailjero@yahoo.com
12/3/2015

Harris, Shawn
Vancouver, BC V7K1K9
c 778-580-5161
s-m-h@telus.net
PHD | 6/30/2020

Ireland, Dave
Williams Lake, BC V2G4P1
250-392-2421
c 250-398-0696
d.ireland@shaw.ca
BP | I have owned and self-
maintained our coach since 
1991. We have taken our 
coach to Alaska twice and 
across Canada and the U.S.A.in 
the company of several other 
coaches. I have custom built 
and installed several engines 
and transmissions for ourselves 
and others. We have completed 
many upgrades on our coach 
and feel confident in tackling 
any of the challenges it presents. 
In addition to tools to maintain 
our coach we have on hand 
spare engine and transmission 
and final drive along with 
CV joints, bearings seals, 
control arms, waterpumps etc. 
12/4/2015

Jahn, Dan
Maple Ridge, BC 
604-467-1988
dt969b@gmail.com
I’m not a GMC owner at this 
time. I have a large paved 
driveway if someone needs a 
place to just sort things out. 
4/7/2019

Jarvis, Dave
Cobble Hill, BC V0R1L2
250-743-9092
jarvis210@shaw.ca
3/3/2021

Marks, Vic 
Vancouver, BC V6R 2B8
604-729-1807
BP | I have the BEARING TOOL, 
most of the tools needed to 
make an emergency fix. I can 
recommend places to deal with 
and may be available to help 
depending on the demands of 
my business (I run a publishing 
company by day). As I live in an 
apartment, no ga 

Mayne, Jim
Kilowna, BC V1W4X5
c 250-469-4003
jim@pwrg.ca
PHD | I have owned two GMC 
motor homes...a ‘76 Eleganza 
11 purchased in 2017 which I 
did considerable work on and 
then sold in 2019 when I found 
a twin bed model Royal. I am a 
completely amateur mechanic 
but I could offer a hot meal and 
directions to mechanical services 
in our area. 2/5/2020

McWade, Deb
Logan Lake, BC V0K1W0
c 250-819-6634
dmcwade@mac.com
PHD | I have very few tools, 
really nowhere you could plug 
in, and little experience. In other 
words, can’t be much direct 
help! But, I am always happy to 
touch base with anyone coming 
through the area, or needs 
directions, or looking for some 
mechanical assistance (I can 
point you to a couple of places). 
Or even just have coffee and talk 
coaches. 8/9/2018

Overend, Doug & Leslie
Victoria, BC V9A V8T
c 778-977-1492
c 250-656-5555
funeralgirl99@gmail.com
meteor92331@gmail.com
We can assist anyone to te best 
of our ability, we answer our 
phone 24/7 due to our jobs as 
funeral directors, so anyone can 
feel free to call when they need 
help 6/2/2017

Sarton, Shaun
Cranbrook, BC V1C0C4
c 250-421-9333
s_sarton@hotmail.com
PHD | Call me anytime if 
you need a hand. I have a 
good selection of tools, room 
to park, and full hook-ups. 
Moderate amount of mechanical 
knowledge and always happy to 
help if I can. I also have access to 
a parts coach and I keep lots of 
spares handy. 7/28/2020

Seykora, Gordon
Nanaimo, BC V9R 6J1
250-754-8848
c 503-329-9890
carboneraser@gmail.com
Tools, some spare parts, 
blackwater dump, power, fresh 
water. 6/9/2016

Story, Alan
Duncan, BC V9L5S3
250-597-1101
c 250-732-0699
alan_story@mac.com
I have some tools and am willing 
to help in any way I can. Space 
for parking with power if needed 
short term. I’m not a mechanic 
but willing to help. 6/4/2017

Wilk, Kelly
Victoria, BC V9A1M7
259-812-1821
c wilkstoveild@gmail.com
11/13/2016

Wright, Bob
Victoria, BC V8P2B9
250-857-5711
c 250-208-3961
rdpwright@gmail.com
Lots of backyard mechanic 
tools and skills. Not much GMC 
specific but learning. Willing to 
lend tools, time and a driveway. 
10/28/2014

Zacharias, Paul & Susan
Williams Lake, BC V2G5A3
250-989-0310
c 250-305-4596
c 250-392-3443
suez@shaw.ca
6/9/2016

CANADA – MANITOBA

Horton, Bob 
Brandon, MB R7B0H1
204-728-4672
c 204-761-3797
bobgmc@mts.net
a reasonable assortment of tools 
and a spare airbag that could be 
used in a pinch 1/15/2015

Nystedt, Vern & Faye
Brandon, MB R7A5K9
c 204-596-8828
vernnystedt@icloud.com
BP | Planning a parking spot 
at Otter Lake Manitoba this 
summer. Possibly two spots with 
limited power. The site is at our 
cottage by the lake if anyone 
is interested in stopping by. 
1/25/2016

Payne, Terry & Linda
Dauphin, MB R7N0A1
204-638-9679
c 204-572-4751
terrypay@mts.net
New owner, selection of hand 
tools but limited mechanical 
ability and knowledge of coach 
but learning. If you are in the 
area always willing to help with 
contacts. 6/2/2017

CANADA – BC – CONTINUED
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Struthers, Thomas & Wanda
Winnipeg, MB R3R3S1
204-414-0091
c 204-771-5214
tstruthers@gmail.com
BP | If you ever need help or just 
a place to park we will try to be 
available. and you are welcome 
24-7 Have heated shop with 
hoist to lift motor home. Tools 
and some mechanical ability. 
Some parts. 1/14/2015

Waddell, Brian 
Sperling, MB R0G2M0
204-626-3272
Sperline@hotmail.com
Located in southern Manitoba 
about 150 mi. North of Grand 
Forks ND. Well equipped heated 
farm shop 11/27/2014

CANADA –  
NEW BRUNSWICK

Raeburn, Adam
Rothesay, NB E2E0E7
506-639-5236
1275gtsport@gmail.com
weirdeh@gmail.com
Flat drive through driveway. 
Small welder and tools. Water 
and power available. 12/4/2015

CANADA – NOVA SCOTIA

Bracket, Richard
Shelburne, NS B0T1W0
902-875-4048
c 902-879-0072
windlore7@Hotmail.com
PHD | I can’t do much work, 
do have a few tools, can find 
you a fairly level place to park 
with 15 Amp service and water, 
black water dump 2 km at the 
Provincial Park on the Harbour. I 
know people/ garages that can 
help. 2/5/2020

Doane, Paul & Nancy 
Halifax, NS B3H4E5
902-420 0234
c 902-497-1555
pauldoane47@gmail.com
BP | twenty years working on 
GMC’s,engine replacement, 
transmissions brakes, etc. have 
garage facility, many tools, many 
parts old & new. If I can’t help 
you we’ll find you someone who 
can 4/15/2019

MacDougall, Hugh & 
Rosemary
Antigonish, NS B2G0B4
902-863-8100
c 902-863-1241
hughlmacdougall@gmail.com
BP | 1/15/2016

Wilgenhof, Richard
Antigonish, NS B2G2L1
902-867-2667
wilgenhof2@auracom.com
PHD | 12/12/2018

CANADA – ONTARIO

Blenkarn, Bob
Mallorytown, ON K0E1R0
613-923-5534
robert.blenkarn@sympatico.ca
I’m licensed mechanic with 35 
years experience, there’s not 
much I haven’t worked on from 
race cars to heavy equipment. 
Located 5 minutes from 
highway 401 between exit 675 
and 687. I’m still working for a 
living but will do all we can to 
help. 12/5/2015

Bornstein, Eric
Alexandria, ON K0C1A0
613-525-2515
c 514-915-9274
ree.eric@gmail.com
Some tools, possible parking 
(downtown). 12/11/2015

Bowker, Norm & Betty
Bowmanville, ON L1C2A6
905-623-2274
bowks43@rogers.com
bowks43@outlook.com
We spend Dec thru Mar. In 
Leesburg FL. Lurking Wannabe 
Ustobee GMC owner [76 Elg II]. 
1979-1985. 5 min. from 401 
highway. Can park overnight 
in drive with water & 20 amp. 
hydro. Access to excellent weld 
shop. Some elect. & mech. 
experience from previous 
ownership. Now retired & 
usually home. 12/4/2015

Bourgeois, Jessica
Ottowa, ON K4A5A6
416-770-8508
c 561-389-7916
jessicasailor1@yahoo.com
PHD | NEWBIE and just learning 
but know a few local contacts 
and shops, willing to help if I 
can…ask 10/31/2020

Cowden, Scott 
Severn Twp, ON L3V0V2
705-259-9111
c 289-716-3873
scottyforsail@hotmail.com
Building a new RV barn in 2016 
and will have space to park an 
additional coach if need be. 
I’m located just outside Orillia, 
ON, [60 miles north of Toronto] 
and am glad to help a GMC’er 
in a pinch. I own most of the 
tools needed to make any GMC 
repairs that might be needed. 
Glad to help out whenever 
possible. 12/4/2015

Daviau, Sandy
Ottowa, ON J0X3G0
c 819-665-1594
sandy.daviau@gmail.com
am a retired mechanic.I can 
repair or diagnose most 
problems 8/9/2018

Fredeen, Erik
Ottowa, ON K2J1S6
c 613-890-7457
erikfredeen@hotmail.com
PHD | Owner since 2006. Glad 
to help where I can. 2/5/2020

Gregory, Glenn & Darlene 
Thunder Bay, ON P7A3W2
c 807-708-3550
c 807-629-2582
Ggregory@tbaytel.net
PHD | BP since 2003. Shop 
to fit GMC. Parking, power, 
water, tools & mechanical 
ability, Provide any help we can 
5/20/2019

Hamilton, Allan
Leeds & the Thousand Islands 
(near Kingston), ON K0E1L0
613-659-3522
akh@1000island.net
BP | Have many of the GMC 
needed tools and some 
knowlege of fixing GMCs. There 
is a local garage in a nearby 
town with some knowledge of 
repairing GMCs and wreckers 
capable of safely towing our 
coaches. 12/4/2015

Hamilton, Jim
Kincardine, ON N2Z1W7
519-396-7595
c 519-385-1262
hamiltonjim@hotmail.com
will help any gmc have extra 
parts and tools 4/21/2016

Helder, John
Owen Sound, ON N0H2T0
c 519-373-7381
c 843-455-6592
helderjohn33@gmail.com
PHD | we are newbies got the 
gmc 3 yrs ago total interior 
rebuild, which we did ourselves, 
I’m a building contractor. Did 
some mechanical work but had 
most of that done professionally. 
2/5/2020

Hislop, Bruce
Ingersoll, ON N5C3J6
c 519-274-2000
bhislop76@gmail.com
We are located just north of 
the 401, east of London near 
Ingersoll Ontario. Room for 
several GMC’s and 30Amp RV 
outlets. GMC size shop with 
tools and spares of a few things 
2/6/2020

Hysert, Doug
Dunnville, ON N1A2W4
905-774-5235
c 289-808-4109
ldhysert@hotmail.com
We are located in the Niagara 
Peninsula about 25 miles 
South West from Niagara 
Fall. I have,some mechanical 
skills and tools, Compresser, 
welder, jacks- there are repair 
facilities, Auto Parts, RV Parts 
and machine shop close by,- I 
can accomadate a couple GMC 
coaches [ electricity only] - I am 
willing to help if needed and 
have plenty of Coffee, Tea and 
Bluegrass 1/15/2016

Lambke, Paul
Wilsonville, ON N0E1Z0
519-443-7543
phlambke@aol.com
BP | 12/3/2015

Mcfee, James
Niagara Falls, ON L2E B2
289-296-7574
c 647-994-6682
Puskanuk@gmail.com
We are in the Niagara Region, 
have owned our Eleganza 2 ( 
now named Bulitt) for 7 years 
and have travelled across 
Canada a number of times with 
it. Have some local contacts 
for repair and paint because 
we have modified our unit 
to accommodate my wife’s 
wheelchair and are willing to 
offer any help in that area. 
5/27/2018
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Nesbitt, Wayne 
Bobcaygeon, ON K0M1A0
705-738-5238
wayne.nesbit@i-zoom.net
5/27/2018

Paterson, Bob
Hillsburgh, ON N0B1Z0
519-855-4507
c 416-931-8504
geemc@sympatico.ca
Reasonably knowledgable. 
Retired and usually at home. 
12/11/2015

Pegutter, Ernie
Bowmanville, ON L1C3K6
905-263-8964
reocna@gmail.com
Room to park, work, overnight, 
etc. Machine shop and tools etc 
12/10/2015

Pike, Cliff
Guelph, ON N1H7V4
519-824-4173
c 519-651-9948
cpike@cpass.net
PHD | A recent GMC owner, but 
steadily developing an intimate 
relationship with the coach and 
it’s quirks. Happy to help in any 
way that we can. 8/9/2018

Ronan, Peter 
Toronto, ON M4C3W5
416-421-6631
midhurst@rogers.com
Have very little mechanical 
knowledge or tools, but will try 
to help in any way I can. 

Schmolinski, Carl and Mary 
Beth 
Bancroft, ON K0L1C0
647-218-7646
c 613-334-9200
carlandmb@gmail.com
During the week we are often 
in the Toronto area. We know 
a great mechanic who has 
enjoyed learning about our 
GMC. He is very reasonable and 
as a truck mechanic he has the 
facility to work on the GMC. We 
will help people out any way we 
can. If it’s advantageous to have 
a front bearing puller we can 
get one if it helps people out. 
12/4/2015

Valanne, Kari and Irma
Bancroft, ON K0L1C0
613-332-5242
kari@valanne.net
irma@valanne.net
We are passionate boondockers 
and love to see folks that venture 

beyond four lane highways. 
We have level yard for two 
coaches. Water and 15/30A can 
be arranged. We do have tools, 
jacks, compressed air, and arch 
welding. A GMC size garage 
can be vacated for emergency 
repairs. the coffee pot is fully 
functional. His and her emails 
are: kari@valanne.net and irma@
valanne.net 12/4/2015

CANADA – QUEBEC

Bourdage, Denis
Laval, QC H7L3T2
450-963-4903
c 514-966-6825
dbourdage@fenetresoptimax.
com
denisbourdage@me.com
I just bouhtbmy gmc in june 
2016, I don’t have any tool but I 
know good place to repair in my 
area. 9/15/2016

Burt, Les
Saint Philippe de Laprairie, QC 
J0L2K0
450-659-9548
c 514-772-9548
burtco99@yahoo.com
I am a mechanic with a fully 
stocked shop of tools. I have a 
good basic knowledge of the 
GMC motorhome and I am 
in the midst of a full frame-off 
rebuild of my own GMC. I’m 
still a full-time working stiff so I 
don’t always have a lot of free 
time, but will make an effort to 
help when and where I can. I 
am bilingual so I can help with 
communications with the locals 
here in Quebec. located 50 
minutes north of Plattsburgh, 
NY and 20 minutes south of 
Montreal, Quebec at exit 38 and 
autoroute 15. There is a KOA 
campground across the road 
from me with full facilities. I am 
not able to host any coaches 
on my property due to some 
renovations, I will updated list 
when I can offer overnight. 
12/4/2015

Cote, Leon
Baie-Comeau, QC G5C3R1
418-567-2107
c 418-297-2567
leoncote@hotmail.com
owner of a 1974 Eleganza II, 
since 2008/10/15. Not many 
GMC classic in our area. Little 
knowledge of the mechanic of 
the coach, but learning every 
day. Not very fluent in spoken 

english but willing to help if you 
are east of Quebec city, on the 
north shore of the St-laurence 
river. 11/28/2018

Dandurand, Bernard
Boucherville, QC J4B6B6
450-449-5944
c 514-883-3133
danxavfan@yahoo.ca
Basic tools available. Overnight 
parking with electricity and 
water. Can give references 
for local mechanic and repair 
facility. 12/11/2015

Hamilton, Rodney and 
Leena 
West Island of Montreal 
(Beaconsfield), QC H9W5R7
514-695-7711
c 514-758-4802
rodney@prefurs.com
BP | Tools include: Bearing Puller, 
bloody scary homemade Torsion 
Bar tool, reamer for modifying 
toro knuckles, regular stuff and 
some spare parts. 

Lachance, Piere
Lac Beauport , QC G3B0L5
410-841-2236
lachancepa@gmail.com
12/21/2015

CANADA – 
SASKATCHEWAN

Coates, Dennis and Lou 
Saskatoon, SK 
306-242-6847
c 306-221-8406
denniscoates@hotmail.com
Street space and small garage 
Lots of enthusiasm, some tools, 
courtesy driving and help(I am 
a poor mechanic) Fairly good 
connections to local owners 
and personal mechanic with 
reasonable rates. 12/4/2015

Herman, Jeremy
Saskatoon, SK s7k3j6
c 306-220-6496
jherman000@gmail.com
We have a heated shop to pull 
your RV into if you need to do 
maintenance on it. 2/17/2019

Owens, Travis
Emerald Park, SK S4L1A4
306-789-8973
c 306-535-1574
travis@owenscanada.com
I have little to no mechanical 
skill but have some basic tools 
and an open door if anyone 
needs a place to stay. Lots of 
room. Willing to help and / or 
host anyone coming through 

Southern Saskatchewan 
12/4/2015

Rees, Huw
Saskatoon, SK S7N0J9
306-664-4520
c 306-227-7272
rees.h@shaw.ca
rees.h@sasktel.net
We have tools and room for 
parking as well as advice 
regarding local mechanics. We 
are happy to help if we can. 
12/3/2015

Stokowski, Robert
Edmonton, SK T6A1S7
780-469-7948
c 780-915-3963
bbstok@shaw.ca
We have various spare parts, I 
do have a ‘74 which is currently 
being used as a rolling spare 
parts gm. I do have most 
tools required for an overhall. 
12/4/2015

Walsh, Fred & Rose 
Swift Current, SK S9H3W3
306-773-9779
c 306-741-4045
fwalsh409@gmail.com
I have tools and a good 
knowledge of the coach, gladly 
help fellow GMCers.Large area 
for parking. Stop in even if you 
do not need help. 1/14/2015

AUSTRALIA

Bennett, Mark & Gail
Gold Coast, QLD 4221
07-55224438
c 439070401
thebennetts@bigblue.net.au
thebennetts10@gmail.com
Although we live in Australia, 
there are a growing number of 
GMC’s here. We have pulled 
our GMC apart and managed to 
put it back together again! So 
should be able to help with most 
problems or at least provide 
a sympathetic ear, also there 
is plenty of room here to park 
another GMC 12/4/2015

Mueller, Rob
Paddington, NSW 2021
61-(0)2-9331-1964
c 61-(0)438-017-178
robmueller@iinet.net.au
G’day, Even though I live in 
Australia I’ve put my name 
down on the Black List to offer 
my help to anyone wishing 
visit Australia. Regards, Rob 
12/4/2015

CANADA – ON – CONTINUED
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Pordage, Trevor
Brisbane, QLD 4172
0422345522
c 0403383069
5758brougham@gmail.com
happy to hear from any GMC’ers 
visiting from overseas even if just 
on holidays and don’t have their 
GMC with them. If travelling in 
Australia I have a workshop and 
can supply most tools to help 
get you on your way, a place 
to park and Catherine is a great 
host. 8/20/2015

FINLAND

Lampinen, Jarkko
Lappeenranta, FI 54330
c +358 44 704 9489
jarkkolampinen68@gmail.com
PHD | We have good selection 
of tools, garage and some 
most commonly needed 
parts in stock. We do most of 
maintenance and upgrade job 
by ourself, so we can help fellow 
GMCers also. If we can’t do it 
we can find someone who can. 
You are welcome to visit us 
when traveling in Finland. We 
live in rural area and have space 

for couple RV:s with electric 
(230V) and water hookup and 
black water dump. If breakdown 
is major, you can get coach 
towed to us and leave it there 
until get repaired. At least we 
can offer some symphaty and 
adult bewerages. 12/6/2017

GERMANY

Paprotta, Andreas
B nningstedt, DE 
040/57144266
hai1fisch@t-online.de
1/13/2016

Schmidt, Peer Oliver
St. Michaelisdonn, DE 25693
4853807439
posde@theinternet.de
PHD | Coffee, shower, water and 
electricity available. Access to 
a garage with pit 10mls away. 
5/27/2018

NETHERLANDS

Bergema, Roel
Kollumerzwaag, 9298 VP
31511446056
karin.roel@kpnplanet.nl
We live in The Netherlands 
and are the proud owners of a 
GMC purchased recently 2008), 
fellowowners are welcome to 
grab a coffee/beer. 2/28/2008

MEXICO

Cortes, David
Baja California Sur, MX 
c 624-157-9258
cwatscookin@yahoo.ca
can help if you get stranded 
in the baja or need to get to a 
repair facility. Have room for 
overnight parking 11/2/2014

NORWAY

Heitmann, Espen
Eidsdal, NO 6215
+47 9199 4591
bimet@online.no
I am in the middle of the 
“Golden route” that runs from 
Geiranger to Trollstigen in 
Norway and will of course do 
what ever I can to help out a 
GMC’r or an owner of a US 
built RV. I have a TZE Bearing 
tool and keep new bearings 
and seals on hand. I will do 
bearing service for the cost 
of the parts only. I will accept 
knuckles shipped to me, repair 
the bearings and return them to 
you. 12/3/2015

UNITED KINGDOM

Jones, Glenn
Worcestershire, UK WR11 7
c 79677886292
glennjoneshouse@hotmail.co.uk
PHD | Mechanic based in the UK 
with our own rolling restoration, 
always happy to help and give 
advice. 6/2/2017
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ALABAMA

Alabama RV
Mark Creel
Bessimer, AL 35020
205-425-7900
Mark was a dealer/mechanic for 
the GMC’s back in the 70s. He 
still has at least one GMC at all 
times and takes care of at least 
4 or 5 in the Birmingham area. 
He does a lot of SOB work to 
pay the bills, but the GMC is his 
passion.
Submitted by: Jeremy Knezek
Date: 11/11/15 

ARIZONA

Unique Automotive Services
Josh Sharpe
North Little Rock, AR 72118
972-953-8792
c 501-281-0604
www.facebook.com/ 
These folks know GMCs.
Submitted by: Matt Colie 
Date: 11/11/15 

ARIZONA 

All Tire
Wilcox, AZ 85643
520-384-4828
1009 N Bisbee Ave
They do a lot more than tires. 
Put on spare alternator very 
quickly. Submited by Brian 
MacLaurin Canon
Date: 10/9/19 

Friedenberg Auto
Joseph
Tucson, AZ 85705
520-293-0374
c 520-869-6769
Recommended by several 
owners to work on GMC 
Motorhomes. I have a 30k drive 
up lift 
Date: 6/30/20 

Next Generation 
Automotive
Jared and Truth
Tucson, AZ 85705
520-292-0814
GMC friendly, great for engine 
R&R, rebuilding, large shop 
with lifts. Submitted by Steve 
Ferguson (April 2010) Updated 
by Armand Minnie
Date: 11/11/15 

Spectrac Suspension Center
Jerry 
Gilbert, AZ 85233
480-545-5533
Jerry, was part of the original 
GMC steering development 
group. He also innovated 
the shimming method for 
aligning the rear bogey arms. 
A very GMC savvy business. 
Appointment needed. 

Update 10/23/10: I can no 
longer recommend this shop 
due to recent experience. 
Submitted by Steve Ferguson 

Update 8/25/15: Jerry Hartman 
is still working at SpecTrac and 
was able to fix a problem with 
rear tire wear that several other 
shops had not been able to 
diagnose. Jerry fixed my rear 
suspension (phantom problem 
was elongated pivot holes), 
Cleaned up my front suspension 
and got rid of my steering 
wobble. I strongly recommend 
anybody who is in the Mesa/
Gilbert area to stop by and get 
a 6 wheel alignment, as Jerry 
knows what to look for and may 
be able to find problems others 
have missed.
Submitted by: Newell Raxter
Date: 11/11/15 

Tuf - Enuf Auto & Marine
Timm Jurincle
Avondale, AZ 85392
623-877-8553
c 602-376-5304
Shop is behind his house. 
Rebuilds and ships 455s all over 
the country.
Submitted by: Jim Decheine
Date: 11/11/15 

CALIFORNIA

Advanced RV Products
Dick Dollendorf
Chula Vista, CA 91911
619 426-8767
c 888-426-8707
advrv@advrv.com 
Full line of RV products, 
specializes in Gensets. 
Date: 11/11/15 

All Wheel Alignment
Redding, CA 96003
530-241-1010
www.allwheelinc.com
Several favorable comments 
from satisfied GMCers.
Date: 11/11/15

Anderson Frame and 
Alignment
Garden Grove, CA 92841
714-636-8662
Brakes and Alignment. 
Reasonable pricing and excellent 
workmanship. Submitted by 
Mark Taylor 02/08
Date: 11/11/15

Applied GMC
Jim Kanomata
Newark, CA 94560
510-440-1101
c 800-752-7502
mail@appliedairfilters.com
www.appliedgmc.com
Anything for the GMC. Parts and 
complete service.
Date: 12/3/15 

Bob Browns Auto Repair
San Diego, CA 92115
619-286-1022
info@bobbrownsautomotive.
com 
www.bobbrownsautomotive.
com  
Taken care of our GMC for many 
years. Alway does good work at 
a fair price. 
Submitted by: Robert Knoebel
Date: 12/3/16 

CoolMaster
Mike Shaw
Santee, CA 92071
619-562-9927
R12 AC & radiator service/repair
Date: 11/11/15 

Ed Hales Machine Shop
Lakeside, CA 92040
619-443-4250
A family owned engine shop 
that has been a performance 
leader for 20 years. Superb 
machine work, assembly and 
dyno testing all under one roof. 
Carry-in only. Friendly people 
to deal with and he’s had the 
same crew for longer than I can 
remember.
Submitted by: Steve Ferguson
Date: 11/11/15 

Ed Hanson’s Muffler Service
Ed Hanson
Spring Valley, CA 91977
619-698-7030
Mufflers, Exhaust systems, 
headers
Submitted by: Steve Ferguson
Date: 11/11/15 

El Cajon Trailer Supply
El Cajon, CA 92021
619-442-9407
Hard to beat on their prices and 
they have a large inventory. 
Bryan and his people are very 
helpful.
Submitted by: Steve Ferguson
Date: 11/11/15 

Fischer GMC
Erich Rischer
Ontario, CA 91762
909-391-9055
Up and coming star, slowly, 
carefully, building up clientele, 
closely associated with Bob 
Lamey who frequently drops by 
to assist. Erich owns a GMC.
Submitted by: Bob Cook & 
Steve Ferguson (April 2010)
Date: 11/11/15 

Friendly Upholstery
El Cajon, CA 92021
619-579-0551
Submitted by: Chuck Botts
Date: 11/11/15 

Gene’s Auto & RV
Harbor City, CA 90710
310-530-4363
Submitted by: Bob Cook 
Date: 11/11/15 

GES Engineering
Driver Clairmont
San Deigo, CA 92117
619-276-9989
Complete engine machine 
and assembly. Carburetors and 
distributors.
Submitted by: Steve Ferguson
Date: 11/11/15 

Greg O’Connor
Romoland, CA 92585
951-830-5997
Rainbowrvgreg@gmail.com
 

Service & Repair Services
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Howell’s RV Appliance 
Repair
Santee, CA 92071
619-449-6231
RV AC & refrigeration experts. 
Family owned & run.
Date: 11/11/15 

 
Jim Mazzao Auto, Truck & 
Motorhome Repair
Spring Valley, CA 91977
619-670-6876
Conscientious, honest, and 
reliable with reasonable prices. 
Years of GMC experience.
Submitted by: Bob Sobrito
Date: 11/11/15 

Juan’s Automotive
San Marcos, CA 92069
760-744-2730
Have tooling for front bearings. 
They have also done engine 
replacements and other work on 
GMC’s.
Submitted by: Brian Tripp
Date: 11/11/15 

Motorhome Electrician
Gary Bliss
San Diego, CA 92117
619-423 0986
Mobil only electrical.
Submitted by: Chuck Botts
Date: 11/11/15 

Quality Upholstery
Martin Quintana
San Diego, CA 92111
858-541-0177
Submitted by: Chuck Botts
Date: 11/11/15 

RV Specialist
San Diego, CA 92111
858-455-9898
Bob owns a GMC and knows his 
stuff.
Submitted by: Chuck Botts
Date: 11/11/15 

San Diego Trailer Supply
Big Dave
San Deigo, CA 92115
619-466-1337
c 619-286-1200
Parts, accessories, installation 
and repairs. ½ their business is 
trailer hitches matching tow car 
hitches.
Submitted by: Chuck Botts
Date: 11/11/15

 
COLORADO

Eaton Hitch & RV Service
Ray Curtis
Eaton, CO 80615
970-454-3673
Ray has owned a ‘78 Birchaven 
since ‘86. Does suspension 
work, including hubs/knuckles, 
trannys, AC, etc, No body work.
Submitted by: David Greenberg 
(April 2010)
Date: 11/11/15 

Royal Gorge Truck & RV
Canon City, CO 81212
877-275-7028 
www.royalgorgetruckandrv.net 
Front Wheel Bearing 
Replacement
Submitted by: Kerry Tandy
Date: 11/11/15 

Truck City Service
Weld County Garage
Greeley, CO 80631
970-352-7200
1415 1st Ave 
http://www.weldcountygarage.
com/Truck-City-Service  
Also, Weld County Garage. Les is 
the GMC guy.

FLORIDA

Alex Sirum GMC
Jeff Sirum
Okeechobee, FL 34972
863-763-1121
sirum@okeechobee.com 
email-tab 
www.gmcmh.com  
Restoration, repair, and 
maintenance shop. Hard to find 
parts.

Anchor Transportation
St Augustine, FL 
954-600-8481
Recommended by Jim Bounds.
Date: 8/8/20

Cooperative Motor Works
Jim Bounds
Orlando, FL 32809
407-857-5777
c 877-275-4462
coopmotorworks@bellsouth.net 
email-tab 
www.gmccoop.com
Complete restoration service 
including mechanical, exterior, 
and interior maintenance and 
upgrades. Most GMC parts 
available. 

IOWA

Allied Oil & Supply
Des Moines, IA 50313
515-262-9381
c 800-777-3717
Did an excellent alignment 
with a computer readout. The 
technician let me stand in the Pit 
with him while he aligned our 
GMC.
Submitted by: JoAnne Bissell 
Date: 11/11/15 

ILLINOIS

A-1 Engine Services
Chicago, IL 60176
847-678-5499
3921 N. Wesley Terrace
Recommended by Peter 
Hays. “Serviced Onan 
generators when new. SUPER 
knowledgeable about our 
generators and small engine 
repair.”
Date: 5/5/21 

Champion Frame-Align
George
Elgin, IL 60120
847-742-9294 
www.championframe.com  
They do trucks, buses, and 
motorhomes. Expensive, but 
good.
Submitted by: Gil Slaw
Date: 11/11/15 

R & P Auto
Chicago, IL 60634
773-794-8004
6935 W Irving Park Rd.
Recommended by Peter Hays. 
“If you’re in the Chicagoland 
area and need heavier repairs, 
we found a place! They have 
the equipment to get our 
coaches off the ground and 
skilled technicians. They did 
our front wheel bearings, water 
pump, lower ball joints and 
ac compressor. Plus replaced 
some aged water heater hoses 
and some odds and ends 
others might have missed. Very 
impressed with the service. 
Highly recommend.”
Date: 5/5/21 

Sinclair Repair
Petersburg, IL 62675
217-632-7582
16973 State Highway 97
Recommended by Dennis 
and Kim Carter “Jeff has done 
excellent work for us including 
engine tune up, brakes, frame 
swap, and more! He has caught 

the GMC Motorhome bug 
and had two 26’ and one 23’ 
project coaches plus a shell from 
another 26’ outside so the shop 
will catch your eye!”
Date: 5/5/21 

INDIANA

Corys Automotive
Cory Johnson
Greenfield, IN 46140
317-462-3337
Cory’s father was a GMCer 
and the sons still travel in dad’s 
GMC. They work on them doing 
almost all mechanical needed. 
They get most their parts from 
Sirum and Kanomata. Open 
Mon -Fri 8 to 5
Submitted by: Larry Dilk
Date: 11/11/15 

Dave Friend Trucking
Indianapolis, IN 
765-438-4616 
Has transported several GMCs 
around the country. Very 
reasonable.
Date: 7/19/20 

KANSAS

Mechanic on Wheels
Daryl Thompson
Lawrence, KS 66044
785-865-7433
Mobile repair service
Submitted by: Chuck Botts
Date: 11/11/15 

KENTUCKY

Haddad’s Auto Service
Joe Haddad
Louisville, KY 40204
502-637-5522
vhaddad@bellsouth.net
Specialty: GMC Motorhomes 
and autos out of warranty. Joe, 
who owns a 77 Palm Beach, was 
trained as a GMC mechanic for 
the Louisville dealership that 
handled GMC Motorhomes 
(Tri-City Olds & GMC). To my 
knowledge he services the 
motorhomes of four GMC 
owners in the area. Joe is as 
sincere and honest as can be.
Submitted by: Byron Songer
Date: 11/11/15



MARYLAND

Charlie’s RV & Camping 
Center
Randallstown, MD 21133
410-655-5201  
www.charliesrvcenter.com 
Service manager, Jon Snyder, 
knows GMC motorcoaches very 
well.
Submitted by: Lissa Caltrider 
Date: 11/11/15

Cylinder Head Specialists
Elkridge, MD 21075
410-796-4344
DC - Baltimore area. Terry said 
that he would take in mail 
orders, but he didn’t usually do 
that. He understands the heads 
for our engines, also. Very good 
work, quick service at a fair 
price.
Submitted by: Wayne Newland 
Date: 11/11/15 

Fleet Maintenance & Repair
Clinton, MD 20735
301-297-4910
Fleet.maintenance@yahoo.com
Recommended by Scott 
Sommers. Super knowledgeable 
and very polite.
Date: 11/29/20 

MICHIGAN

A&D Repair Inc.
Dan
Haslett, MI 48840
517-339-6007
www.adrepairinc.com  
They’re just off exit 94 on I69. 
They service trucks and have a 
lift. We’ve been using them for 
our coach for about two years. 
Very fair and know all about the 
GMC parts sources. Talk to Sam 
or Dan the owner.
Submitted by: Mickey Szilagyi 
Date: 11/11/15

Cinnibar Engineering
Sandusky, MI 48471
810-648-2444
c 800-720-2227
gmcmh@aol.com 
www.thegmcmotorhomepeople.
com
Parts supplier, total restoration, 
repair, maintenance, and 
storage.

Mint City Motors
St. Johns, MI 48879
989-224-1440
The shop is located on US 127 
In St Johns Michigan, is north 
of Lansing and south of Alma 
Mi. Mechanic, James. Owner, 
George Enochs George has his 
own GMC under restoration.
Submitted by: John Wright
Date: 11/11/15 

MINNESOTA

Transformation 
Performance Transmissions 
Steve Turnquest
Minniapolis, MN 
763-755-1134
2206 132nd Avenue NW
Specializes in heavy duty 
transmissions. Great reports 
from local GMCers on 455s.
Date: 6/30/20 

MONTANA

Whisler Towing and Repair
Livingston, MT 59047
406-224-5686
1296 Highway 10 West 
http://whistlertowing.net/  
Towed, repaired, allowed to 
sleep in coach during repairs. 
Great service by great folks. 
Submitted by: Bryce Sluman
Date: 8/27/20 

NORTH CAROLINA

Palmer Service Center
Gastonia, NC 28052
704-867-2307
It was a great experience. We 
called him early in the am 
and he said come right over. 
Don is a very nice guy and 
knowledgeable. It was a push 
rod in #1 cylinder, he got parts, 
repaired it and had us on the 
road in 4 hours. Would definitely 
recommend him for mechanical 
issues.
Submitted by: Elizabeth 
Netherland
Date: 11/11/15 

RD’s Service Center
Steve
Gastonia, NC 28052
704-864-1318
Started by RD and Steve - hence 
the name - when they retired 
to have something to do. Steve 
bought RD’s share later but kept 
the name. All the help is older 
guys, mostly retired, who sort of 
drop in when there’s work. And 

they FIX things. And loved the 
idea of the GMC - carburetor, no 
computer, you can repair it. Very 
highly recommended, they do 
good work for a more than fair 
price and to a person, they’re 
nice guys. Replaced a failed 
water pump and repaired the 
banged up pulley for $565.
Submitted by: Johnny Bridges 
(8/2012). Mostly interior work 
now. 
Updated by: Elizabeth 
Netherland
Date: 11/11/15 

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Coastal Truck & Auto Body
Portsmouth, NH 03804
603-431-7601
Front End Alignment
Submitted by: Chuck Botts
Date: 11/11/15 

New England RV Service
Mike Glover
Plaistow, NH 03865
603-382-8272
c 603-382-8791
nervservice03865@comcast.net
Originally worked for GM. 
Very Knowledgeable. Owns a 
GMC. Works on pretty much 
everything; ignition, radiator, fan 
clutch. Replaced transmission 
and final drive, brakes, electrical 
system.
Submitted by: Jose Silva 
Date: 4/2010 

NEW MEXICO

Cadilac Motor Sports
Jerry
Albuquerque, NM 87113
505-856-8333

Crazy Horse Restorations, 
Pinnacle Collision Center
Murray Bowen
Ruidoso Downs, NM 88346
575-937-6410
Murray does major and minor 
body and paint work but 
specializes in full frame off 
restorations on all kinds of 
classic vehicles. Check out his 
facebook page to view some 
of his finished restorations 
and ongoing projects. 
Recommended by: Bob Raef
Date: 11/11/15 

Hodges Automotive
Jack Hodges
Albuquerque, NM 87123
505-292-7698
A full service facility with 

considerable GMC experience. 
They use Knighton’s Automotive, 
who also have considerable 
GMC, to do the actual engine 
rebuilding under Jack’s direction.
Submitted by: Peter Rachtman
Date: 11/11/15 

Statkus Engine Service
Albuquerque, NM 87102
505-765-1614
statkusengines@gmail.com 
www.statkusengines.com/  
Recommended by many as a 
good general repair shop. They 
specialize in building engines. 
Lots of 455 and Caddy 500 
experience.
Date: 11/18/17 

NEW YORK

Profile Motors GM Inc.
Peter Fullerton
Conway , NY 03818
603-447-3361
Excellent service. Fair price. 
Great mechanics. They’ve 
seen GMCs before. This small 
GM dealership is located in 
the White Mountains of New 
Hampshire...It is in the middle of 
nowhere but it saved me! I had 
new transmission installed.
Submitted by: Bernard in 
Montreal, Canada
Date: 11/11/15 

OHIO

Angles Garage & Wrecker 
Service
Jeff
Jackson, OH 45640
740-577-3636
anglesgarage@yahoo.com
Recommended by Kim Carter. 
“I am highly recommending 
Jeff. He towed and repaired our 
26’ 77 Palm Beach when our 
passenger side lower A frame 
failed. He was willing to get 
input from experienced GMCers 
to learn how to make the repair, 
and was honest and interested 
in doing things right without 
breaking the bank.”

OKLAHOMA

Mike Townsley
Mustang, OK 73064
405-376-1018
c 405-205-0987
mike.townsley@aol.com 
myrat@bellsouth.net  
Works on locals GMCs
Date: 4/29/20 
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Wades RV Clinic
Sapulpa, OK 74066
918-291-1011
c 918-292-2611
www.wadesrvclinic.com 
Located at US Highway 75 and 
121st South (just west of Wal-
Mart) FMCA C11729
Date: 11/11/15 

OREGON

Doyle Truck Repair
Hillsboro, OR 97123
503-648-1146
doyletruck@yahoo.com
GMC motorhome experience; 
engines, brakes, chassis electrical 
& mechanical.
Submitted by: Ron Clark
Date: 11/11/15 

Feedforward
Byron Mackey
Portland, OR 
971-413-9212
Maintains 2 GMCs for Keen 
Footwear.
Date: 12/7/18 

Henderson Line-Up & RV
Grants Pass, OR 97527
541-479-2882
Known on several occasions to 
totally screw up a GMC, attempt 
to sell un-needed parts.
Submitted by: Bert Curtis
Date: 11/11/15 

Lentz Automotive
Portland, OR 97201
503-762-2129
This is an old fashioned auto 
repair shop with real mechanics, 
fair prices, and good service.
Submitted by: Ron Clark
Date: 11/11/15 

SOUTH CAROLINA

LowCountry RV Service
Kerry & Dustin Royal
Summersville, SC 29483
843-754-4310 
www.lowcountryrvservice.
com 
Also make service calls. They 
know what their doing. Good 
service. Located 1 mile off I-26 
between Charleston and I-95.
Submitted by: Danial Lussier 
Date: 3/2013 

TEXAS

Bryan Kaufman
Athens, TX 75751
903-802-3601
Excellent re-builder of 455s and 
TH425s. Generally good GMC 
Mechanic.
Submitted by: Willard Murdock
Date: 11/11/15 

Chance Trucking
Jimmy Chance Trucking
Central Texas, TX 
254-721-2933
Has hauled several on his 
lowboy flatbed.
Date: 7/16/20 

Don Virta Garage
Cedar Park, TX 78613
512-921-8142 
3041 Woodall Dr 
Owns GMCs, Installed front 
end parts, my coach now steers 
easily. Radiator re-core, Timing 
chain, engine overhaul R&R. 
Motor machine shop w Olds 
experience around the corner, ... 
Submitted by: Tim Taylor
Date: 3/11/16 

Eagle Transmission
Tony (Manager)
Cedar Park, TX 78613
512-360-0718
607 West Whitestone Blvd

Gen Tech – Fred Summers
Leander, TX 78641
512-940-5301
fred@fixyourgenerator.com 
2018 Eagles Way 
Bob O’Farrell said this guy is a 
magician with a 6k Onan. And 
he’s fast.
Date: 5/8/19 

Gulf Coast Fleet Towing
Jeff Weingart
Houston, TX 
713-266-8454
Has a Landoll Trailer. 
Recommended by: Michael 
Bozardt.
Date: 8/6/20 

J L & L Radiator Service
Tyler, TX 75706
903-592-5393
Reasonable prices, take pride in 
their work.
Submitted by: Richard Brown 
Date: 11/11/15 

Phillip Farell Transmission
Venus, TX 76084
972-430-9045
Highly experienced at rebuilding 
the 425 transmission. Will not 
R&R. Last known charged 
$850 complete overhaul. 
Recommended by Jerry Reeves
Date: 8/5/20 

Texas Auto Carriers
San Antonio, TX 
210-666-4444
Has a Landoll Trailer. 
Recommended by Daniel Jacobs
Date: 8/7/20 

Lee Stanbridge
Washington Terrace, UT 84405
801-540-0711
Submitted by: Bob Cook
Date: 11/11/15 

WASHINGTON

Evergreen RV
Seattle, WA 98133
888-398-3756 
www.evergreenrvsupply.com/ 
RV parking in the back, will take 
drop-ins if they have serious 
problems.
Submitted by: Gary Watts
Date: 11/11/15 

Wingfoot Commercial Tire 
Systems
Fife, WA 98424
253-922-3303 
www.wingfootct.com  
All wheel alignment
Submitted by: Jess Marker
Date: 11/11/15 

WISCONSIN

Bent Jorgensen Trucking
Racine, WI 55967
507-951-2345 
Bj@satausa.com
Has hauled several on his 
lowboy flatbed. NationWide. 
Very roughly ~$3 per mile.
Date: 8/19/20 

Dennis’s Service
Brookfield, WI 53005
414-484-9431
CV Joint and Boot Replacement
Submitted by: Ray Espamer
Date: 11/11/15 

CANADA – ONTARIO

Borrmann’s Garage
Frank Borrmann
Bluevale, ON N0G1G0
519-335-3857 
www.borrmannsgarage.aaro.ca 
All ‘round mechanic, with a very 
large, well equipped shop. Owns 
an FMC and a GMC. Does a 
lot of work for Heritage Cruiser 
members. Located a little out 
of the way Bluevale is 10 miles 
from Wingham, ON, but a 
beautiful drive. Easy access from 
Port Huron and Detroit MI and 
Niagara Falls NY. Of course all of 
ON, especially South, Central, 
and Eastern.
Submitted by: Chuck Camroux
Date: 11/11/15 
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The GMC Motorhome Registry

The Registry website is where owners of a  
GMC Motorhome or Transmode are encouraged to register  

their names and the coach’s TZE number (VIN).   
You will be given the known location history of your GMC.

The information, which is of historical significance, 
is used only by, and for, owners of these vintage vehicles. 

– Billy Massey, Administrator

Visit www.gmcmhregistry.com


